
 
 

 
 
Foreword of the Director General of the Czech Trade Inspection 
Authority 
 

Activities of a surveillance body can be evaluated from several points of view 
depending on who is interested in what – how many inspections were carried out and 
what were their results, how much money was transferred to the state budget or how 
the activities of the particular state authority influenced the market. I consider the last 
thing most important. Did sellers and providers of services start behaving in a fairer 
way towards consumers to some extent? Or have consumers started to consider who 
and for what they give their money? It is simple to give answers to questions that can 
be answered using figures, but other questions are not so easy to answer.  

How was the year 2014? It was at least as demanding as the previous one: the New 
Civil Code became effective bringing a number of changes for both entrepreneurs 
and employees of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority in the field of not only 
inspection, but also advisory and information activities. Subsequent amendment of 
the Act on Consumer Protection determined stricter conditions for organizing such 
presentation sales events whose organizers loaded inspectorates with thousands of 
notifications of often fictitious events while at other unreported events they misled 
especially elderly consumers with untrue information about characteristics of offered 
overcharged products and tried to gain their attention offering fictitious advantages. 
Incomplete information provided by some creditors concerning costs of consumer 
credit resulted in inspections aimed at contracts on consumer credit. Besides these 
problematic fields, other inspection actions and international projects, in which the 
Czech Trade Inspection Authority actively participated, were carried out without 
special interest of the public.  



Cooperation with other surveillance authorities, professional associations and 
chambers as well as other subjects dealing with consumer rights protection issues 
contributed to good results of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority. We openly 
informed the wide public and the media about our activities and as a result of this we 
received the prize “Open Society”. Educational activities of CTIA employees – 
seminars and lectures for wide public – were appreciated by participants of all sorts, 
both students and seniors.  

I hope that in 2015 consumers will be more self-confident and more careful within 
purchases and especially that they will resist various unfair commercial practices – 
however, this will be reflected in the number of submissions. Further inspections will 
show whether entrepreneurs learned their lesson from imposed measures and fines 
and whether they will be fairer. Nevertheless, the Czech Trade Inspection Authority 
will be on consumers’ side within its authorizations as stipulated in law and ready to 
protect their interests, provide them with information and inspect problems that they 
face in the market. 
 

 
 

Ing. Mojmír Bezecný 
Director General of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority 
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CZECH TRADE INSPECTION AUTHORITY IN 2014  

The year 2014 was a year in which the Czech Trade Inspection Authority could 
benefit from organization stability reached after the changes of 2011 and stabilization 
process of 2011 to 2013 when effectiveness of organizational changes and their 
impact on inspection activities were evaluated.  

This year was also a period when major changes within inspection activities were 
made - changes that touched the procedure of administration elaboration of 
inspection results. The changes stemmed from the amendment of the Inspection Act 
(Act No. 255/2012 Coll. on Inspection) that determined absolutely new process 
procedures and at the same time to certain extent loaded inspection activities with 
other administrative steps, especially in connection with the new version of inspection 
protocol, its requisites, documents, and elaboration procedure.  

With regard to the selected strategy and set goals, the elementary extent of 
inspection activities was determined by the Plan of Projects of the Czech Trade 
Inspection Authority for 2014 – in compliance with requirements for free movement of 
goods and services, protection of rights and interests of consumers and setting of fair 
(equal) conditions in the internal market. Similarly as in previous years, this document 
transformed priorities of inspection activities of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority 
into particular inspection projects carried out in determined time frames. The 
inspection plan was modified during the year and supplemented by projects and 
actions reacting to actual developments in the market. 

As in 2013, the Czech Trade Inspection Authority chose a strategy of targeted 
inspections for 2014. It was supplemented by a wholescale market monitoring and 
investigations of consumers’ submissions. It continued the trend of improving quality 
of inspection activities, even though in some cases this trend together with the higher 
administrative load stemming from the new Act on Inspection seemed to have 
negative impact on numbers of inspections. In 2014, in total 31,009 inspections were 
carried out which was less by 6,290 inspections, 16.9%, than in 2013 (37,299 
inspections). .  Decrease in the number of inspections was inter-annually lower than 
in 2013 when the number of inspections was lower by 23.4% than in 2012. Together 
with the lower number of inspections carried out, the number of inspections with 
findings concerning violations of legal regulations decreased. In 2014, breaches of 
legal regulations were discovered within 12,121 inspections which was lower by 
1,105 inspections than in 2013 (13,226 inspections). However, the share of 
inspections with findings concerning violations of legal regulations increased by 3.6% 
more (39.1%) than in 2013 (35.5%). 

Throughout the year, the Czech Trade Inspection Authority closely cooperated with 
other state administration bodies and surveillance authorities of both the Czech 
Republic and the European Union. This cooperation stemmed from the applicable 
legislation in the field of institutional securement of activities and treaties concluded 
among surveillance authorities in relation to the EU Singe Market and joint consumer 
protection. International cooperation was carried out especially based on the 
Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council (EC) No. 2006/2004 from 
October 27, 2004, on cooperation between national bodies responsible for the 
enforcement of consumer protection laws (the Regulation on consumer protection 
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cooperation), international surveillance actions and working groups. Representatives 
of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority participated also in activities of a number of 
working groups dealing with the matter of consumer rights protection, creation of new 
legal and technical regulations as well as quality of products and services.  

During the year, the Czech Trade Inspection Authority also paid attention to the 
enhancement of the professional qualification of inspection employees. Trainings 
were focused on improving knowledge of employees of technical inspection as well 
as increasing the expertise of employees of general inspection. At the same time, 
language courses contributing to an enhancement of employees’ language skills 
were organized.  

Changes within the procedure of inspection activities required modifications of the 
inspection and information system Mercurius which was extended to fit new 
requirements for inspections. Regardless of these modifications, functions of 
inspection and information system were extended by so-called “light client” that 
enables an access to the system via a website interface. The preparation of the 
implementation of the so-called “mobile client” reached the final phase. This client 
should provide online connection to the information system and enable operation with 
the saved information during the inspection.  

The Czech Trade Inspection Authority provided advisory and information services 
and, thus, increased legal literacy of both consumers and commercial entities in the 
internal market. This activity is a part of the preventive and educational programme 
focused on consumers and commercial entities and it also brings valuable 
information to the Czech Trade Inspection Authority about the situation in the internal 
market, its development and possible defects.  

Other forms of preventive activities were educational seminars and lectures for both 
consumers and commercial entities. They focused on the matter of conclusion of 
contracts away from business premises, unfair commercial practices and other 
current topics.  

As in previous years, the Czech Trade Inspection Authority cooperated with civic 
associations protecting interests and rights of consumers, professional associations, 
interest groups and professional competent persons. CTIA representatives 
participated in events organized by these subjects and contributed to information 
materials intended for both professional and laic public. 

The European Consumer Centre, integrated in our structure, also significantly helped 
consumers to solve problems within cross-border purchases and use of services. Its 
employees aimed their activities especially at cases of concrete assistance 
concerning problems with enforcement of consumer rights at vendors and providers 
of services in the EU member states and at prevention in this field. 
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Strategy of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority to meet the objectives 
set for the period from 2011 to 2016 

The Czech Trade Inspection Authority has defined its clear vision, mission, values 
and goals to achieve: 

VISION: 

 “Dynamic surveillance body for the protection of consumers and the EU 
common market.” 

MISSION: 

 Consumer protection within the single market in cooperation with the 
authorities of the European Union 

 Supporting unified conditions for placement of products on the market.  

VALUES: 

 Professionalism and ethics 
 Respect to the legislation 
 Respect to the obligations towards consumers, commercial subjects and 

others  
 Permanent professional growth 

OBJECTIVES: 

 Provision of balanced, targeted and objective surveillance  
 Cooperation with the state administration bodies and NGOs  
 Cooperation with the surveillance authorities within the EU 
 Preventive activity in the field of consumer protection and creation of the 

EU single market 
 Prompt reactions to legislative changes  
 Participation in the development and enforcement of the state’s policy  
 Maintenance and development of the level of consumer protection and the    

     conditions for placing products on the EU market  

Fulfilment of the vision is significantly dependent on the willingness of all employees 
of the organization to identify themselves with the determined goals. Achieving the 
final state is not possible without employees who share common values that form a 
certain level of culture of the organization that reflects itself during everyday activities. 
Therefore it is important for them to know all necessary information. Achievement of 
goals requires permanent improving of management and communication skills of 
managers and professional qualification and overall education of inspection 
employees aimed at their professional qualification which shall be connected with 
progressive personal policy. Internal communication for sharing important information 
must be ensured on both horizontal and vertical level. Managers must verify the 
functioning of set processes on everyday basis, identify unfavourable issues and take 
measures to remove them. This process has to be permanent on all levels of 
management with the support of all employees of the organization. 
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Development of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority 

In 2015, the Czech Trade Inspection Authority will still meet requirements of the 
concept of development elaborated in the below mentioned fields for the period from 
2012 to 2016 with the aim to reach the objectives and tasks laid down for the 
individual periods. The proposed solutions stem from both national and European 
legal regulations and priorities declared in a number of both national and international 
documents. The elementary social framework is laid down by the following 
documents: 

 Consumer Policy Priorities of the MIT 2011 – 2016 

 Action plan on support of economic growth and employment of the Czech 
Republic 

 EC’s recommendations for the actions to improve the EU’s single market 

 Regulation (EU) No 254/2014 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 26 February 2014 on a multiannual consumer programme for 
the years 2014-20 

 New Legislation Framework 

Legal framework is given especially by legal regulations governing the following 
fields: 

 Inspection activities 

 General safety of products 

 Protection of consumer’s legitimate interests 

 Technical requirements for products 

 Environmental requirements for products 

 State’s fiscal interests 

 International cooperation 

An effective surveillance authority with a stable organization structure with shared 
visions and values is a tool used to meet inspection objectives. Its management 
principles shall ensure the following: 

 Unified surveillance execution within all its regional inspectorates 
 Education and increasing professional qualification of employees 
 Methodical and legal support to activities of inspection officers  
 Cooperation on both national and international level 
 Permanent checks and improvement of procedures concerning inspection 

activities  
 Effective and targeted use of financial resources  

Increasing requirements for execution of surveillance as stipulated in both European 
and national legal regulations require permanent modifications and improvements of 
processes and procedures within activities concerning all fields of scope of the Czech 
Trade Inspection Authority.  
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For 2015, the intention of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority is to keep unifying 
inspection procedures within execution of surveillance, education of inspection 
employees and ensuring their highly professional approach during inspections. 

In compliance with the management concept, systematic and procedural approach 
with an emphasis on removal of duplicate administrative resolutions, simplification 
and effective existing processes will be applied. In 2015, new legal regulations, 
especially the Act No. 234/2014 Coll. on Civil Service, which will significantly change 
labour relations within administrative authorities, will need to be followed. The above 
mentioned law governs statute of state employees exercising state administration 
and their rewards, organization of civil service, and issues of employees of state 
administration. 

It is necessary to preserve the current institutional infrastructure (General 
Inspectorate, 7 inspectorates, and the concentration of technical control at the 
Středočeský and Prague Inspectorate) that has proven its sufficient functionality and 
flexibility. The existing organization structure will, however, need to be modified in 
compliance with requirements of the Act on Civil Service, including some changes 
that should lead to better results of the institution. 

In the previous years, the Czech Trade Inspection Authority has reaches very good 
results in the field of international relationships and cooperation with the European 
Union. It is perceived as one of the pillars of state surveillance concerning the 
placement of products on the market, protection of consumers’ rights while ensuring 
free movement of goods and services in the internal market. In 2015, it will be a 
crucial task for the Czech Trade Inspection Authority to maintain this role and 
strengthen the positions that were achieved in the past years.  

In terms of national relationships, the Czech Trade Inspection Authority will pay 
attention especially to development of cooperation with surveillance bodies in the 
inner market, associations founded to protect consumer rights, representatives of 
professional associations and chambers, research and educational institutions as 
well as other subjects dealing with protection of consumer rights, free movement of 
goods in the internal market and other fields relating to inspection activities of the 
Czech Trade Inspection Authority. 

In the sphere of public relations, the Czech Trade Inspection Authority will keep 
developing the policy of openness and cooperation with both the media and 
professional and laic public. It will further participate in the education of consumers 
through its own educational activities or in cooperation with other subjects, especially 
state administration bodies, associations that protect consumer’s interests and 
competent persons.  

The Czech Trade Inspection Authority primarily fulfils its elementary mission through 
market surveillance. Within inspection activities, stress will still be put on fields where 
risks are difficult to recognize and identify for the consumer which can result in a 
damage to their legitimate interests. Primarily, this concerns the safety of products 
that are being placed on the market and into operation, uncovering all forms of unfair 
commercial practices, and the protection of consumers’ right to clear and readable 
offers of financial products. Inspection activities will also be focused on certain forms 
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of trade which relate to a higher risk of damage to consumer’s interest, such as 
contracts concluded by distance means or away from business premises. Attention 
will also be paid to inspections targeted on the protection of the environment and 
fiscal interests of the state.  

All these measures lead to increasing the quality in the methodical and inspection 
field, but also in the economical, personal and communication sphere. 
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PROFILE 

The Czech Trade Inspection Authority is a state administration body subordinated to 
the Ministry of Industry and Trade. The Czech Trade Inspection Authority was 
established by the Act No. 64/1986 Coll. as a successor of the former State Trade 
Inspection Authority. It is composed of the General Inspectorate and subordinated 
inspectorates.  
 
The Czech Trade Inspection Authority inspects both legal and physical persons 
selling or supplying products and goods within the internal market, providing services 
or conducting other similar activity in the internal market, providing consumer credit 
or operating marketplaces, unless another administrative authority exercises 
surveillance in compliance with special legal regulations.  
 
It discovers flaws and their causes concerning inspected persons. It requires removal 
of detected flaws, their causes and harmful consequences and imposes or suggests 
measures to remedy. It generalizes knowledge of inspection executions and prevents 
the occurrence of shortcomings especially by timely uncovering their causes, 
publishing inspection results, and by educational activities. . It analyses samples of 
products or arranges their analyses in order to check their quality and safety or to 
inspect whether unfair commercial practices are used. Based on legal regulations, it 
imposes sanctions or other measures, including measures consisting of restriction of 
free movement of goods in the internal market.  

The CTIA cooperates with state administration bodies and participates in the creation 
and realization of joint projects and inspection actions. It is active in preparing 
international inspection actions and their realization within international cooperation 
with surveillance authorities of other EU member states. A part of the activities of the 
Czech Trade Inspection Authority is also the cooperation with representatives of 
associations dealing with consumer rights protection and professional and business 
associations.  

The Czech Trade Inspection Authority is also active in the field of prevention and 
education of consumers focused on increasing their knowledgeability. It provides 
consumers with necessary information and advice through Advisory and Information 
Service, seminars and other educational actions primarily targeted at currently 
problematic segments of the market. 

The European Consumer Centre Czech Republic plays an important role in this field. 
Besides its prophylactic activities it also resolves consumer complaints concerning 
cross-border trade in other EU member states, Norway and Iceland. 
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Supervision over the compliance with legal regulations in the field of consumer 
protection and free movement of goods in the internal market are the major parts of 
the inspection activities of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority. 

 
 
 
The range of the activities and surveillance competencies of the Czech Trade 
Inspection Authority are defined above all by the following laws: 
 

 Act No. 64/1986 Coll., the Czech Trade Inspection Act  

 Act No. 552/1991 Coll., on State Control  

 Act No. 500/2004 Coll., Administrative Procedure Code  

 Act No. 634/1992 Coll., the Consumer Protection Act  

 Act No. 311/2006 Coll., on Fuels and Filling Stations  

 Act No. 22/1997 Coll., on Technical Requirements for Products (+ applicable 
government orders 

 Act No. 102/2001 Coll., on General Safety of Products 

 Act No. 145/2001 Coll., on Consumer Credit 

 Act No. 477/2001 Coll., on Packaging  

 Act No. 201/2012 Coll., on Clean Air Protection  

 Act No. 185/2001 Coll., on Wastes  

 Act No. 353/2003 Coll., on Excise Duties 

 Act No. 253/2008 Coll., on selected measures against legitimisation of 
proceeds of crime  

 Act No. 379/2005 Coll., on Measures for Protection from Harm Caused by 
Tobacco Products, Alcohol, and Other Addictive Substances, as later 
amended,  

 Act No. 73/2012 Coll. on substances that deplete the ozone layer and 
fluorinated greenhouse gases 

 Act No. 247/2006 Coll., on Restrictions of Night Operations of Pawnshops and 
Other Establishments 

 Act No. 156/2000 Coll., on proving of firearms, ammunition, and pyrotechnics, 
as well as on the proper ways of handling certain pyrotechnic products 

 Act No. 307/2013 Coll., on Compulsory Labelling of Spirits, as amended, 

 Act No. 226/2013 Coll., on placing timber and timber products on the market 

 Regulation (EC) No. 2006/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council 
of 27 October 2004 on cooperation between national authorities responsible 
for the enforcement of consumer protection laws (the Regulation on consumer 
protection cooperation)  

 Regulation (EC) No. 764/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council 
of 9 July 2008 laying down procedures relating to the application of certain 
national technical rules to products lawfully marketed in another Member State  

 Regulation (EC) No. 765/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council 
of 9 July 2008 setting out the requirements for accreditation and market 
surveillance relating to the marketing of products and repealing Regulation 
(EEC) No 339/93 

Inspection activities 
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The extent of inspection activities of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority is defined 
by applicable both national and international, or European legal regulations. Based 
on both national and European legal regulations implemented into legislation of the 
Czech Republic or directly applicable legal regulations of the European Union 
governing the area of consumer protection and free movement of goods, the Czech 
Trade Inspection Authority was directly involved in the identification and defence 
against illegal conducts of inspected persons in the internal market of the Czech 
Republic and the EU. It took part in joint international surveillance projects and 
cooperated with particular bodies of neighbouring countries.  

As in the previous year, the Plan of Projects of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority 
defined elementary priorities and direction of inspection activities. This document 
defined the frame for short-term surveillance objectives and nationally monitored 
fields of inspection in order to ensure fulfilment of the mission of the Czech Trade 
Inspection Authority. Operative surveillance activities remained in the scope of 
directors of individual regional inspectorates who could reflect major issues of their 
regions within their own inspection activities.  

The plan of projects included inspection projects focused on the protection of 
consumers’ rights and their economic interests, general safety of products and their 
placement on the market and into operation as well as the protection of fiscal 
interests of the state and protection of the environment. The plan also included 
international activities of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority reflected in individual 
inspection projects, activities of working groups and operation of information systems 
and databases.  

Projects of general inspection were aimed mainly at the inspection of compliance with 
legal regulations imposing obligations to commercial entities in relation to consumers 
and protection of their legitimate interests. The inspection focused especially on 
uncovering breaches of the prohibition to use unfair commercial practices, fulfilment 
of principles of fair sale of products and provision of services as well as inspection of 
fulfilment of information obligation and other obligations as stipulated in applicable 
legal regulations. The Czech Trade Inspection Authority paid special attention to 
conclusion of distance contracts (e.g. via internet) and contracts concluded away 
from business premises, especially at organized events (i.e. at presentation sales 
events). Another major part of inspection activities was the sphere of financial 
services offered to consumers by intermediaries and providers of consumer credit. .  

Technical (product) inspection was focused on both selected products according to 
the Act No. 22/1997 Coll. on Technical Requirements for Products and non-selected 
products according to the Act No. 102/2001 Coll. General Safety of Products. Within 
these inspections it was necessary to check information gained from official 
information sources (especially the European Alert Information System RAPEX, 
portal of ADCO CIRCA groups, including the ICSMS database, submissions of other 
surveillance bodies and the PROSAFE organization), investigation of submissions 
from consumers and other persons as received by the Czech Trade Inspection 
Authority, as well as investigation of knowledge gained within execution of inspection 
activities. The execution of technical inspection was – with minor exceptions – carried 
out by technical inspectors-specialists of the Středočeský and Prague Inspectorate. 
The mentioned exceptions concerned especially products notified through the 
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RAPEX contact point, inspections of toys and childcare products. Stress was put 
above all on search and inspection concerning legal and physical persons who place 
products on the internal market of the European Union. 

Another part of the plan of projects was aimed at inspection actions that were carried 
out in cooperation with foreign surveillance authorities and within the EU structures. 
The Czech Trade Inspection Authority fulfilled its obligations stemming from 
obligations connected with European cooperation and coordinated surveillance.  

In 2014, the CTIA carried out in total 31,009 inspections and detected shortcomings 
in 39.1% of cases (i.e. within 12,121 inspections). Compliance with the Act No. 
634/1992 Coll. on Consumer Protection was inspected within 26,677 inspections, 
including 9,886 cases (37.1%) in which shortcomings were detected. Compliance 
with the Act No. 22/1997 Coll. on Technical Requirements for Products and its 
implementing regulations was checked within 4,845 inspections, including 1,213 
cases (25.0%) in which shortcomings were discovered. 2,233 inspections at 
economic entities were related to the compliance with requirements of the Act No. 
102/2001 Coll. on General Safety of Products which was breached in 139 cases, i.e. 
6.2% of cases. 

Further to the RAPEX system, the CTIA carried out market monitoring, checked for 
possible occurrence of dangerous products notified into the system by other member 
states and investigated products that could pose risk for consumers or other 
protected attributes. In 2014, the European Commission published in total 2,440 
notifications of dangerous products. In total 1,525 notifications, i.e. about 127 per 
month, according to Article 12 of GPSD were addressed to the Czech Trade 
Inspection Authority. The Czech Trade Inspection Authority reacted to these 
notifications in 8 cases when it spotted notified products in the internal market. The 
Czech Trade Inspection Authority transferred notifications concerning 14 
noncompliant products to the contact point at the Ministry of Industry and Trade.  

In 2014, the Czech Trade Inspection Authority collected in total 2,838 product 
samples. Most of them were samples of fuels collected for quality assessment. All 
seven inspectorates carried out sampling of fuels at filling stations on the whole 
territory of the Czech Republic – both in compliance with annual schedule and on ad 
hoc basis based on consumers’ submissions. In total 2,663 samples of automotive 
petrol, diesel, LPG, CNG, Ethanol E85, FAME, and diesel fuel blend were collected. 
Accredited laboratory assessed their quality. 81 samples, i.e. 3%, failed quality 
requirements as stipulated in applicable legal regulations. These results were 
announced to the EU institutions through the Ministry of Industry and Trade. Besides 
fuels, other 175 samples of products were collected, including 85 that failed 
legislative requirements (i.e. 48.6%).  

In total 10,876 fines amounting to 116,804,200 CZK were lawfully imposed for 
breaches of legal regulations.  

The Czech Trade Inspection Authority cooperated with national inspection bodies 
within surveillance concerning internal market with non-food goods and services. It 
also participated in seven international joint surveillance projects and cooperated with 
particular bodies of neighbouring countries in particular cases.  
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The agenda of submissions from consumers and other subjects addressed to the 
Czech Trade Inspection Authority was included in the inspection activities. In 2014, 
the CTIA received in total 22,187 submissions which was about the same number as 
in 2013 (22,505). 5,816 submissions were used within inspection activities. Violations 
of legal regulations were detected within 3,145 inspections (i.e. 54.1%).  

Activities of Legal Department 

As in previous years, the basis of the Legal Department’s activities was the 
preparation of suggestions for decisions of the Director General on the inspected 
subjects’ appeals from the regional inspectorates’ decisions. Employees of the Legal 
Department subsequently represented the CTIA in administrative court proceedings 
in which it was decided about suits brought against legitimate CTIA decisions. The 
department also prepared appropriate petitions for these proceedings. 

The department’s activities also included legal advice and consultations provided to 
other departments of the General Inspectorate and the regional inspectorates of the 
CTIA, and preparations of legal opinions that would unify the interpretation of legal 
regulations as well as participation in the preparation of some internal regulations.  
 
The Department also provided legal help in placing public contracts, ensured 
activities of the Loss Committee and the Work Injury Compensation Board. It was 
also competent within the agenda of labour-law disputes lead by the CTIA. Lawyers 
answered numerous written information requests from the consumer public, 
entrepreneurs, public administration authorities and the media concerning legal 
opinions on legal regulations in the surveillance competence of the CTIA. In cases of 
queries in compliance with the Act No. 106/1999 on Free Access to Information, they 
also provided consultations and statements to the Department of Communication and 
Public Relations. 
 
The competency of the department also included continuous monitoring of legislative 
changes on both national and European level that affected the CTIA activities. It 
reported the changes to other subdivisions of the CTIA and elaborated legal analysis 
on these changes. Furthermore, it submitted comments to the proposals of legal 
regulations that were submitted to the CTIA and monitored decision-making practice 
of courts (especially in the area of administrative justice). Its employees participated 
in negotiations with representatives of public administration bodies and professional 
public.  
 
The Department also ensured the agenda of cross-border cooperation in compliance 
with the Regulation (EC) No. 2006/2004 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council on cooperation between national authorities responsible for the enforcement 
of laws on consumers’ interests, including participation in member states’ joint 
inspection action SWEEP 2014.  
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Overview of the Legal Department’s activities 
Number of solved 

cases in 2013 
Number of solved 

cases in 2014 

Decisions issued by a second degree body 389 286 

New decisions given on the grounds of 
judgements 

8    8 

Review procedure, reopening of the trial, late-
raised objection 

31   42 

Decision on appeal from a decision on request 
for instalment payments 

8    7 

Decision on pleaded bias    0   5 

Review proceedings (solved by the Ministry of 
Industry and Trade) 

6 11 

Accusations (against decisions of second degree 
body in administrative proceedings) 

40 46 

Judgements rejecting suits against decisions of 
second degree body in administrative 
proceedings 

27 49 

Judgements overruling decisions of second 
degree body in administrative proceedings 

13   8 

Appeals  

10 

9 filed by the party to 
the case 
1 filed by the CTIA 

19 

13 filed by the party to 
the case 
6 filed by the CTIA 

 
Judgements of Supreme Administrative Court 
rejecting appeals 

8, incl. 1 caused by 
filing appeal out of 
deadline 

7 + 1 withdrawal 

Judgements of Supreme Administrative Court 
overruling judgement given in administrative 
justice 

3    4 

Requests for enforcement measure received 
from other EU states based on Regulation No. 
2006/2004 

2    8 

Requests for enforcement measure elaborated 
by the CTIA based on Regulation No. 2006/2004 

9   20 

Requests for information received from EU states 
based on Regulation No. 2006/2004 

0    3 

Requests for information elaborated by CTIA 
based on Regulation No. 2006/2004 

1    4 
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Analysis of employment and distribution of wage funds in 2014 

Budget expenses 2014: 

Use as of December 31, 2014 
modified 
budget 

total budget, 
incl. reserve 
fund (ESC) 

budget use 
budget 

use 
in % 

Common expenses 

501 - 2 Employee salaries and other 
personal expenses OPE 

152,877,160 153,516,772 153,326,622   99.88 

Including: 5011 Employee salaries 151,450,980 151,982,172 151,981,758 100.00 

5021 Other personal expenses     1,313,180     1,421,600     1,232,529   86.70 

5024 Compensation payments        113,000        113,000        112,335   99.41  

 
 
Limit for wage funds amounting to 152,324,760 CZK was established in a list of 
obligatory factors (letter of the MIT, file number 53206/13/21200 from January 8, 
2014), including: 
 

 Financial sources for wages of the established limit of 472 employees 
amounting to 149,204,580 thousand CZK (average salary 26,343 CZK), and  

 Comprised resources for other personal expenses (payments for the work 
done) amounting to 2,113,180 CZK,  

 Financial resources for compensation payments amounting to 1,007,000 CZK.  

On January 1, 2011, an organisational change was implemented and activities of 
individual organizational units, including staffing, were also re-evaluated. On the 
above mentioned date, wage funds were reduced by 10% due to austerity measures 
which resulted in reduction of work places (by 40). The reduced budget for wages 
was determined also for 2014. The CTIA again determined the number of work 
places to 432.  

Change of the list of obligatory factors for 2014 by the budgetary corrective action No. 5 
of the Ministry of Industry and Trade (letter No. 6743/14/21500/21200 from February 5, 
2014) brought reduction of wage funds for 2014 by 316,116 CZK. Through this action, 
one systemized work place was transferred, including wage funds, in favour of the 
Czech Proof House for Arms and Ammunition based on “Agreement on transfer of 
systemized work place” from October 22, 2013. After the modification, the limit of wage 
funds amounted to 148,884,464 CZK for the foreseen (annual) number of employees 
of 471 (average monthly wage 26,343 CZK). 

With effect from November 1, 2014 (based on Government Decision No. 779/2014 from 
September 22, 2014, and Government Order No. 224/2014 Coll. from October 10, 2014) 
the budget for employees’ wages increased (budgetary corrective action No. 5, letter of 
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the MIT, file number 50174/2014/21500 from November 12, 2014). Limit for financial 
resources for wages was determined in the total amount of 149,756,980 CZK (average 
monthly wage 26,496 CZK).  

List of binding factors was changed in the following manner in a budgetary corrective 
action of the MIT No. 7 (letter of the MIT No. 51462/14/21500/21200 from December 3, 
2014) based on request from the CTIA after the expected need for financial resources 
was calculated: 

 reduction of financial resources for other personal expenditures by 800 
thousand CZK 

 reduction of financial resources for compensation payments by 894 
thousand CZK 

 raising financial resources on wages of employees by 1,694 thousand 
CZK 

After the changes had been made, the final list of the obligatory factors amounted to 
113 thousand CZK in the compensation payments item, 1,313,180CZK in the other 
personal expenses item, and 151,450,980 CZK were the resources for employees’ 
wages (i.e. the average monthly wage amounted to 29,215 CZK when the calculated 
number of employees was 432).  

In 2014, there was a slight increase of limit of wage funds in relation to a partial 
payment of wage expenses for the operation of the European Consumer Centre. The 
financial resources were increased by the total of 639,612 CZK, including 531,192 
CZK for wages and 108,420 CZK for other personal expenses.  

Thus, it was possible to use wage funds up to the amount of 151,982,172 CZK, funds 
for other personal expenses up to 1,421,600 CZK, and 113 thousand CZK for 
compensation payments. The limit of wage funds was used in the amount of 
153,516,772 CZK, including financial resources amounted to 151,981,758 CZK when 
average recalculated number of (really working) employees was 413. The real 
average monthly paid wage was 30,666 CZK per 1 employee. 
Funds allocated to other personal expenses amounted to 1,232,529 CZK; 
compensation payments were not used. A compensation payment amounting to 
112,335 CZK was paid to one employee whose work contract was terminated due to 
abolishment of the work place. Wage compensations were paid to 7 employees 
based on 17 lawful court decisions. During 2014, budgetary resources in the field of 
non-investment expenses continuously grew after decisions concerning labour-law 
disputes stemming from invalid termination of labour contracts in 2007 came into 
force. Financial resources for compensation payments (wage compensations) were 
budgeted in the amount of 5,452,691 CZK while 5,424,598 CZK was paid.  
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Education of employees 

The goal of the training programme for CTIA’s employees was to raise the 
professional qualification of inspection officers – executive inspectors and other 
employees, especially in the field of legislation, communication skills, and foreign 
languages. CTIA employees also attended courses organized by the Institute for 
Public Administration Prague (IPAP) according to their expertise. 

Raising professional qualification 

Internal professional courses were focused on the application of individual 
government orders pursuant to the Act No. 22/1997 Coll. on Technical Requirements 
for Products, the Act No. 102/2001 Coll. on General Safety of Products and other 
laws supervised by the CTIA. Specialized seminars were aimed at toys and childcare 
products, pressure equipment, construction products, trade-marks, placing timber 
products on the market and the new inspection code. At the same time, trainings on 
safety and protection of health at work, fire protection, and trainings of drivers were 
continuously held.  

In 2013, in total 115 employees participated in courses in compliance with Rules for 
Education of Employees of Public Administration Authorities organized by the 
Institute for Public Administration Prague (IPAP). The participants got a certificate of 
successful completion of e-learning courses of initiate training as well as in 
programmes of continuous and advanced education with focus on the following: 
administrative proceedings in practice, rules for elaboration of internal regulations, 
modern administration authority, use of assertiveness in practice, guide through the 
new Civil Code, basics of ethics for clerks, practical use of Excel software for clerks, 
public contracts, principles of correct correspondence, how to improve working 
performance, ethics, and anticorruption measures).  

Selected employees participated in specialized courses and seminars organized by 
educational agencies and institutions and focused especially on new legislation in the 
fields of labour-law relations and human resources as well as changes concerning 
accounting in state administration.  

Specialized courses focused on commercial law contracts, the new Civil Code, civil 
court action, insolvency and administrative proceedings, new Act on State Control, e-
commerce and European law, copyright law, etc., were organized mostly for 
employees of the Legal Department or chiefs of administrative-legal departments of 
individual inspectorates. 

Selected employees of individual units of the General Inspectorate participated in 
courses focused for example on public contracts, Cadastre of Real Estate, right for 
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information, official and commercial communication, media skills, and prevention of 
risks.  

A 2-days course for new employees „Basics of communication within inspection 
activities“ was organized in cooperation with the education agency Psycho & Educo. 
Its goal was to prepare participants for effective negotiations with people, braking 
communication barriers within inspections, as well as other situations, such as 
emotional frustration of inspected person, model situations, factors that influence 
success of communication, communication techniques, social skills, negotiation 
styles and communication types, conflicts and their resolution, use of assertiveness 
within inspection activities and so forth. A total of 14 employees took part in the 
course.  

Trainings for administrators of software systems Mercurius, Odysea a Varonis were 
carried our concerning IT technologies. Selected employees participated in the 
training on electronic identity and electronic marketplace tendermarket. 

Learning foreign languages 

Language courses were available for those employees who use foreign languages 
within their work in order to improve their skills or keep their level. Lessons were 
provided by external specialized agencies or language schools. English courses were 
carried out at the General Inspectorate and inspectorates seated in Prague, České 
Budějovice, Pilsen, Ostrava and Olomouc. 47 employees attended the courses.  

Expenditures for education 

In 2014, the total of 684,087.37 CZK was used for trainings and education of 
employees, including 330,209.40 CZK for increasing professional qualification and 
other courses and seminars with specialized focus, 60,720 CZK for courses at IPAP 
Prague, 71,421.97 CZK for courses of information technologies, and 221,736 CZK for 
language courses.  

Due to austerity measures, some training courses focused on individual government 
orders were held reciprocally with other state administration authorities or lead by our 
own lecturers. In other cases the courses were carried out within contract of services.  

Expenditures for education: 
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PUBLIC RELATIONS 

Communication department – media presentation and communication 
with the public 
 
During the year, employees of the department actively communicated with both the 
media and the public and informed about activities of the Czech Trade Inspection 
Authority via CTIA’s website. The communication department was supplemented in 
terms of staff in order to be able to fulfil determined tasks. Spokesperson or other 
employees of the department ensured communication with the media either directly 
or by answering written and phone questions. In total 149 press releases were 
released, mostly regarding inspection results concerning both general inspections 
(e.g. projects on e-shops, seasonal and clearance sales, consumer credit, 
counterfeits, and presentation sales events) and the field of product inspections (e.g. 
fuels, toys, fire doors, electric devices, personal or medical devices and so forth).  

Organization of two press conferences belonged among activities of the 
communication department. In April, the newly appointed Director General introduced 
priorities of further activities of the CTIA. In August, he presented inspection findings 
to the media. 

Directors of individual inspectorates or selected employees cooperated with regional 
journalists during the year, providing information on current topics, participating in 
programmes focused on raising legal literacy of consumers and contributing with their 
articles to regional press. Thanks to their positive attitude, regional departments of 
television and radio media could operatively mediate results of several inspections to 
the wide public and inform the public about detected defects or warn against possible 
risks. 

The media paid permanent attention especially to the following topics: results of 
general inspections concerning compliance with principles of fair sale and provision 
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of services, results of inspections of presentation sales events, e-shops, consumer 
credit, fuels quality, practices of secondary raw materials buy-out centres, travel 
agents and tour operators as well as violations of certain intellectual property rights. 
The media gave huge coverage also to results of specialized inspection actions such 
as inspections of fire doors, toys from softened plastic, level of sale of construction 
materials in e-shops or results of international surveillance campaign focused on 
safety of high children’s chairs. The so-called Christmas inspections, including 
pyrotechnics, traditionally got the attention of the media at the end of the year. 

Besides classic media, the communication department saw a new phenomenon – 
interest of many internet portals in inspection results. In 2014, in total 3,781 media 
outputs and quotations relating to the Czech Trade Inspection Authority were 
monitored. 

Engagement of employees of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority was another 
important part of presentation of the institution. In cooperation with municipality 
authorities, a series of debates was organized to raise knowledge among wide 
consumer public about risks stemming from participation in presentation sales events 
in the second half of 2014. Speakers informed the public about unfair commercial 
practices within such form of trade and advised them how to avoid possible risks, 
what are the related consumer rights and which obligations organizers are obliged to 
meet. These lectures were intended especially for seniors who are the most 
vulnerable group of consumers (see the overview of preventive activities of the CTIA 
in the chart below). 

Since September 2013, transparency of CTIA’s activities has been ensured by online 
availability of data on inspection activities, lawfully imposed sanctions, and prohibited 
or confiscated products through the project called Open Data.  

Data sources available on the website of the CTIA are updated by employees of the 
IT department once in three months. The data are intended especially for developers 
of software whose applications serve wide public and the media. Previously available 
data were supplemented by two more sets in the pdf format intended for semantic 
web. Since Open Data were published, a number of applications were developed in 
order to better inform the public about activities of the Czech Trade inspection 
Authority.  

CTIA considers this “openness to the public” a braking step in making state 
administration more available and perceived more positively. Therefore, its 
employees also actively participate in professional meetings and offer their 
experience and help concerning opening data to other authorities in both the Czech 
Republic and abroad. In September 2014, the CTIA got a prize of the public “Open 
Society” for Open Data in the competition called Open x Closed.  

The communication department closely cooperated with the public benefit 
organisation dTest. Especially at lectures concerning presentation sales events for 
seniors, but also within the advisory and information service, CTIA employees 
appreciated the possibility to distribute information brochures provided by dTest. 
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Processing of information requests submitted in compliance with the Act No. 
106/1999 Coll. on Free Access to Information was included in the agenda of the 
communication department. CTIA filed and dealt with 96 requests received in writing 
(see the table on page 133). Inspectorates provided especially information about 
results of administrative proceedings with particular commercial subjects. An 
employee of the communication department dealt with requests concerning the 
matter of consumer credit, several requests related to inspections of chain stores, 
concluded contracts about inspections and laboratory analysis of fuels quality, and in 
other requests people asked for information concerning personal and economic 
issues, etc.   

Statistics on various issues were also included in the received requests. In several 
cases, it was necessary to extend the period for reply due to the extent of requests 
that required detailed search in CTIA databases. All information pursuant to the Act 
No. 106/1999 Coll. was answered in the determined period and answers were 
published anonymously on the CTIA’s website.  

 

. 
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Overview of preventive educational activities of the CTIA: 

CTIA 

department 

number of 

participants 
audience topic of the seminar/ lecture 

Jihočeský and 

Vysočina 

Inspectorate 

22 
Seniors and 

the public 

Protection against unfair commercial practices, 

presentation sales events and consumer rights 

2 
Professional 

public 

Professional lectures for other surveillance 

authorities 

10 

Students of 

high schools 

and 

universities 

Lectures on consumer protection in general for high 

schools and universities 

Jihomoravský and 

Zlínský Inspectorate 
17 

Seniors and 

the public 

Protection against unfair commercial practices, 

presentation sales events and consumer rights 

Moravskoslezský 

and Olomoucký 

Inspectorate 

3 Seniors 

SENIOR ACADEMY – special study programme of  

lifelong learning (similar to university of third age) 

intended for seniors 

24 
Seniors and 

the public 

Protection against unfair commercial practices, 

presentation sales events and consumer rights 

Ústecký and 

Liberecký 

Inspectorate 

14 
Seniors and 

the public 

Protection against unfair commercial practices, 

presentation sales events and consumer rights 

2 Entrepreneurs 

Seminar in cooperation with the Center for the 

support of the integration of foreigners (lecturers – 

representatives of the CTIA and Customs 

Administration) 

1 
Discussion for 

students 

Discussion for students in the field of gastronomy on 

“operation of restaurants from the perspective of the 

CTIA” (fairness of sale and provision of services, 

discrimination, certified glass and scales, prices, 

information obligations, inspections of the CTIA and 

so forth) 

Středočeský and 

Prague Inspectorate 
13 

Seniors and 

the public 

Protection against unfair commercial practices, 

presentation sales events and consumer rights 

Plzeňský and 

Karlovarský 

Inspectorate 

14 

Seniors, the 

public, 

entrepreneurs 

Protection against unfair commercial practices, 

presentation sales events and consumer rights, 

inspection activities of the CTIA (electric guild, 

obligations of vendors) 

Královéhradecký 

and Pardubický 
26 

Seniors, 

students of 

Protection against unfair commercial practices, 

presentation sales events and consumer rights, e-
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Inspectorate high school 

and University 

of Third Age 

commerce, inspection activities of the CTIA, safety 

of products 

Technical, 

International 

Cooperation and 

Consumer 

Protection 

Department  

1 Seniors 
Protection against unfair commercial practices, 

presentation sales events 

1 Student Consumer protection and CTIA authorizations 

1 
Disabled 

people 
Consumer protection and CTIA authorizations 

1 
Surveillance 

authorities 
Consumer protection and CTIA authorizations 

17 
Professional 

public 

Consumer protection and CTIA authorizations, 

wastes, safety of toys; surveillance concerning 

construction products, quality and risks within 

production, Wi-Fi 

 

 

European Consumer Centre 

European Consumer Centre 

The European Consumer Centre (ECC) Czech Republic provides free-of-charge 
information to Czech consumers about their rights associated with shopping in other 
EU countries, Norway, and Iceland, and it helps them resolve cross-border disputes 
with sellers of goods and providers of services from the above mentioned countries. 
The Czech office originated within the Ministry of Industry and Trade in 2005 and 
since January 1, 2009, it has operated within the Czech Trade Inspection Authority 
that finances the centre’s activities together with the European Commission. The 
ECC is not authorized to deal with disputes of Czech consumers with Czech traders. 

When resolving disputes, the lawyers of the ECC CZ cooperated with their 
colleagues from the European Consumer Centres’ Network (ECC-Net). In 2014, the 
Czech ECC dealt with 926 consumer contacts which was almost the same number 
as in the previous year. There was a slight increase concerning the number of cases 
in which the Centre directly helped consumers resolve their complaints with traders 
from other EU countries, Norway, and Iceland in an amicable out-of-court way. 
 
Besides direct assistance to consumers and information and advisory services in the 
area of consumer rights in the European market, the ECC in cooperation with foreign 
partners from the above mentioned countries (ECC-Net) took part in a number of 
activities in favour of spreading information to consumers about their rights in the 
internal market of the EU. 
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One of them was an information campaign on air passenger rights at European 
airports, including the Václav Havel Airport Prague or participation at travel trade fairs 
and information campaign on international buses. It also reedited its brochures 
concerning consumer rights when buying goods or using services elsewhere in the 
EU, gave lectures at universities and so forth. 
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INSPECTION ACTIVITY OF INSPECTORATES 

Středočeský and Prague Inspectorate  

 

In terms of the number of inspection workers, this inspectorate is the largest 
inspectorate of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority, and it carries out inspections in 
the two largest regions of the Czech Republic, with the highest living density and the 
highest number of entrepreneurial entities – on the territory of Prague and the Central 
Bohemia Region („Středočeský kraj“ in Czech). A part of the inspectorate is also the 
Technical Inspection Department with a national scope.     

The activity of the Středočeský and Prague inspectorate was outlined by the plan of 
CTIA projects for 2014. Throughout the year, the inspectorate secured, for example, 
the following inspection projects: 

Offer or sale of goods or services infringing certain intellectual property rights 

Physical inspections aimed at counterfeits took place mainly at the Prague Market 
(Prague 7), the marketplace at Tiskařská Street (Prague 10) and the SAPA 
marketplace (Prague 4), often in cooperation with members of the Police of the 
Czech Republic - Regional Directorate of the Alien Police, Prague Metropolitan 
Police, and members of the Customs Office. The most successful project was the 
CTIA inspectors’ action at the SAPA marketplace, where about 4 thousand pieces of 
counterfeits of ten well-known brands were discovered and inspectors subsequently 
stored these counterfeits out of reach of the inspected entity. The sale of just these 
products would have resulted in a damage of almost 23 million CZK. The monitoring 
of the offer and sale of counterfeits also has to respond to the fact that the market of 
counterfeits increasingly moves to the internet. During these inspections, therefore, 
CTIA inspectors actively searched for counterfeits on the internet as well as on other 
social networks, besides using also suggestions from consumers. The fact that the 
market of counterfeits has permanent customers is evidenced by results of 
inspections which show that the assortment of products infringing certain intellectual 
property rights did not markedly differ from previous years.    

E-commerce 

Inspections were mostly carried out based on consumers’ suggestions, which have 
been increasing in number over time due to the increasing popularity of this type of 
shopping. Most cases concerned insufficient or inaccurate information provided to 
consumers in the business terms and conditions of e-shops, which did not contain 
information stipulated by the new civil code effective as of January 1, 2014. This 
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information was not available within the purchase rules or complaints rules placed on 
the sellers’ web pages.   

Consumer credit 

Throughout the entire year, inspections concerning the fulfilment of obligations of 
mediators and providers of consumer credits outside of the banking sector received 
attention adequate to the social importance of this issue. Besides violations of the Act 
on Consumer Credit, inspectors repeatedly found violations of the prohibition of 
discrimination of consumers due to their age (access to consumer credit was 
delimited for applicants from 20 to 70 years of age) or due to their nationality (only 
citizens of the Czech Republic could apply for a consumer credit).   

Organized events 

Inspections of presentation sales events and contracts concluded at these events 
received maximum attention due to their social danger and focus on consumers of 
senior age. The information obligation newly stipulated for organizers of organized 
events by the Act on Consumer Protection was also subject to inspection. The 
fulfilment of the obligation to report an organized event to the respective surveillance 
authority does not, however, solve the continuous issues characteristic of these 
events. Results of inspections repeatedly showed the use of unfair commercial 
practices by sellers who continuously provided consumers with untruthful information 
in concluded purchase contracts. Unfair commercial practices used at presentation 
sales events could be proven only through the presence of inspection workers at an 
actual presentation sales event. Inspectors were able to attend such events, often 
not reported, in part due to frequent notifications from consumers and their inquiries 
whether an event organized in the place of their residence was duly reported. 
Besides the inspection of presentation sales events, the inspectorate’s workers 
participated in preventative-education activities. They participated in 13 forums, 
mainly in seniors’ homes, seniors’ clubs, etc., where they drew attention to risks 
connected with the participation in organized presentation events.   

Toys intended for children under 36 months, children from 3 to 14 years of age, 
and child care articles  

Inspections were carried out in both classic shops and e-shops. In cases where 
shortcomings were detected, terminated measures concerning removal of detected 
shortcomings were imposed on respective distributors of toys, and it was 
subsequently checked whether shortcomings were removed. Based on a suspicion 
that the toy‘s material composition did not fulfil standards of a safe product, 2 
samples of popular rubber bands for knitting and accessories for them were collected 
for a laboratory analysis. A laboratory test found an excess of phthalates in one of 
the samples, and the issue was handed over to an authority protecting public health 
to take respective measures. No toy listed in the RAPEX system was discovered 
within monitoring of the market.  

Cooperation with state administration bodies 
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As in the past, the Středočeský and Prague Inspectorate cooperated with other state 
administration bodies. The closest cooperation traditionally took place with trade 
licensing offices, Police of the Czech Republic (e.g. night inspections of 
discotheques, bars, taxi-services), Prague Metropolitan Police, Customs 
Administration (provision of a mobile scale set for the control of fairness of sale of 
solid fuels), or with the Czech Environmental Inspectorate. The regular cooperation 
continued mainly in spheres in which it was successful in previous years. A 
substantial part of the inspectorate’s cooperation with customs authorities was the 
release of 59 binding standpoints concerning the release of products into the market 
and into a free movement within  the EU (most frequently this concerned toys, 
electric and electronic assortment and lighters novelty).   

The inspectorate’s inspection activity was in compliance with the Plan of CTIA 
projects for 2014 and the plan of the inspectorate’s own actions. The planned activity 
was fulfilled to a full extent, including the participation in international inspection 
projects and also in the activity of working groups of European authorities for market 
surveillance.    

Submissions from consumers 

The number of consumers’ submissions received by the inspectorate (by phone, 
through electronic registry, by post...), which are settled within advisory activity, has 
continually increased in past years. In 2014, this trend stopped and the inspectorate 
received and settled 8,338 submissions (i.e. a number comparable to 2013). 
Submissions not falling within the competence of the CTIA are forwarded to 
competent authorities, most frequently the State Agricultural and Food Inspection 
Authority, Czech Telecommunication Office, and trade licensing offices, and the rest 
of the submissions were handled within the advisory service in the form of a qualified 
answer or by an inspection of the respective subject and subsequent measures from 
the inspectorate. The advisory and information service was provided daily in the 
inspectorate’s seat and periodically on defined dates also at 9 municipality offices 
within the region. A telephone line at the seat of the inspectorate is available for 
consumers every day within operating hours, and it is used to the maximum extent. 

 

The inspectorate’s own inspection actions 

Sale of products with gemstones  

Negative results of inspections in previous years led to a repetition of the action 
focused on the offer and sale of products with gemstones, mainly jewellery. A 
laboratory assessment of purchased (also through the internet) pieces of jewellery 
selected by an expert (professionally qualified person) showed in all cases that they 
contained a different type of stone than the seller declared to consumers - in most 
cases they contained a synthetic imitation of the natural stone.  
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Inspections of restaurants in the centre of Prague  

The demanding nature of these inspections resulted from the need for four inspectors 
– one couple simulated foreigners visiting Prague and their purchases and 
consumption, and the second couple simulated Czech guests. This method 
repeatedly proved discriminatory treatment of restaurant keepers towards 
consumers, since inspectors in the position of consumers speaking foreign language 
were charged a service fee, which the “domestic guests” were not charged. The 
amount of the billed service with the ordered consumption ranged between 5 – 15%. 
The inspections concerned business premises in the parts of Prague most visited by 
tourists, i.e. in the historical centre and close to Prague Castle.  

Products with wireless control 

In cooperation with the Technical Inspection Department, the inspectorate performed 
an inspection action at the SAPA marketplace in Prague, which was oriented on a 
search for products using wireless technology, which could cause an undesirable 
interference while using a different frequency than the one that is reserved for them 
(e.g. RC models, wireless bells, etc.). Within 6 inspections, inspectors imposed a 
prohibition of sale of 287 products which did not comply with legal terms for 
placement on the market.  

 

Inspection projects of 
Středočeský and Prague 
Inspectorate  

number of 
inspections 

inspections with 
findings 

discovered violations 
in % 

Restaurants in the centre of 
Prague 

18 14 78.0 

Products with wireless control 6 6 100.0 

Sale of products with gemstones 7 7 100.0 
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Technical Inspection Department - Středočeský and Prague Inspectorate   

In 2014, the Technical Inspection Department (TIC) carried out surveillance in the 
scope of the central plan of inspection activity as well as its own inspection projects, 
including the participation in international campaigns of European surveillance 
authorities. Attention was also paid to cases received from other state administration 
authorities – Czech as well as foreign (according to the Regulation of the European 
Parliament and of the Council No. 765/2008), as well as inputs by consumers and the 
professional public which concerned the safety of products placed on the market or 
already operated devices. Cooperation on an international level took place through 
the Section of Technology, International Cooperation, Services, and Consumer 
Protection. The TIC further cooperated with other state administration authorities and 
surveillance authorities of the Czech Republic – e.g. in the sphere of medical 
devices, in the issue of binding standpoints concerning the release of products into 
the internal market of the EU etc.   

Surveillance authorities of respective European countries were asked for cooperation 
in the inspection of products originating in countries of the European Union or in third 
countries when the authorized representative resided on the territory of European 
Union. The cooperation was necessary for the verification of fulfilment of technical 
requirements for products where there was an uncertainty of whether they were 
placed into the European market in compliance with effective regulations. A negative 
feature of this method was time lags on the part of some member states in providing 
an answer to the raised inquiries and requirements. Some inquiries were answered 
only after a repeated reminder, and the requested answers did not always enable a 
resolution and conclusion of the investigated case.     

TID inspections performed in compliance with requirements of Act No. 22/1997 Coll., 
on Technical Requirements for Products, in spheres stipulated by statutory orders, 
concerned e.g. inspections of technical requirements for low voltage electric devices, 
telecommunication and radio equipment, machinery, equipment for transportation of 
people, recreational craft, appliances burning gaseous fuels, efficiency of hot water 
tanks, noise emissions of selected products, amusement devices, pressure 
equipment, construction products, personal protective equipment, medical devices, 
measuring devices, protective equipment for use in explosive environments, etc. In 
the case some incongruity with stipulated requirements was detected, it was followed 
by measures corresponding with the discovered shortcoming, i.e. measures for 
remedy, prohibition of placement into the market, prohibition of distribution until 
remedy is established, or some other protective measure or initiation of an 
administrative procedure regarding sanctions to be imposed. Some inspection 
actions initiated in 2014 are ongoing and will be concluded in 2015.  

Results of individual inspection actions of the TID, after their evaluation and 
processing of the final report, are published on the webpage www.coi.cz or made 
public in different media. The most interest from media and professional public was 
aroused by inspections of the fire resistance of fire doors.   

 

  

http://www.coi.cz/
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Fire doors with declared fire resistance   

The inspection concerned construction products – doors with declared fire resistance, 
where requirements for product labelling are specified by the Ministry of the Interior’s 
regulation No. 202/1999 Coll. which stipulates technical terms for fire doors, smoke-
proof doors and smoke-proof fire doors. This action was included into the plan of 
inspections based on an input from the Directorate-General of the Fire Rescue 
Service of the Czech Republic.    

The building law stipulates that only products that secure, among others, the fire 
safety of a building, should be used in construction. Here, however, the declared fire 
resistance of the respective doors could not be unequivocally verified, in spite of their 
due labelling, by fire fighters within their performance of the state fire-fighting 
surveillance, i.e. verification of whether the fire safety terms for buildings were 
complied with. They addressed the Czech Trade Inspection Authority with their 
suspicion that fire doors with a declaration of fire resistance, which the doors actually 
do not fulfil, are supplied to the Czech market and further distributed. This serious 
suspicion was confirmed by tests of fire resistance of randomly selected samples of 
these construction products performed in an accredited laboratory PAVUS.   

During tests, 3 out of 4 collected samples of doors did not comply with the declared 
parameters. Three tested types of wooden doors resisted the fire for only 5 to 7 
minutes, instead of the 30 minute fire resistance declared by the manufacturer. 
Results of the subsequent laboratory assessment of the material composition 
confirmed in all three cases that these construction products did not comply with the 
approved type, i.e. samples tested within the certification of wooden door fire leaf, 
and they did not fulfil respective technical requirements. Based on the unsatisfactory 
results of fire resistance and material composition, the 3 tested types of fire doors 
were evaluated as dangerous (according to Act No. 102/2001 Coll., on General 
Safety of Products) and the CTIA issued a decision to withdraw these doors from the 
market as well as from consumers.   

Due to the seriousness of the above mentioned findings, inspections of fire doors 
continued in cooperation with the Fire Rescue Service of the Czech Republic until the 
end of the year by collecting 4 more types of fire doors from 3 manufacturers and one 
foreign manufacturer. Also in this case, results of tests concerning the fire safety 
confirmed the previous findings, i.e. that fire doors distributed on the market in the 
Czech Republic did not fulfil requirements stipulated for fire safety. This action will be 
concluded and evaluated during 2015.     

Thermal insulation systems, aperture fillings, combustion stationary sources 
with thermal input up to 500 kW (according to the Ministry of the Environment’s 
programme New Green Savings programme) 

The aim of the inspection was to verify whether all obligations stipulated by the law 
on technical requirements for products are fulfilled during the placement of the 
stipulated construction products into the market. The inspection action was directly 
focused on construction products which are listed in the database of the Ministry of 
the Environment’s programme, New Green Savings programme. Before registering 
into the database, manufacturers have to prove the fulfilment of terms for placement 
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of the product on the market. The purpose is to secure a minimum standard of quality 
of products participating in the programme and provide to a potential applicant an 
effective tool for searching and comparing parameters of individual products. The 
correctness of declared information listed in the database is a responsibility of the 
manufacturer/importer. The aim of the CTIA inspection action was to verify the 
correctness of information which the manufacturer proposes into the programme New 
Green Savings programme. No statement of incorrect information was discovered.       

Inspectors also surveyed whether products listed in the database fulfil the basic 
requirements stipulated by respective legal regulations. The inspections concerned 
thermal insulation systems (ETICS), aperture fillings (windows, balcony doors and 
entrance doors) and combustion stationary sources with thermal input up to 500 kW 
(boilers), solar collectors and thermal insulation products for buildings (industrially 
manufactured products made out of expanded polystyrene, insulation foams, thermal 
insulation facade systems and facade cladding components). During inspections at 
29 economic entities, inspectors found that 9 of them did not proceed in compliance 
with the respective legal regulations. The most formal shortcomings were found in 
issued declarations on material properties, in CE marking, in other obligatory 
labelling, and also in the technical documentation describing all respective factors 
concerning the required system of assessment and verification of the constancy of 
properties of inspected construction products.   

Construction materials in e-shops   

Surveillance concerned construction products which are offered and sold in e-shops, 
i.e. through means of distance communication. Inspectors focused on e-shops with 
the offer of hydro-insulation products, fire alarms, flooring, metal construction 
components for plasterboard systems, thermal insulation products, heating elements, 
medical technical soil attachments of fire seals, and other products that the 
Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council No. 305/2011 applies to. 
Inspections also concerned construction products for which harmonized regulations 
or selected construction products have not been issued yet (according to 
Government Order No. 163/2002 Coll.).  

14 types of products were inspected within 13 inspections. Inspectors discovered that 
some required information – e.g. level or category of properties stated in the 
declaration or the intended use of the product – was missing. Shortcomings were 
also discovered in the accompanying documentation. A printed copy of declaration 
on properties was not provided to consumers and it was not available in a different 
form either. Inspections also discovered a violation of the Act on Consumer 
Protection – most frequently it concerned the prohibited use of deceitful commercial 
practices. For example, sellers provided untrue information on products or they did 
not inform consumers on the scope, terms and means of enforcement of their rights 
in the case of faulty products.   

Water taps 

Inspections concerned water taps, the product group Regulatory, mixing and medical 
technical fittings, filters and separators of systems for transportation, and distribution 
of water intended for human consumption. Shortcomings were found in 2 types of 
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water taps – they concerned the failure to label the product with a name or brand, 
and the importer’s failure to secure a regular surveillance of an authorized person.    

Poly-fusion welders 

Inspected poly-fusion welders are low voltage electric equipment that has to abide by 
technical requirements with respect to their electromagnetic compatibility and also 
limitations for the use of some dangerous substances in electric and electronic 
devices. Out of 23 types of inspected welders, faults were discovered in 7 of them. 
The faults concerned incorrect mandatory labelling of products, and in 3 types, there 
were also shortcomings in accompanying documentation.   

LED light sources 

The subject of inspections were products – LED light sources and the fulfilment of 
technical requirements for low voltage electric devices, their electromagnetic 
compatibility, and also whether they fulfil limitations for the use of certain dangerous 
substances in electric and electronic devices. Within inspections of 35 types of 
stipulated products of LED light sources, shortcomings were discovered in 11 types 
of products.   

Lighting units for environments with a risk of explosion   

The inspection was focused on lighting units which are classified as equipment and 
protective systems intended for environments with a risk of explosion. According to 
the light source, these concerned incandescent, fluorescent, discharge lighting units, 
and LEDs. Within this inspection project, 20 types of stipulated products at 13 entities 
were inspected. The inspection was focused mainly on manufacturers. All inspected 
manufacturers secured a conformity assessment of stipulated products by a 
procedure which corresponded to the classification of the lighting units into the 
respective group and category.    

Battery chargers (international PROSAFE surveillance project, initiated in 2013) 

The inspection concerned battery chargers and the assessment of their electric 
safety and electromagnetic compatibility. Out of 54 visually inspected types of 
products, 9 types were collected for tests. A non-fulfilment of basic requirements was 
discovered in 4 types of battery chargers, and sanction measures were subsequently 
imposed. Inspectors also discovered shortcomings in the mandatory labelling and in 
the enclosed declaration of conformity.   

Leather work clothing – protective gloves against mechanic risks   

Inspections of protective gloves against mechanic risks were performed at 16 
distributors. Inspections of all 20 types of products were concluded without any 
discovered shortcomings.  
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Knee pads and elbow pads for in-line skaters  

Knee pads and elbow pads are personal protective equipment, which were the 
subject of inspection at 14 entities. Inspections of 15 types of knee pads and elbow 
pads for in-line skaters showed one formal shortcoming: for one product, information 
provided by the manufacturer in the accompanying documentation was not provided 
in the Czech language.   

Safety components for elevators  

The surveillance concerned safety components of elevators which are intended for 
installation into elevators and which fulfil a predetermined safety function. The 
surveillance project included inspections at 9 manufacturers of elevators and safety 
components for elevators. Inspections of 17 types of these components showed that 
identification data concerning the notified person were not stated in the EC 
declaration of conformity for 7 of them. These formal shortcomings were removed 
within imposed deadline measures.        

Independently sold outboard motors for recreational crafts   

Outboard motors for recreational crafts were inspected in terms of their safety and 
environmental impact. Inspections focused mainly on tests of emissions of exhaust 
fumes and noise. 18 types of outboard motors were inspected: documentation 
concerning emissions of noise and exhaust fumes required from the importer was not 
available upon the start of the inspection in 4 cases, in 2 cases it was subsequently 
supplemented upon request, and in 2 cases the supplemented documentation was 
not complete.     

Compaction equipment  

The subject of inspection was compaction equipment, i.e. machines intended for 
compacting soil during construction work. Inspections concerned the fulfilment of 
technical requirements for machinery, electromagnetic compatibility, noise emissions 
and emissions of contaminating substances in exhaust fumes of ignition engines of 
certain non-road mobile machines. During inspections, inspectors required complete 
accompanying documentation and a written EC declaration of conformity. Information 
on vibrations transferred by the machine to the operator’s arms was listed in the 
presented user manuals which are a part of the product’s accompanying 
documentation. 46 types of compaction equipment were inspected during inspections 
of these small construction machines at 34 subjects. Shortcomings were found in 3 
products.       

Pressure armature of pressure equipment 

Inspections of the pressure armature of pressure equipment (which can be 
connected to a different pressure device) focused mainly on manufacturers or 
importers of these products. 24 types of pressure armature of pressure equipment 
were inspected at 13 subjects within this project. No shortcomings were found.   
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Stability of gas appliances   

Inspections at 16 subjects concerned freestanding all-gas or combined stoves. 20 
types of mostly cheaper gas appliances were selected for the inspection. In 18 types 
of gas stoves shortcomings were found which, however, did not impact the safety of 
these products.   

Gas meters  

8 types of gas meters were inspected within this inspection project and shortcomings 
were detected in 7 cases. Shortcomings were found in the accompanying 
documentation – 6 types of products were distributed without an attached declaration 
of conformity and one type of product had a declaration of conformity in a foreign 
language.   

Surgical stitching 

Inspections concerned medical aids of the classification II – III, namely surgical 
stitching. Inspections of 10 types of surgical stitching products at 6 subjects were 
concluded without any discovered shortcomings.   

Pregnancy tests  

Pregnancy tests for self-testing are classified as in vitro diagnostic medical devices. 
15 types of these products were inspected, and their samples were collected for 
assessment. The inspection of the functionality of collected pregnancy tests proved 
that they can be used as an informal indicator of gravidity. Formal shortcomings in 
the labelling, marking of products and in the accompanying documentation were 
detected in 2 types of products.    
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Overview of inspections according to individual government orders in 2013 and 2014 

Government orders relating to the Act 
No. 22/1997 Coll. 

Number of 
inspections in 

total 

Inspections with findings 

number in % 

2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 

9/2002 Coll., noise emissions – products 32 37 1 0 3.1  0.0 

17/2003 Coll., low voltage electrical 
equipment 

495 356 138 105 27.9  29.5 

20/2003 Coll., simple pressure vessels 6 3 0 0 0.0  0.0  

21/2003 Coll., personal protective 
equipment 

75 64 22 5 29.3  7.8  

22/2003 Coll., appliances burning gaseous 
fuels 

19 17 16 11 84.2  64.7  

23/2003 Coll., systems with explosive risk 18 39 0 3 0.0  7.7  

26/2003 Coll., pressure equipment 113 99 0 0 0.0  0.0  

27/2003 Coll., lifts 0 9 0 0 0.0  0.0  

42/2003 Coll., transportable pressure 
equipment 

3 1 0 0 0.0 0.0  

70/2002 Coll., for equipment to carry 
persons 

6 0 3 0 50.0 0.0  

154/2004 Coll., active implantable medical 
devices 

1 0 0 0 0.0  0.0  

163/2002 Coll., selected construction 
products 

189 202 55 61 29.1  30.2  

173/1997 Coll., selected products 75 62 52 33 69.3  53.2  

174/2005 Coll., recreational crafts 32 7 22 4 68.8  57.1  

176/2008 Coll., machinery 206 207 6 8 2.9  3.9  

179/2001 Coll., refrigeration appliances 1 0 0 0 0.0  0.0  

190/2002 Coll., construction products 
bearing the CE marking 

163 95 71 35 43.6  36.8  

194/2001 Coll., aerosol sprayers 1,750 1,312 826 680 47.2  51.8  

326/2002 Coll., non-automatic weighing 
instruments 

77 54 8 1 10.4  1.9  

336/2004 Coll., medical devices 119 91 40 17 33.6  18.7  

365/2005 Coll., the emission of pollutants 
from exhaust gases of spark ignition 
engines 

20 21 0 0 0.0  0.0  

426/2000 Coll., radio and 
telecommunication terminal equipment 

60 61 14 25 23.3  41.0  

453/2004 Coll., in vitro diagnostic medical 
devices 

18 14 1 0 5.6  0.0  

464/2006 Coll., measuring instruments 
 

129 91 26 16 20.2  17.6  

481/2012 Coll., hazardous substances in 
electrical and electronic equipment  

- 30 - 13 - 43.3  

616/2006 Coll., electromagnetic 
compatibility 

490 307 129 93 26.3  30.3  
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Jihočeský and Vysočina Inspectorate 

 

The Jihočeský and Vysočina Inspectorate of the CTIA carries out its inspection 
activities on 21.4% of the territory of the Czech Republic. With the given geographical 
distribution, longer driving distances as well as higher demands on the organization 
and planning of controls are related to the surveillance exercise.  

The main content of control activity in 2014 were national inspection projects: 
inspections focused on the level of arrangement of consumer credit, fuel quality, and 
inspection of the offer and sale of products through the means of distance 
communication. Increased attention was paid to inspection of the offer and sale of 
products or services within presentation sales events. The inspection activity in this 
sphere was made significantly more difficult due to the new tactics of organizers of 
these events, who invited participants of these events individually, mostly by phone, 
and not through large-scale distributed fliers. There was a lot of interest in lectures 
for seniors - the inspectorate participated in 18 projects focused on raising public 
awareness. Controls concerning the protection of intellectual property rights were 
performed individually or in cooperation with the Alien Police Department of the 
Regional Directorate of the Police of the South Bohemian Region. The trend of 
declining activities of temporary markets in this region continues as vendors 
increasingly move to ordinary stores. Inspections concerning the search for products 
violating some intellectual property rights are still limited by the dominant position of 
custom authorities in this area, mainly by the so-called permanent surveillance by the 
customs authorities that has long paralyzed commercial activities of stallholders in 
the respective locations.  

In terms of findings within the non-regulated sphere, besides seasonal promotions 
and clearance sales, inspections concerning the summer touristic season at the most 
attractive locations of both regions – water dams Lipno and Orlík and the towns 
Český Krumlov, Telč, and Hluboká nad Vltavou – were evaluated as the most 
effective. On the contrary, there was a very low rate of findings within operative 
inspections concerning sale of tobacco and alcohol. This was again due to the 
dominant position of Customs Administration authorities given by legal regulations. 

The inspectorate’s own inspection actions again concerned the exhibition Země 
živitelka, which is focused not only on agricultural machinery, but also on sales 
presentations of food products and consumer goods. Another similar event that is 
annually inspected both in the spring and autumn is the exhibition Hobby 2014. The 
inspection results show that reducing the number of centrally managed inspection 
actions with general focus would allow more thorough controls for the benefit of 
consumer protection during actions operatively planned according to particular 
conditions of the region.   

As for other state administration authorities, the inspectorate systematically 
cooperates only with respective trade licensing offices. Cooperation with other state 
administration authorities takes place operatively within the fulfilment of individual 
projects or based on consumers’ submissions.  
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Within the inspection project focused on the safety of multi-hinged ladders and 
telescopic ladders, the inspectorate actively participated in international projects 
coordinated by PROSAFE organization. A discrepancy with the respective standard 
was discovered during a laboratory assessment of a sample of XT LINE Profesional 
Teleskop, type ML-1003. Deficiencies were also found within the international 
inspection project focused on high chairs for children.  

In the sphere of general safety, inspection workers focused mainly on the safety of 
child care products. In the sample of the DINGO playpen with a gate, collected based 
on a consumer notification, a laboratory assessment found a medium high risk of 
injury that was in the hinge where children’s fingers could be pinched while opening 
the door. Within centrally administered control projects focused on the safety of 
stipulated products, besides toys without due labelling and Czech manuals, 
inspectors also found dolls My Fashion – a risky product with a high content of 
phthalates, which could endanger the life or health of children users. Based on this 
finding of the Regional Sanitary-Hygiene Station, a ban on placement of the product 
on the market was issued followed by its immediate removal from the market. 

No negative occurrences influenced the operations of the inspectorate in any 
significant way during the year. The inspectorate is stable in terms of its personnel 
and the ever better level of technical background helped to fulfil stipulated inspection 
tasks.  

Inspection actions of Jihočeský and 
Vysočina Inspectorate  

number of 
inspections 

inspections 
with findings 

discovered 
violations in % 

Inspections at the exhibition grounds of 
Země živitelka 

27 6 22.2 
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Plzeňský and Karlovarský Inspectorate 

 

Centrally controlled inspection actions reflecting the most serious topics in the area of 
consumer protection were supplemented by concentrated inspections focused on 
local specifics and needs, stemming from monitoring of the market. A substantial part 
of inspection activity presented also regular operative inspections based on internal 
as well as external initiatives contained in consumers’ submissions. This spectrum of 
activity was accompanied by inspections carried out together with other surveillance 
authorities based on concluded agreements on cooperation.  

This inspectorate is specific in the number of marketplaces at the state border with 
the Federal Republic of Germany and also in the assortment of the offered or sold 
goods. The most frequently discovered problem, besides common deficiencies 
concerning the failure to meet information obligations such as labelling goods with 
their price and other compulsory information, was a wide offer of products infringing 
certain intellectual property rights, i.e. counterfeits of trade-marked clothing, purses 
(see picture), footwear, but also illegal copies of CDs and DVDs and counterfeits of 
electronics. Through systematic joint inspections performed in cooperation with other 
public administration authorities - mainly Police of the Czech Republic - the offer of 
these products is successfully eliminated in individual localities, and the respective 
sellers are identified and subsequently charged with violating intellectual property 
rights.   

 

Another priority of the surveillance activity was controls of organized events that 
violate the interests of a particularly vulnerable group of consumers - seniors. Results 
of inspections confirmed that duly announced events are associated with only 
marginal violations of legal regulations. In case of non-announced events, with 
information on their occurrence acquired in a different way than by fulfilment of the 
announcement obligation, inspectors frequently proved, besides the failure to provide 
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mandatory information and the failure to inform consumers about the price of 
products or services, also the use of banned unfair commercial practices including 
aggressive practices. There is a new phenomenon of circumventing the law by luring 
consumers to a “presentation of newly opened business premises” near their place of 
residence, even though the content of the event is the classic offer and sale of 
various products. Some organizers of these events presented themselves under a 
fake identity or on behalf of already established companies.  

A permanently problematic part of the market was special offers and seasonal 
clearance sales, in particular the violation of principles of honesty of sale found in 
every second inspected place of business. The highest proved financial damage to a 
consumer was several hundred Czech crowns. Deficiencies related to the use of 
unfair commercial practices when consumers were given incomplete, untrue or 
confusing information about discounted products also concerned some chain stores.   

Another monitored sphere of inspections, due to the frequency of respective 
submissions and, therefore, the social importance of this issue, was the inspection of 
e-commerce. Subsequent inspections proved a number of various infringements of 
the prohibition of use of unfair commercial practices, including sale of counterfeits. A 
lot of attention was also paid to inspections of intermediation and provision of 
consumer credit by non-bank entities, and monitoring of fuel quality together with 
collecting samples for their verification.  

Within inspections of services provided by procurement centres for secondary raw 
materials, deficiencies were found in half of the inspected entities. The most serious 
deficiencies were damage to consumers resulting from mistaking the type of 
procured waste, incorrectly determined weight, failures to inform customers about the 
price of procured waste, and the use of non-certified scales to determine the weight 
of procured raw materials. Inspections also discovered cases with a high level of 
social dangerousness when the procurement centres purchased parts of useful 
facilities (e.g. street drain covers) whose purchase is explicitly illegal.  

One of the inspectorate’s own projects, reflecting the region’s specifics, were 
inspections of workplaces providing mainly alimentation and accommodation 
services during the International Film Festival in Karlovy Vary. In comparison to the 
previous year, there was a slight improvement, even though deficiencies were found 
in almost one third of workplaces. Another regionally focused activity was the 
monitoring of local cultural events such as dance balls, fun fairs, sport matches, 
music festivals, etc. Based on submissions from consumers and the inspectorate’s 
own negative experience from the past, inspections of alimentation business 
premises concerned more than 900 workplaces.       

Repeated inspection concerning unfair commercial practices during the sale of 
jewellery resulted in the most serious findings. 5 samples of jewels were collected in 
4 stores to verify whether the vendors’ declarations concerning the jewels 
authenticity were true. An expert assessment performed at laboratories of the 
General Directorate of Customs showed that in 3 cases, jewels were fitted with 
cheap imitations - synthetic imitation of gemstones.  
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The inspectorate cooperated with other state administration authorities, mainly trade 
licensing offices and Police of the Czech Republic, during the monitoring of border 
marketplaces. Waste procurement centres were inspected in cooperation with Czech 
Environmental Inspectorate, pyrotechnics at the borderland marketplaces were 
inspected together with Czech Proof House for Arms and Ammunition. This 
cooperation was useful also on the level of exchange of information, e.g. regarding 
planned inspections, to avoid their duplicity.  

The inspectorate also joined the PROSAFE international inspection action focused 
on safety of multi-hinged and telescopic ladders, where it initiated a negotiation with 
the manufacturer of the faulty product. Inspectors continuously searched the market 
for dangerous products notified in European alert systems, other potentially 
dangerous products were taken for further expert assessment, and subsequently 
inspectors took respective measures.   

The surveillance of products from the harmonised sphere concerned mainly electric 
products, personal protective equipment and faucets. Aerosol sprayers and toys 
were controlled during the entire year, and the compliance with safety requirements 
on play elements at playgrounds for children was inspected in the respective season. 
The highest number of deficiencies concerned the failure to provide required 
information, when products were not duly labelled and important information in the 
Czech language was missing. Risky products that could have endangered the health 
or life of a child were mainly toys (building sets, figures, jigsaw puzzles) containing 
small or easily releasable parts that a child could swallow or breathe in.  

Inspections aimed at general safety of products found products that could endanger 
the health as well as the property of consumers. These were especially the so-called 
novelty lighters whose shape or colours can attract the attention of small children, 
laser pointers exceeding the maximum output value for the given class or without 
user manuals or safety information in the Czech language.   

In terms of assessment of the inspectorate’s control activity in the sphere of 
consumer protection, success came from the controls of the retail of counterfeits, 
dealing with the most problematic forms of retail - organized events, e-commerce and 
clearance sales. The inspectorate successfully searched the market for products that 
could endanger rightful interests of consumers. Results of inspections were 
continuously presented to the public, and mainly thanks to media, the legal 
awareness of consumers and their orientation in legal regulations were enhanced. 
The inspectorate’s workers also participated in a number of talks with citizens 
focused mainly on the risks of participation in the above mentioned organized events. 
The advisory activity for consumers and other interested parties was provided in 
seven advisory workplaces in both the regions, where CTIA workers received inputs 
for controls and provided legal information.       

 
Inspection actions of the Plzeňský and 
Karlovarský Inspectorate 

number of 
inspections 

inspections 
with findings 

findings in % 

International Film Festival in Karlovy Vary   
(focus on services and goods)  

105 32 30.5 

Social sport and cultural events   51 20 39.2 
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Public alimentation 934 308 33.0 

Retail of jewels 
(verification of authenticity of gemstones 
in jewels) 

5 3 60.0  

 

Ústecký and Liberecký Inspectorate 

 

Centrally administered inspection actions were supplemented by the inspectorate’s 
own operative actions. These stemmed from the local specifics, experience from the 
continuous monitoring of the market, and to a large extent also from consumers’ 
submissions. Advisory and information services were provided to the public at the 
inspectorate’s locations in Ústí nad Labem and Liberec, and also in 11 centres of the 
Ústecký and Liberecký regions. Throughout the year, increased attention was paid to 
inspections of presentation sales events. During these inspections, inspectors 
discovered the use of prohibited unfair commercial practices, including aggressive 
practices. Another continuous part of inspections was the monitoring of the offer and 
sale of products or services infringing certain intellectual property rights. In the long 
term perspective, the activity of borderland marketplaces falling under the authority of 
the inspectorate was significantly decreased in terms of the number of stalls as well 
as their size, and results of inspections show that the trade in counterfeits has 
increasingly transferred into stationary stores. During a number of inspections 
comparable to 2013, the proportion of findings was much higher. Throughout the 
year, the inspectorate also focused on monitoring of fuel quality. The controlled 
entities’ increased care for as high quality of sold fuels as possible is enhanced by 
media coverage of inspections results.         

A significant scope of damage to consumers was proved mainly during two 
inspection actions concerning funeral services and sale of coal. With regard to the 
consumers’ limited options to defend themselves against illegal practices, these 
inspections will further continue. The use of deceptive commercial practices was also 
found within inspections of the sale of used motor vehicles where sellers did not 
provide consumers with true information about the mileage or they concealed that the 
vehicle had been involved in an accident. Besides the centrally performed inspection 
projects, the inspectorate monitored various regional events such as Zahrada Čech 
exhibition, sport events, or flea markets (see photo - author Oldřich Hájek, Deník). 
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Results from these inspections were presented in regional media that were also 
provided with interviews concerning the inspectorate’s activity. At the same time, the 
inspectorate performed preventive activity focused not only on seniors but also on 
consumers in general, in the form of talks about the issue of presentation sales 
events. In cooperation with the Centre for the Support of the Integration of 
Foreigners, the inspectorate’s workers led seminars for Vietnamese retailers and 
also held talks with students in the field of gastronomy. The cooperation with trade 
licensing offices, Customs Administration and Alien Police was traditionally very 
good. E.g. an operation of an illegal car washing facility was proven in cooperation 
with the Czech Environmental Inspectorate. The cooperation with other state 
administration authorities was operative, within individual control projects, or 
targeted, e.g. during investigation of consumers’ submissions.   

In June 2014, the coordinated project “Drugs”, organized by the regional directorate 
of Police of the Czech Republic, took place on the territory of the Ústí nad Labem 
region. It focused on controls of borderland marketplaces. In total 189 inspections 
were carried out during 6 joint extensive control actions with the participation of over 
200 workers of inspection authorities and 100 police officers. Within this project, 
CTIA inspectors carried out 27 controls and they discovered shortcomings in 22 
cases.   

The inspectorate also participated in the international inspection project PROSAFE, 
namely in inspections of multi-hinged and telescopic ladders and high chairs for 
children Inspectors were successful in the search of dangerous products notified in 
the RAPEX alert system. A binding statement regarding the release of goods into 
free movement was issued by the inspectorate based on a request of the customs 
authority concerning four products. In two cases of toys - a plastic push bike and a 
plush animal, the release into free movement was not recommended.   

All through the year, attention was paid to inspection of toys for children under 36 
months as well as for older children up to 14 years of age. The aim of controls was to 
prevent the sale of products that could harm the health of children, due to missing 
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warnings or other information necessary for the fulfilment of elementary requirements 
for their safety. Also during the surveillance concerning Act No. 102/2001 Coll. on 
General Safety of Products, the inspectors focused mainly on products that pose 
increased risk for consumers. This concerned child strollers, advent wreaths with 
candles, plastic pellet guns, gas lighters and laser pointers.  

The inspectorate’s successful activity was contributed to by consumers who 
submitted a number of notifications, opinions, recommendations or requests for 
advice and help. The cooperation with consumers is seen by the inspectorate as a 
focus of its activity also for the future. In conclusion, the inspectorate accomplished 
the tasks for 2014 to a full extent and at an appropriate level.  

 

 

 

 

 

Inspection actions of 
Ústecký and Liberecký Inspectorate 

number of 
controls 

inspection actions 
inspections 

in % 

Zahrada Čech exhibition mall 36 14 38.9  

Flea markets 15 11 73.3  

Discrimination within real estate agency 
activity 

3 2 66.6  

Gardening, flower stores, sale of seeds  34 19 55.9  

Sale of beer on the street 9 3 33.3  

Control of car repair shops and tyre repair 
shops 

8 2 25.0  

Marketplaces – action of Police of the 
Czech Republic “Drugs“ 

27 22 81.5  
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Královéhradecký and Pardubický Inspectorate 

 

The inspectorate participated in the fulfilment of tasks resulting from all-year 
inspection actions and it fulfilled other centrally set operative tasks. A lot of attention 
was paid to inspection of services provided by car repair shops. Serious 
shortcomings involved untrue information on the technical condition of vehicles and 
their mileage at the moment of their sale. Court appointed experts in the field of 
motor vehicles were invited to the inspections. An inspection of the vehicles price 
showed that in some cases prices stated on the advertising boards appeared lower 
than what the charged price was. The issue was mandatory payments that 
customers were not aware of before they bought the vehicle.  

Another sphere controlled throughout the year was the intermediation and provision 
of consumer credit where more shortcomings were discovered compared to 2013. 
Besides missing mandatory information in advertising and representative examples, 
incorrect calculations of APR were also found in concluded contracts. These 
inspections also showed that some intermediaries offered their services without a 
valid trade license. Frequent violation of legal regulations within inspections of 
organized presentation sales events was discovered thanks to the use of the 
experience of consumers that brought attention to unfair commercial practices used 
by organizers during presentations of products and services.  

In the summer, increased attention was paid to inspections of entrepreneurs 
providing refreshments on cycling routes in the region, and monitoring of fun fairs 
and services during sport events. Consumers were most frequently harmed by 
incorrect amounts of drinks and incorrect billing of purchases owing to a failure to 
duly inform on the price of products and services.  

Inspections of personal protective equipment used in the building industry showed 
that consumers were provided with manuals for use and maintenance. Repeated 
inspections of services offering custom-made products showed that written 
confirmation of receiving the order was not issued, or it did not contain stipulated 
necessities. The absence or incompleteness of this document can mean major 
complications for consumers, mainly during enforcement of agreed arrangements.  

During its inspection activity, the inspectorate also cooperated with other surveillance 
authorities - trade licensing offices, the Police of the Czech Republic, hygiene service 
authorities, Customs Administration, Municipal Police, State Agricultural and Food 
Inspection Authority, Czech Metrology Institute, State Labour Inspection Office, etc. 
Joint inspections were carried out during the collection of samples of fuels and solid 
fuels, securing of counterfeits, in second-hand shops and pawnshops, during 
Christmas sale of fish or controls of pre-Christmas markets.     

The inspectorate participated in the international project concerning the control of 
high chairs for children, during which inspectors found on the market a dangerous 
product - chair Agnieszka 1 (see photo). Its use could lead to a serious injury of a 
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child due to the product’s instability. The inspectorate also participated in the search 
for dangerous products notified in the RAPEX alert system.  

 

Another product dangerous for consumers - gel candles in a glass - was discovered 
in the market within the surveillance of general safety of products. The product posed 
a risk of fire due to ignition of the gel followed by bursting of the glass container.   

Throughout the year, increased attention was paid to the inspection of labelling and 
safety of toys. Shortcomings repeatedly found in incorrect or incomplete labelling of 
products show the necessity of continuous inspection of this assortment with regard 
to the end users - children. Consumers’ submissions also led to an inspection of 
assorted electric products, the results of which are not known yet.  

Consumers’ submissions concerned problems with warranty claims, complaints 
regarding e-shops, use of unfair commercial practices, incorrect billing (mainly in 
chain stores), and presentation sales events.  

The inspectorate workers also arranged talks for citizens in different towns and 
municipalities of the region. Their aim was to familiarize consumers with risks 
associated with the purchase of products at presentation sales events. Other talks 
were designated for students of secondary schools and vocational schools who were 
informed on the inspection activity of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority, its 
authority, and also rights of consumers.   

Results of inspections in the region were continuously presented in media. There 
was a lot of interest in actions within the summer recreation season (e.g. at cycling 
routes) and in so-called Christmas sales. The inspectorate actively participated in the 
fulfilment of all stipulated inspection tasks and its goal - protection of consumers and 
their legitimate rights - was fully fulfilled. 
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Inspection actions of Královéhradecký and 
Pardubický Inspectorate 

number of 
inspections 

number 
of 

findings 
findings in % 

Car mart - sale and services  7 7 100.0  

Custom-made items 13 7 53.8  

Honesty of sale during sport events  13 5 38.4  

Construction wood of similar cross-section 
according to strength   

11 5 45.4  

Appliances using solid fuels for residential premises 5 2 40.0  

Fun fairs and cultural events – honesty of sale and 
services   

29 19 65.5  

Cycling routes of Eastern Bohemia 44 20 45.4  

Personal protective equipment for sports 16 15 93.7 

Personal protective equipment for building industry 9 7 77.7  
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Jihomoravský and Zlínský Inspectorate 

 

The inspectorate’s control activity stemming from centrally administered projects and 
consumers’ submissions was supplemented by the inspectorate’s own inspection 
actions, and it also used experience from inspections in the previous period. Joint 
inspections with trade licensing offices and other surveillance authorities arranged for 
the inspection activity in the scope of agreed cooperation in the respective areas, so 
that their inspection authority complemented one another. The inspectorate was very 
successful in inspections of the offer, sale and storage of products infringing certain 
intellectual property rights. The high rate of findings resulted from a targeted planning 
of inspections which were directed mainly at the borderland. Thanks to continuous 
monitoring and permanent customs surveillance, the offer and sale of counterfeits in 
the region has declined.  

In the last year, there was an increased rate of unsatisfactory samples of LPG for 
engines for the first time. The regular monitoring and inspections of fuel quality also 
took advantage of consumers’ submissions. The highest number of submissions, 
however, concerned e-commerce. Inspections of this form of sale showed frequent 
shortcomings, mainly deceptive information in the business terms and conditions.  

An extraordinary attention was paid to presentation sales events. In spite of the 
legislative obligation to report a presentation sales event to the surveillance authority, 
consumers’ submissions proved that vendors do not comply with this reporting 
obligation. Some invitations to these organized events did not even clearly state who 
the organizer of the presentation sales event was or what products would be 
presented. Many events were cancelled after their organizers discovered the 
presence of inspectors and the promise of prizes and presents to participants of the 
events stayed unfulfilled. Shortcomings presented an infringement of regulations in 
80% of controls.   

Inspections of the offer of intermediation or conclusion of credit contracts, 
intermediaries of consumer credits and creditors from non-banking sector violated 
legal regulations to a higher extent compared to 2013. Inspections of sale within 
special offers and clearance sales did not show a lower rate of discovered 
shortcomings either. Vendors deceived consumers by declaring discounts to a 
certain percentage which they subsequently did not provide, or they did not inform 
consumers about final prices of products. Prohibited deceptive business practices 
were also used during the sale of personal motor vehicles in used cars marts. 

Monitoring of local regional events focused on folklore celebrations, fun fairs, markets 
and wine festivals. Inspections were aimed at public alimentation, provision of other 
services and the sale of gift products or occasional products. Good news for visitors 
of these events was a relatively low rate of discovered shortcomings.   

Within the international projects of the PROSAFE organization, the inspectorate 
actively participated in the control for safety of ladders and high chairs for children. 
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Inspectors discovered the sale of one type of high chair that did not comply with 
safety requirements.  

Within surveillance of products from the non-harmonised sphere, the attention of 
inspectors was focused on products that present an increased risk during regular 
use, with a finding of one case infringing the Act on General Safety of Products. 
Based on information from the Customs Administration, the inspectorate issued two 
obligatory decisions on a conditional release of goods into the free movement if the 
respective products fulfilled requirements stipulated by the respective statutory order.    

In terms of stipulated products, continuous attention was paid mainly to the 
inspection of toys. Discovered shortcomings were mostly formal: absence of the CE 
conformity marking and other information such as identification of manufacturer or 
failure to label the product with safety information in the Czech language. The 
surveillance also concerned aerosol sprayers, and electric and electronic products. 
The inspectorate also continuously searched for dangerous products notified in the 
RAPEX alert system.   

The inspectorate’s activity was frequently presented in regional media throughout the 
year. The inspectorate’s workers were regularly guests in the Czech Radio 
programme Apetit and the regional studio of Czech Television continuously 
broadcasted reports from various controls and invited CTIA representatives into 
thematic programmes. Information on the inspectorate’s activity was often in the 
regional press and other periodicals. The inspectorate’s representatives also 
participated in preventive activities concerning consumer protection via lectures on 
the topic of presentation sales events, and they also participated in the 9th year of 
Senior Academy for the academic year 2014 - 2015, which was organized by the 
prevention division of the Statutory City of Brno. 

Inspection actions of 
Jihomoravský and Zlínský 

Inspectorate 

number of 
inspections 

inspections with 
findings 

discovered findings 
in % 

Celebrations, festivals, wine 
festivals, markets, fun fairs, sport 
events 

66 17 25.8  

Brno dam - fireworks 18 1 5.6  

Christmas markets 34 6 17.7 
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Moravskoslezský and Olomoucký Inspectorate 

 

The inspectorate’s main activity delimited by the plan of centrally planned inspections 
was supplemented by the inspectorate’s own control actions in the region and 
operative controls that made use of consumers’ submissions and results of market 
monitoring. Based on experience from previous years and evaluation of a large 
number of consumers’ submissions, inspectors paid an increased attention to e-
shops and their subsequent controls. The results of controls confirmed a high rate of 
discovered shortcomings, mainly insufficient, misleading or lacking information on the 
rights of consumers, which qualified as the use of deceptive commercial practices.  

Frequent shortcomings were also discovered within controls of terms of conclusion or 
intermediation of consumer credits. A permanently unfavourable statistics also 
concerns administrative offences discovered at organized presentation sales events, 
even in spite of how problematic it was for inspectors to participate in these 
presentations in the role of consumers, to prove the use of unfair commercial 
practices including aggressive practices. A high percentage of shortcomings was 
also discovered in controls of the offer and sale of used motor vehicles in car marts.  

The offer and sale of counterfeits (products infringing certain intellectual property 
rights) were discovered mostly in stationary stores where inspectors seized goods 
illegally marked with trademarks of less known brands.  

Besides the centrally administered plan of projects, 9 regional control projects were 
organized. They monitored mainly entrepreneurial subjects selling products or 
providing services at various social or cultural events including international events 
such as NATO Days (see photo), Flora Olomouc, music festivals, fun fairs, craft fairs 
or ever more popular farmers markets.    
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The inspectorate continued its successful cooperation with state administration 
authorities - mainly with municipal trade licensing offices. The focus of joint 
inspections was specified by workers of the CTIA and regional trade licensing offices 
in Ostrava and Olomouc at joint work meetings. The inspections of the offer and sale 
of products infringing certain intellectual property rights were successfully conducted 
in cooperation with Alien Police.     

The inspectorate also participated in international inspection projects, in particular in 
the ongoing campaign concerning ladders and cigarette lighters. Frequent 
shortcomings were found mainly in lighters.  

 

Obligations stipulated for the distribution of toys were not sufficiently fulfilled by 
sellers and distributors of toys. During inspections of general safety of products from 
the non-regulated sphere, one type of risky product - high chair 4 Baby Kid Africa - 
was discovered in the market. Based on a consumer submission, an inspection of 
safety of matches was performed together with a collection of a sample 
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Bezpečnostní zápalky K 20. However, a laboratory analysis proved a violation of 
quality parameters of the product, not safety parameters.  

Throughout the year, the inspectorate received, evaluated and examined 
submissions from consumers. For the most part, the submissions concerned 
consumers’ dissatisfaction with the way their warranty claim was handled or with its 
denial. More than 500 various inquiries were answered within the advisory-
information service.   

The inspectorate’s representatives were regularly guests of radio broadcasting with 
topics related to consumer protection. Results of the inspectorate’s inspection activity 
were continuously presented in the regional press and news of the Czech Television. 
According to current need, both offices of the inspectorate cooperate with local 
offices of the Consumer Defence Association (SOS) in Ostrava and Olomouc. In 
cooperation with the Consumer Defence Association of Moravia and Silesia, the 
inspectorate actively participated in talks for seniors within the prevention of unfair 
commercial practices of organizers of presentation sales events. A representative of 
the inspectorate, as a member of the Regional Expert Board of the Czech Consumer 
Association, participated in the board meetings and its activities - i.e. they 
participated in the evaluation and awarding the satisfied customer prize under the 
auspices of the county representative of the Moravskoslezský region.    

 

Inspection action 
number of 

inspections 
inspections 

with findings 
discovered 

findings in % 

PC monitors - information obligation  20 10 50.00 

Protective gloves against chemical risk 7 7 100.00  

Sale of products and services in seniors’ 
homes 

23 16 70.00  

Labelling of mobile gas cookers and grills 10 5 50.00  

Marking of automotive batteries 
(accumulators) 

10 5 50.00  

Level of stalls sale outside of permanent 
market locations 

20 13 65.00  

Sale of spare parts and car repair shops 10 6 60.00  

Services of nail and cosmetics studios 9 0 0.00  

School aids 35 11 31.00  
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CONSUMER PROTECTION 

 
General protection 

Ensuring a high level of protection of rights of consumers while fully respecting the 
principles of free movement of goods and services in the internal market of the 
European Union is one of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority’s priorities. The 
fundamental document for the inspection activity was the plan of projects for 2014 
which took into consideration issues encountered in the market by Czech consumers 
as well as spheres monitored by the European Union. Special attention was paid 
mainly to the offer, mediation, and provision of consumer credit, e-commerce and 
sale of products and services away from business premises (organized presentation 
sales events) and it also focused on compliance with the prohibition to use unfair 
commercial practices, including the offer and sale of products or services infringing 
certain intellectual property rights. In order to protect the health of consumers and 
fiscal interests of the state, inspections also focused on the offer and sale of alcoholic 
beverages and tobacco products. During the entire year, the Czech Trade Inspection 
Authority also responded to amendments of legislation which meant new surveillance 
and sanction authorization for its workers.   

In compliance with experience gained during the monitoring of the market, the Czech 
Inspection Authority operatively supplemented the planned surveillance activity with 
projects which needed to be carried out due to current situations in the market. 
These extraordinary inspection projects were focused mainly on motor vehicles - in 
the 1st six months on adjustments of vehicles, in particular on consequences of the 
removal of a filter of solid particles, and in the 2nd six months the control action was 
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aimed at the offer and sale of used motor vehicles, including their financing through 
credit.  

An appreciable contribution for the surveillance activity of the Czech Trade Inspection 
Authority was knowledge acquired from inputs from consumers and other subjects.   

Consumer credit 

The sphere of consumer credit belongs in the long term among priorities in the 
inspection activity of Czech Trade Inspection Authority, because it presents a very 
important segment of market in terms of financial interests of consumers.  

269 inspections discovered a violation of the Act No. 145/2010 Coll., on Consumer 
Credit, in 142 cases (i.e. 52.8 %). As in 2013, most frequent shortcomings concerned 
the sphere of advertising of the offer and intermediation of consumer credit. 
Especially advertising presented through web pages did not comply with legislative 
requirements and did not provide consumers with all information that they are 
supposed to receive.   

Results of inspections carried out by individual inspectorates present the number of 
performed inspections, discovered violations of generally binding legal regulations 
and violations of act on consumer credit.  

 

CTIA inspectorate 
number of 

inspections 

inspections with 
findings 

discovered 
violations in % 

(credits) in total credits 

Středočeský and Prague  63 40 24 38.1 

Jihočeský and Vysočina 26 14 14 53.9 

Plzeňský and Karlovarský 33 27 16 48.5 

Ústecký and Liberecký 23 8 6 26.1 

Královéhradecký and 
Pardubický 

47 43 27 57.5 

Jihomoravský and Zlínský 43 36 32 74.4 

Moravskoslezský and 
Olomoucký 

34 32 23 67.6 

In total 269 200 142 52.8 

 

The table shows that even though the number of inspection as well as the number of 
qualified violations of the Act on Consumer Credit were lower compared to 2013, the 
resulting proportion of inspections and discovered violations of this legal regulation 
increased by 4.8%. The number of inspections was influenced by time consuming 
inspections of several subjects providing consumer credit which exceeded the time 
interval of a standard inspection.   
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Inspections of consumer credit 

Year number of 
inspections 

inspections with findings 
(credit) 

discovered violations in % 

2010 156 71 45.5 

2011 290 141 48.6 

2012 255 109 42.7 

2013 319 153 48.0 

2014 269 142 52.8 

 

In 2014, the surveillance focused, i.a., on the inspection of correctness of calculation 
and determination of Annual Percentage Rate of Charge (APR) concerning 
consumer credit. Several meetings were held to unify the perspective of surveillance 
authorities regarding this indicator.  

The planned surveillance activity concerning Act No. 145/2010 Coll.,  
on Consumer Credit, was in the 4th quarter extended with a project focused on the 
offer and sale of used motor vehicles which could be purchased through consumer 
credit. Consumers often use this form of financing to buy used motor vehicles, and 
the aim of the inspection was to prevent damage to consumers and strengthen their 
protection by more intensive inspections of intermediaries and providers of consumer 
credit. Due to the high rate of shortcomings, the issue of offer, mediation and 
provision of consumer credits will be monitored again in 2015.  

E-commerce 

Consumers’ interest in e-commerce is more and more popular, which presents a 
large field of operation for operators of e-shops. However, this form of retail also 
brings certain risks - mainly because the internet includes an unlimited virtual space 
which enables commercial activities regardless of location and time. That meant a 
generally demanding activity for inspectors in terms of time, technology and 
expertise. Inspectors had to search for inspection procedures corresponding with the 
development of new forms of e-commerce which comprises classic e-shops, auction 
portals, and also sales through social networks. These reasons placed the monitoring 
of the offer and sale of products and services through means of remote 
communication among the priorities of the inspection activity in 2014. 

Besides the number of inspections at operators of e-shops, the following table shows 
an overview of discovered violations of generally binding legal regulations.   

CTIA inspectorate 
number of 

inspections 
inspections with 

findings 
discovered 

violations in % 

Středočeský and Prague 168 133 79.2 

Jihočeský and Vysočina 87 70 80.5 

Plzeňský and Karlovarský 80 59 73.8 

Ústecký and Liberecký 109 91 83.5 

Královéhradecký and Pardubický 104 87 83.7 

Jihomoravský and Zlínský 144 107 74.3 
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Moravskoslezský and 
Olomoucký 

175 135 77.1 

In total 867 682 78.7 

The most frequently violated regulation was Act No. 634/1992 Coll., on Consumer 
Protection. Violations of this act most frequently concerned the use of unfair 
commercial practices which were proven within the inspection of business terms of e-
shops in 46.9% of all findings. Results of inspections were largely influenced by the 
fact that as of January 1, 2014, the new Civil Code (Act No. 89/2012 Coll.) came into 
effect; many vendors did not factor this change into their business terms and 
conditions, and they informed consumers on warranty claim terms, the possibility to 
withdraw from the contract within 14 days and other important information according 
to the outdated Civil Code, or this information was provided incorrectly in their 
business terms and conditions.   

The level of e-commerce in the Czech Republic cannot be, however, assessed 
according to results of inspections. The results are only outcomes of targeted 
monitoring of the offer of products and services on the internet carried out by the 
CTIA. Targeted inspections were carried out in e-shops, based on monitoring and 
other indications that their operators did not comply with generally binding legal 
regulations in their business activity. A lot of information leading to inspections of 
vendors was provided to the Czech Trade Inspection Authority by dissatisfied 
customers. In total, 4,857 submissions of consumers concerning e-shops were 
registered in 2014, and the subsequent inquiry into these submissions proved their 
legitimacy or other violation in 12.3% of cases.   

In the case of e-shops, the total number of inspections in the evaluated period was 
lower, but the proportion of findings was not - it presents 78.7% from the number of 
inspected business premises. Due to the permanent increase in the interest of 
consumers in on-line shopping it can be assumed that e-commerce will further grow 
and, therefore, the surveillance of this way of sale of goods and services will further 
be a permanent part of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority’s activity.  

 

Inspections of e-commerce 

Year 
number of 

inspections 
inspections with findings discovered violations in % 

2009 488 338 69.3 

2010 590 412 69.8 

2011 1.021 749 73.4 

2012 1.206 988 81.9 

2013 1.296 1.013 78.2 

2014 867 682 78.7 

 

Presentation sales events 

Organized events, in particular the issue of presentation sales events, belonged 
among the most monitored inspection projects of Czech Trade Inspection Authority in 
2014. Besides revealing unfair commercial practices prohibited by law, including 
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aggressive practices, used by vendors, inspectors paid attention to the fulfilment of 
information obligations associated with organized events, newly stipulated by law for 
consumer protection. Inspection workers either directly participated in individual 
presentation sales events or they inspected the written documentation provided 
mostly directly by consumers - immediate participants in the presentation sale event.  

 

Inspections of presentation sales events 

CTIA inspectorate 
number of 

inspections 
inspections with 

findings 
discovered violations 

in % 

Středočeský and Prague 251 229 91.2 

Jihočeský and Vysočina 52 38 73.1 

Plzeňský and Karlovarský 63 34 53.9 

Ústecký and Liberecký 109 80 73.4 

Královéhradecký and 
Pardubický 

75 67 89.3 

Jihomoravský and Zlínský 42 33 78.6 

Moravskoslezský and 
Olomoucký 

91 73 80.2 

In total 683 554 81.1 

Most frequently, inspectors discovered a violation of Act No. 634/1992 Coll.,  
on Consumer Protection. The most frequent violations concerned the newly 
stipulated announcement obligations associated with holding such events - through 
failure to announce the holding of an organized event, non-observance of the 
stipulated deadline for the announcement, failure to provide all requisites of the 
announcement, or failure to provide all legally stipulated requisites of the invitation to 
an organized event. The result of inspections of these obligations is an increase not 
only in the number of inspections, but also in the proportion of discovered 
shortcomings. Information obligations towards the surveillance authority or 
participants of these events were not fulfilled in 60.1% of inspected subjects.        

The use of some form of unfair commercial practices was proven in 19.5% of all 
findings. Most frequently, vendors deceived consumers by providing untrue or 
misleading information concerning the content of the organized event and provided 
presents. When the use of aggressive commercial practices was discovered, it was 
mostly the creation of a misleading impression that the consumer won or would win 
something, even though they would have to conclude a sales contract to get the prize 
- i.e. spend considerable financial means. Other shortcomings concerned mainly 
failure to provide due information about the price of offered products or services, 
failure to provide due information on the extent, conditions and means of exercising 
the right from faulty fulfilment and non-observance of the legally stipulated conditions 
for accepting and settlement of warranty claims. Inspection workers often had to deal 
with a failure to cooperate on the part of inspected entities.  

An inter-annual comparison shows, besides the increase in performed inspections, 
also a permanently high proportion of discovered shortcomings. For an objective 
evaluation, however, it has to be considered that this high proportion of findings is to 
some extent a consequence of inspections targeted on problematic companies and, 
therefore, it cannot be a reflection of the actual situation in the sphere of direct sale.   
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Inspections of presentation sales events 

Year 
number of 

inspections 
inspections with findings discovered violations in % 

2010 133   63 47.4 

2011 241 164 68.1 

2012 281 204 72.6 

2013 365 262 71.8 

2014 683 554 81.1 

Results of inspections of presentation sales events performed during 2014 confirm 
that despite the effort that the Czech Trade Inspection Authority dedicated to 
improvement of the situation in this sphere, it is necessary to further pay maximum 
attention to this issue. Active inspection and sanction policy led to a significant 
decrease in the use of the most aggressive commercial practices and forced some 
problematic companies to leave the Czech market. But new companies, including 
ones from abroad, come and new forms of circumvention and violation of the 
legislation appear, which presents a challenge for the Czech Trade Inspection 
Authority in terms of its inspection activity also in the next year.   

 

 

 

Offer and sale of products or services infringing certain intellectual property 
rights  

As in the previous year, the CTIA monitored the issue of the use of unfair commercial 
practices consisting in the offer and sale of products or services infringing certain 
intellectual property rights, as well as storage of such products. The subject of 
inspection were forms of sale including goods offered by means of remote 
communication, because the offer and sale of products and services infringing 
certain intellectual property rights has increasingly transferred from stalls to this form 
of sale.   

Besides the total number of inspections divided according to individual inspectorates, 
the following table shows the number of shortcomings as well as the number and 
proportion of discovered violations concerning certain intellectual property rights.  

Offer and sale of products or services infringing certain intellectual property rights  

CTIA inspectorate 
number of 
inspections 

inspections with findings discovered 
violations of 

IPR*) in %  In total IPR*) 

Středočeský and Prague  231 91 35 15.2 

Jihočeský and Vysočina 275 273 36 13.1 

Plzeňský and Karlovarský 733 632 321 43.8 

Ústecký and Liberecký 327 286 145 44.3 

Královéhradecký and 
Pardubický 

114 103 76 66.7 
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Jihomoravský and Zlínský 48 47 42 87.5 

Moravskoslezský and 
Olomoucký 

266 166 78 29.3 

In total 1,994 1,598 733 36.8 

*) IPR – violation of certain intellectual property rights (according to § 4, or § 5 par. 2, Act No. 
634/1992 Coll., on consumer protection) 

 
In the monitored period, there was a moderate increase in the number of inspections 
as well as in the number of violations of regulations in the surveillance authority of 
the CTIA, including the use of unfair commercial practices by selling counterfeits and 
duplicates.  

Inspections discovered cases of offer and sale of goods infringing certain intellectual 
property rights and subsequent intermediation of the sale through public or non-
public groups on social networks. The transactions take place with orders from 
consumers and shipment to their address directly from third countries. This presents 
a new trend and practices which are not sufficiently covered by existing legislation, 
and which will be dealt with in the following period.  

 

 

 

 
 

Inspections of the sale of products or services infringing certain intellectual property rights  

Year 

Number 
of 

inspectio
ns 

Inspections 
with discovered 
shortcomings 

Inspections 
with 

discovered 
counterfeits 

Secured 
counterfeits 

in pieces 

Value of counterfeits in 
the price of originals in 

CZK  

2009 1,738 1,233 382 41,804  59,038,000 

2010 1,710 1,213 256 133,833  53,502,000 

2011 2,144 1,732 842 86,417 214,681,000 

2012 1,642 1,260 552 48,958 122,922,000 

2013 1,946 1,444 614 25,486   44,335,000 

2014 1,994 1,598 733 65,475 128,993,000 

Structure of products infringing certain intellectual property rights:  

 
Textile and 

clothing 
footwear watches audio-video other 

Number in pieces 44,574 5,663 885 4,236 10,117 

Proportion in %  68.1 8.6 1.4 6.5 15.5 

 

Inspectorates cooperated with other surveillance authorities in order to achieve 

maximum efficiency for inspections of the offer and sale of products harming owners 

of intellectual property rights. Most frequently, inspectorates cooperated with the 

authorities of the Police of the Czech Republic and the Alien Police.   
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Number and value of products infringing certain intellectual property rights, 
Secured within joint inspections of CTIA and Customs Administration 

Year 
Inspections with 

discovered counterfeits 
Secured counterfeits in 

pieces 

Value of counterfeits in 
the price of originals in 

CZK   

2009 66 5,444 11,798,490 

2010 28 91,102 10,580,820 

2011 123 30,311 53,725,438 

2012 65 6,229 11,173,303 

2013 28 353 582,718 

2014 17 1,507 7,383,614 

The CTIA representatives actively participated in the activity of the interdepartmental 
committee for combating illegal conduct - infringing of intellectual property rights. The 
issue of offer and retail of products infringing certain intellectual property rights 
further remains a continuously monitored sphere.  

Discrimination 

This inspection action has had a lot of attention in the long term. Its main goal is to 
uncover all forms of discrimination of consumers on the market. Even though results 
of inspections repeatedly confirm that discrimination of consumers takes place only 
sporadically - whether it concerns discrimination in terms of race, nationality, age or 
some handicap, the surveillance in this sphere will not be underestimated even in the 
following period. In total, 1,254 inspections were performed within this inspection 
action, out of which some form of discrimination of consumers was discovered only in 
40 cases, i.e. 3.2% from the number of performed inspections.  

Travel agencies  

The goal of inspections in this sphere in the long term is the activity of travel 
agencies, with a special emphasis on the verification of whether during the offer and 
sale of tourist industry services vendors do not use unfair commercial practices, and 
whether they comply with obligations following from the provision of Act No. 
159/1999 Coll., on Certain Conditions of Business Activities in the Field of Tourism. 
Within 276 inspections, a violation of some provision of generally binding legal 
regulations was discovered in 99 cases, i.e. in 35.9% from the total number of 
inspections.  

Sale of tobacco products 

The plan of inspections for 2014 also included inspections focused on the offer, sale 
and storage of tobacco products. The aim of these inspections was to verify 
regulations in the surveillance authority of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority, and 
the core focus was the monitoring of potential violation of the Act No. 353/2003 Coll., 
on Excise Duties. Shortcomings were discovered in only 20 cases, i.e. 0.7% from the 
total number of 3,041 performed inspections.  

Sale of alcoholic beverages 
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In 2014, the Czech Trade Inspection Authority again included inspections focused on 
labelling, offer, and retail of alcoholic beverages into its plan of activity. Although the 
Czech Trade Inspection Authority’s scope of powers in this sphere is very limited, 
together with other supervisory authorities it participated in inspections with the aim 
of eliminating the existing public threat to the maximal possible extent, in the shortest 
possible time. A violation of legal regulations within the inspection authority of the 
CTIA was discovered in 1,174 cases (i.e. 36.6%) from the total of 3,211 inspections. 
A violation of legal regulations concerning the handling of alcohol was discovered in 
two cases.  

Inspection of the offer and sale of goods within special offers and seasonal 
discounts 

The key focus of this inspection action was the compliance with obligations resulting 
from generally binding legal regulations during the offer and sale of goods or 
provision of services in the period when consumers are offered discounts. A long-
term result of this action is frequent and recurrent shortcomings, especially 
insufficient or deceptive information concerning the price of sold goods and offered 
services. These faults (violation of section 12 of the act on consumer protection) 
were proven in 522 inspections. Within 2,992 inspections, violation of legal 
regulations was discovered in 1,163 inspections, which represents 39.8%.   

 

 

Winter and summer touristic season 

These were seasonal inspections focused mainly on the provision of services used 
by the consumer public in places and resorts that are sought-after and popular 
mainly during the winter or summer season. Inspections were focused mainly on the 
types of sale and services offered depending on the season of the year. Results of 
inspection actions proved that generally binding legal regulations are constantly 
violated in this sphere.  

Labelling of footwear 

Inspections were focused mainly on the compliance with Act No. 634/1992 Coll., on 
Consumer Protection, and regulation No. 265/2000 Coll., which stipulates details 
concerning the method of labelling footwear with information on materials used in its 
main parts. In total, 1,304 inspections were carried out within this inspection project 
and violations of generally binding legal regulations were discovered in 57.4% of 
inspections. Due to the long-term surveillance of the Czech Trade Inspection 
Authority and dealing with shortcomings associated with the sale of footwear in the 
internal market, however, the situation concerning the compliance with requirements 
of the Act on Consumer Protection has improved – in terms of providing due 
information regarding the extent, conditions and the method of filing claims as well as 
in terms of settling claims filed by consumers.  

Thrift stores and pawnshops  
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The inspection action took place in the 2nd quarter of 2014 in 162 thrift stores and 
pawnshops, and its goal was to verify the compliance with obligations resulting from 
the generally binding legal regulations concerning the offer, sale and buying of used 
goods. Shortcomings were discovered in 83 inspections (51.2%), i.e. in more than 
half of inspected places of business. For that reason, the project will be included also 
into the plan of activities for 2015.    

Funeral service  

An inspection action which was supposed to map mainly the state and level of 
provided funeral services and also the offer and sale of products and goods related 
to these services was planned for the second and third quarter of 2014. Results of 
these inspections proved a considerable number of shortcomings which were 
discovered in 38 inspections out of 89 performed inspections, i.e. 42.7% of cases. 
This presents a very sensitive sphere of services when consumers find themselves in 
a disadvantageous position towards providers of funeral services due to their 
emotional situation. Due to the extent of discovered faults, the inspection project will 
be repeated in 2015. 

Pyrotechnics 

Act No. 156/2000 Coll., on proving of firearms, ammunition, and pyrotechnics, was 
amended by a provision adapting the surveillance and sanction authority of the 
Czech Trade Inspection Authority. In connection with this amendment, the plan of 
activities was extended with the inspection action focused on the offer, sale and 
storage of pyrotechnics – it was carried out in the pre-Christmas period when the 
offer of pyrotechnics is the largest. The goal of this inspection action was mainly the 
survey of the current state of the pyrotechnics business. The inspections results 
confirmed that the situation requires a constant monitoring of the sale and storage of 
these products. Within 184 inspections, violations of legal regulations were 
discovered in 40 cases, which present 21.7% of all performed inspections.     

Sale of solid fuels  

The inspection action was planned for the 2nd half of 2014, i.e. for the period of the 
highest interest of consumers in the purchase and replenishment of the stock of solid 
fuels. Inspectors primarily looked into the fairness of sale. As in the previous year, 
shortcomings were discovered in more than 40% of cases. Within 129 inspections, 
violations of legal regulations were discovered in 53 of cases (41.1%). The results 
show that this sphere will further require the attention of the Czech Trade Inspection 
Authority.  

Procurement of secondary raw materials   

The inspection action focused on the procurement of secondary raw materials is 
repeatedly included in the activity plan in the long term, even though the Czech 
Trade Inspection Authority does not have a principal surveillance authority in this 
sphere. The aim of the inspection action was to reduce the illegal practices of 
operators of secondary raw materials procurement centres. In this matter, the CTIA 
often proceeded in cooperation with other surveillance authorities. During 152 
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inspections, inspectors discovered a violation of legal regulations in 60 cases, which 
represents 39.5% of all performed inspections.     

Extraordinary inspection projects 

Modification of vehicles – removal of the filter of solid particles  

This inspection project was realized due to knowledge of the current situation in the 
market. Its aim was mainly to map the actual state of the offer and provision of 
modification of vehicles consisting in the removal of a part of its technical equipment. 
Inspectors verified how vendors comply with obligations stipulated by generally 
binding legal regulations for the offer of services concerning the modification of 
vehicles. In particular, they focused on the offer of removal of the filter of solid 
particles in diesel motors of vehicles and the information which vendors declare to 
consumers in connection with this service. Inspections in repair shops proved that in 
9 cases consumers were not informed about the fact that after the removal of the 
filter of solid particles, the motor vehicle becomes technically unfit for road use The 
failure to provide this information could significantly influence the consumers‘ 
decision whether they would have the filter of solid particles removed or not. 
Conclusions of this inspection project confirmed that car repair shops services are a 
problematic sphere, since a violation of some generally binding legal regulation was 
discovered in 41 inspections out of 80 (i.e. in 51.3% of cases).    

 

Inspection of the offer and retail of second-hand motor vehicles 

The problematic situation in the market with used motor vehicles also led to another 
inspection project with the primary aim of verifying whether consumers obtain correct 
and true information during the offer and retail of second-hand personal vehicles, and 
whether important information which could significantly influence the consumers’ 
decision regarding the purchase of the vehicle is not withheld, including the potential 
offer of financing through a consumer credit. The above mentioned important 
information concerned mainly the age and condition of the vehicle, mileage, number 
of previous owners, etc.  

The inspection project took place in several stages. First, inspectors monitored 
potentially risky vehicles that were, among other things, offered through web pages, 
where there was a suspicion that the provided information concerning these vehicles 
was untrue or that some important information was distorted or withheld. These 
suspicions concerned features, history, as well as origin of the vehicle, manipulation 
of the mileage, or declaration that the respective vehicle had not been involved in an 
accident. Subsequently, inspections were performed in selected establishments in 
cooperation with experts appointed by court. Results of these expert opinions 
confirmed serious and persisting shortcomings in the offer and retail of used motor 
vehicles. 189 inspections were carried out within this inspection project and violation 
of legal regulations was discovered in 89 controls, i.e. 47.1% of inspections. These 
results show that the Czech Trade Inspection Authority must pay attention to the 
market of used motor vehicles also in the following year.      
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Environmental sphere 

Air 

Quality of solid fuels 

According to the Act on Clean Air Protection (Act No. 201/2012 Coll.), inspections 
focused mainly on the quality of solid fuels. In the 2nd half of 2014, all regional 
inspectorates participated in inspections of the quality of coal and biomass compacts 
– wood pellets. The permissible level of pollution was evaluated in 16 collected 
samples and laboratory tests did not prove deviations from stipulated quality 
indicators in any sample. Based on an initiative of a consumer, two inspections of 
collected coal samples were extended by detection of granularity parameters. One of 
these samples did not comply with the permissible deviations listed by the 
manufacturer in their catalogue. From the total number of 70 inspections, violations 
of the act on clean air protection were discovered in 5 cases (7.1%).    

 

Marking of products and equipment containing regulated substances and 
fluorinated greenhouse gases  

During this inspection action focused on small air-conditioning units containing 
fluorinated greenhouse gases as a coolant, inspectors verified whether these 
products offered to consumers are marked in compliance with the Act on Substances 
that Deplete the Ozone Layer and Fluorinated Greenhouse Gases (Act No. 73/2012 
Coll.). During 86 inspections, inspectors discovered that 25 products were not duly 
marked in the extent or form stipulated by this law. All 25 findings were handed over 
to the Czech Environmental Inspectorate to take further measures in its authority. 
The year-round preventive surveillance in the sphere of clean air protection will 
continue owing to the newly set (stricter) requirements of Regulation No. 415/2012 
Coll., and other legal requirements.   

Packaging 

Inspections focused on compliance with obligations stipulated by Act No. 477/2001 
Coll., on Packaging, took place from June until November. All CTIA inspectorates 
participated in inspections concerning the return collection of returnable deposit 
packaging and the compliance with conditions for launch of packaging into the 
market and their return collection. Inspections concerned sellers, i.e. store chains 
and other workplaces, as well as subjects which place packaging on the market 
(manufacturers and importers of packaging). In total, 447 inspections were carried 
out within the centrally administered action, and in 46 cases, i.e. 10.3% of 
inspections, they discovered violations of obligations stipulated by the law on 
packaging.  

Monitoring of fuel quality 
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All inspectorates participated in the monitoring of the fuel market and collection of 
samples (petrol, diesel fuel, diesel fuel blends, FAME, LPG for engines, CNG, and 
Ethanol E85) in order to inspect their quality. The inspections were targeted on 
compliance with Act No. 311/2006 Coll., on Fuels, and related regulations. Out of 
2,663 collected samples of motor fuels, 81 samples (i.e. 3.0%) failed quality 
requirements of respective technical standards.  

Results of inspections: 

Collected motor fuels according to type January – December 2014 

fuel type collected samples in % 
unsatisfactory 

samples 
% from the fuel 

type 

Petrol 1,007 37.8 9 0.9  

Diesel fuel 1,202 45.1 27 2.2  

Diesel fuel blends 73 2.7 4 5.5  

FAME 30 1.1 4 13.3  

LPG 302 11.3 37 12.3  

CNG 36 1.4 0 0.0  

Ethanol E85 13 0.5 0 0.0  

In total 2,663 100.0 81 3.0  

Unsatisfactory samples in %: 

Year 2014 petrol diesel fuel 
diesel 
fuel 

blend* 
FAME* LPG CNG* 

Ethano
l* E85 

in total 

January 1.1 2.9 0.0 0.0 4.2 0.0 0.0 2.3 

February 0.0 4.7 16.7 0.0 8.3 0.0 0.0 3.4 

March 3.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.5 0.0 0.0 2.1 

April 1.1 2.9 10.0 0.0 25.6 0.0 0.0 6.2 

May 0.0 0.0 0.0 33.3 29.6 0.0 0.0 4.8 

June 1.1 2.9 9.1 16.7 15.0 0.0 0.0 3.8 

July 0.0 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 

August 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 0.0 0.0 1.5 

September 0.0 3.4 0.0 0.0 10.3 0.0 0.0 2.7 

October 1.2 1.9 20.0 0.0 10.7 0.0 0.0 3.1 

November 2.1 2.6 0.0 50.0 8.3 0.0 0.0 3.6 

December 0.0 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 

In total 0.9 2.2 5.5 13.3 12.3 0.0 0.0 3.0 

* Available in the market network in limited amount 

The quality of collected and inspected fuel samples varied during 2014. The highest 
proportion of non-conforming fuel samples was discovered in April (6.2%). The 
lowest number of unsatisfactory fuel samples (0.9%) was found in July. In other 
months, the proportion of low-quality samples of inspected fuel ranged between 1.5% 
and 4.8%. 
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Inter-annual comparison of collected samples of fuel:  

Fuel type 

Jan – Dec 2013 Jan - Dec 2014 

collected 
samples 

unsatisfactor
y samples 

satisfactory 
samples 

collected 
samples 

unsatisfactor
y samples 

satisfactory 
samples 

numb
er %                 

numb
er 

% from 
this 

type of 
fuel  

num
ber 

% 
from 
this 

type of 
fuel  

numb
er %                 

numb
er 

% from 
this 

type of 
fuel  

num
ber 

% 
from 
this 

type of 
fuel  

petrol 906 36.3 23 2.5 883 97.5 1,007 37.8 9 0.9 998 99.1 

diesel fuel 1,144 45.9 36 3.1 
1,10

8 96.9 1,202 45.1 27 2.2 
1,17

5 97.8 

diesel fuel blend  71 2.8 5 7.0 66 93.0 73 2.7 4 5.5 69 94.5 

FAME 21 0.8 1 4.8 20 95.2 30 1.1 4 13.3 26 86.7 

LPG 298 11.9 7 2.3 291 97.7 302 11.3 37 12.3 265 87.7 

CNG 36 1.4 0 0.0 36 100.0 36 1.4 0 0.0 36 100.0 

Ethanol E85 19 0.8 0 0.0 19 100.0 13 0.5 0 0.0 13 100.0 

In total 2,495 100.0 72 2.9 
2,42

3 97.1 2,663 100.0 81 3.0 
2,58

2 97.0 

Petrol 

In total 1,007 samples were collected and inspected in the monitored period. 9 
samples, i.e. 0.9%, did not meet the stipulated requirements of the technical standard 
concerning the quality of petrol.  

Quality indicator 
number of 

unsatisfactory samples 
% from samples of petrol  

distillation – end point of distillation 5 0.5 

oxygen by calculation 2 0.2 

content of ethanol  2 0.2 

induction period 1 0.1 

vapour pressure 1 0.1 

Diesel fuel 

In total 1,202 samples of diesel fuels were collected and inspected, out of which 27 
collected samples did not fulfil the quality indicators stipulated by the respective 
technical standard.   

Quality indicator 
number of 

unsatisfactory samples 
% from samples of 

diesel fuel 

flashpoint 21 1.7 

content of FAME 4 0.3 

density at 15 ˚C 2 0.2 

CFFP 1 0.1 

distillation – distilled volume 95% (V/V) 1 0.1 
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cetane number 1 0.1 

cetane index 1 0.1 

oxidation stability 1 0.1 

content of sulphur 1 0.1 

Diesel fuel blends  

Out of 73 collected and inspected samples of diesel fuel blends (DFB 30), 4 samples 
were evaluated as unsatisfactory: 

Quality indicator 
number of 

unsatisfactory samples 
% from samples of 
diesel fuel blends 

flashpoint 2 2.7 

content of FAME 1 1.4 

content of sulphur 1 1.4 

FAME 

Out of 30 collected and inspected samples of this type of motor fuel, 4 samples did 
not meet the quality indicators: 

Quality indicator 
number of unsatisfactory 

samples 
% from samples of 

FAME 

content of FAME 3 10.0 

flashpoint 1 3.3 

LPG for engines (liquid petrol gases) 

Quality indicators of the respective technical standard were not met by 37 samples 
out of the total 302 collected samples of LPG for engines. Laboratory tests found the 
following unsatisfactory quality indicators:  

Quality indicator 
number of unsatisfactory 

samples 
% from samples of LPG 

for engines 

content of sulphur 36 11.9 

motor octane number 1 0.3 

 

CNG (compressed natural gas) 

All 36 collected and inspected samples of CNG complied with requirements of the 
respective technical standard in all monitored quality indicators.  

Ethanol E-85 

13 collected and inspected samples of Ethanol E-85 motor fuel also complied with 
requirements of the respective technical standard in all quality indicators.  
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Bio-fuels in motor fuels  

The content of fatty acid methyl esters was inspected in 1,202 samples of diesel fuel 
throughout the year. Laboratory tests proved the exceedance of the upper admissible 
limit of bio-components in 4 samples of this fuel. The inspection of ethanol content 
was performed in 1,007 samples of petrol, and the exceedance of the upper 
admissible limit of bio-components was found in 2 samples.  

Imposed measures 

The Czech Trade Inspection Authority imposed a ban on the retail of motor fuels that 
did not comply with requirements of special legal regulations, in 26 cases. This 
measure concerned in total 109,902.84 litres of motor fuels in the value of CZK 
3,249,673.   

The ban on retail, until a remedy is established, concerned the following motor fuels: 
petrol – 17,226.5 litres in the value of CZK 616,393, diesel fuels – 33,751.5 litres in 
the value of CZK 1,230,563, LPG for engines – 33,285.6 litres and the value of CZK 
592,541, diesel fuel blends – 20,064.2 litres in the value of CZK 651,108, and FAME 
– 5,575 litres in the value of CZK 159,068.  

Development of the quality of motor fuels since 2001: 

Unsatisfactory samples in % 

Year petrol diesel fuel 
diesel 
fuel 

blends* 
FAME* LPG CNG* 

Ethanol* 
E85 

in total 

2nd half of 
2001 

5.7 15.8 42.7 - - - - 13.5 

2002 4.0 12.2 27.7 - - - - 9.0 

2003 10.4 13.4 20.8 - 12.9 - - 12.4 

2004 6.3 12.3 14.5 - 2.5 - - 8.6 

2005 4.1 7.9 10.3 - 4.3 - - 6.1 

2006 2.4 6.9 17.5 - 2.0 - - 4.8 

2007 3.3 5.4 46.7 - 2.0 - - 4.6 

2008 1.8 8.9 66.7 - 4.0 - - 5.6 

2009 2.5 7.9 40.0 - 1.5 - - 5.0 

2010 5.6 9.6 23.8 25.0 0.5 0.0 65.2 7.9 

2011 2.1 6.0 17.7 17.4 0.0 0.0 21.7 4.4 

2012 1.8 3.7 18.2 4.8 1.7 0.0 5.3 3.1 

2013 2.5 3.1 7.0 4.8 2.3 0.0 0.0 2.9 

2014 0.9 2.2 5.5 13.3 12.3 0.0 0.0 3.0 

* The higher proportion of non-conforming samples of these fuels is influenced by the low number of 
collected samples. 

 

The minimum number of fuel samples required to be collected has been stipulated 
since June 1, 2010, by Regulation No. 133/2010 Coll. Since this date, monitoring of 
the composition and quality of fuels has been broadened to include motor fuels 
FAME, CNG, and Ethanol E85. The inter-annual comparison of inspection results 
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shows that the quality of fuels inspected by the Czech Trade Inspection Authority in 
the market network of the Czech Republic was approximately the same during 2006 
– 2009. In 2010, however, the overall quality of motor fuels significantly declined. In 
total, 1,866 samples of motor fuel were collected, out of which 148 samples (7.9%) 
did not meet the stipulated quality requirements.  

In 2011, the proportion of findings was significantly lower due to the accepted 
inspection and sanction measures, even though 2,303 samples of motor fuels were 
collected within the monitoring and inspection of the quality of motor fuels. 102 
samples, i.e. 4.4% from the total number of inspected samples, did not meet quality 
requirements. In the second half of 2012, the number of collected fuel samples 
increased to 3,172 samples of motor fuels, out of which 98 samples, i.e. 3.1%, did 
not meet quality requirements.  

Another decrease in the proportion of unsatisfactory samples of inspected motor 
fuels took place in 2013, when the CTIA inspectors collected 2,495 samples of motor 
fuels. 72 samples, i.e. 2.9%, did not meet the quality requirements. The quality of 
motor fuels improved in diesel fuel, diesel fuel blends and Ethanol E-85. A worse 
quality of motor fuels concerned petrol and LPG for engines.  

In 2014, 81 samples out of 2,663 collected samples did not meet the quality 
requirements of respective technical standards. This represented 3.0% of inspected 
samples and meant a moderate deterioration caused by a higher number of bad 
quality samples of LPG for engines and also FAME. CNG and Ethanol E 85 showed 
stable values, other monitored motor fuels showed a moderate improvement of 
quality.   

There were still more serious variances which indicate that motor fuels could be 
contaminated by components which subsequently influenced the quality of motor 
fuels. These cases presented a possible damage to consumers and negative impact 
on environment as well as tax evasions.  

In monitoring the quality of motor fuels, the Czech Trade Inspection Authority closely 
cooperated with the Customs Administration, General Financial Directorate and 
Police of the Czech Republic. These state authorities were also continuously 
informed about discovered shortcomings in the quality of sold motor fuels.       
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Overview – results of projects concerning general inspection: 

Title of inspection project 

number of 
inspections in 

total 

inspections 
with findings 

discovered 
violations in % 

2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 

Fuels 

Inspection and monitoring of fuel quality, including the 
collection of samples   

1,498 1,518 68 67 4.5  4.4  

Offer and sale of products infringing certain 
intellectual property rights 

monitoring of the offer and sale of products infringing 
these rights (including e-commerce)    

1,946 1,994 614 733 31.6  36.8  

Packaging*) (in 2014 project performed in a shorter 
period)  

919 447* 41 46 4.5  10.3  

E-shops 

continuous monitoring of the development of this form of 
sale 

1,296 867 1,013 682 78.2  78.7  

Discrimination 

auditing for potential discrimination of consumer groups 
(mainly based on ethnicity, age, nationality, gender, or 
handicapped persons according to Act  

634/1992 Coll.)  

1,000 1,254 15 40 1.5  3.2  

Travel agencies 338 276 124 99 36.7  35.9  

Consumer credits 

auditing of terms concerning negotiation of consumer 
credits  

319 269 153 142 48.0  52.8  

Presentation sales events 

auditing for potential violation of legal regulations 
concerning the sale of goods away from business 
premises  

365 683 262 554 71.8  81.1 

Summer tourist season 

inspection of services in camps in prominent regional 
tourist areas and camps 
 

1,546 1,338 556 526 36.0  39.3  

Winter tourist season 

inspections of provided services, including public 
alimentation, rentals of equipment and ski lifts  

511 283 141 100 27.6  35.3  

Secondary raw material procurement centres  

*) (in 2014 project performed in a shorter period) 
323 152* 121 60 37.5  39.5  

Solid fuels 

inspection of obligations concerning the sale of solid fuels 
102 129 47 53 46.1 41.1  

Quality of solid fuels  – coal and biomass pressings  70  5  7.1  

Modification of vehicles – removal of filter of solid 
particles 

 80  41  51.3  

Inspection of offer and sale of used motor vehicles   189  89  47.1  

Pyrotechnics  184  40  21.7 

Funeral services   89  38  42.7  

Second-hand stores and pawnshops  162  83  51.2  

Inspection of offer, sale and storage of tobacco 
products 

3,363 3,041 37 20 1.1 0.7  

Retail of alcoholic drinks 5,657 3,211 12 2 0.2  0.1  

Labelling of footwear 
*) overall reading for labelling of textile and footwear in 
2013 

2,604* 1,304 1,466* 748 56.3* 57.4  

Labelling of textile  

*) overall reading for labelling of textile and footwear in 
2013 

2,604* 2,441 1,466* 1,287 56.3* 52.7 

Sale of goods within special offers and seasonal 
clearance sales, including special inspection projects  

3,046 2,922 1,389 1,163 45.6 39.8 

Note: For inspections closely focused according to specific legislation, this table lists only discovered violations of 
the given subject of inspection, not other violations discovered within the entire inspection project.   
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SURVEILLANCE OF PRODUCTS 

 

In the sphere of inspection of products implemented to the market, surveillance 
focused on their safety and the protection of the domestic market further to the 
development within the common market of the EU, and consumer protection within 
the application of rules for the free movement of goods and technical requirements 
for products. Inspections concerned legal and physical entities selling or supplying 
products and goods to the domestic market, using measures taken to harmonize the 
system of market surveillance, and inspection with the systems of the European 
Union.  

In the monitored year, the Czech Trade Inspection Authority applied verified methods 
as well as new effective methods of legislation enforcement and it utilized 
cooperation with other state surveillance authorities and specialized workplaces, 
including international affiliations. At the same time, it enforced the use of effective 
modern methods and unified inspection procedures, i.e. the use of best practices 
during the performance of surveillance, with the support of the technical potential of 
authorized and accredited persons as well as other capacities.  

The surveillance of products includes stipulated products according to Act No. 
22/1997 Coll., on Technical Requirements for Products, as well as non-stipulated 
products falling within Act No. 102/2001 Coll., on General Safety of Products. Both 
the spheres of market are meant not only for consumers but also for operators (e.g. 
technical devices). The fulfilment of inspection tasks in the sphere of stipulated 
products is performed by the Technical Inspection Department with a national sphere 
of activity, concentrated at the Středočeský and Prague Inspectorate. This 
centralization of product surveillance has proven useful in practice, mainly in terms of 
completing the examination of inspection findings at subjects responsible for the 
placement of products on the market and in enforcement of uniform methods during 
inspections. At the same time, however, the centralization presents higher demands 
related to the management of the inspection process and logistic arrangement that 
needs to respect the distribution and number of inspectors within the Czech Republic 
as well as their professional qualification for the surveillance of individual groups of 
stipulated products.  

Due to better options of operative intervention in the market, toys were excluded from 
the group of stipulated products for the case of an occurrence of a dangerous 
product. The reason for this measure is the fact that these products are intended for 
children, i.e. a very vulnerable group of users who are not able to protect themselves 
from the possible risks. The surveillance of toys was divided among all regional 
inspectorates and the exclusion of this commodity from the authority of the Technical 
Inspection Department proved operative and fully adequate for the wide 
representation of these products in the market.    

The separation of the technical inspection of stipulated products from the inspection 
of the general safety of products (according to Act No. 102/2001 Coll.) meant higher 
demands on the inspector-specialists that deal with products presenting an increased 
threat to the legitimate interests of consumers. At the same time, however, it allowed 
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for a more thorough surveillance. The sphere of general safety was left within the 
supervisory power of all inspectorates.  

The surveillance projects of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority were centrally 
incorporated in the Plan of Inspection Projects which outlined the main goals of 
surveillance for 2014. The planned inspection projects concerned very specialized 
projects intended for inspector-specialists (TID) as well as projects where inspectors 
of individual inspectorates performed initial searches of selected products in the 
market and inspection of their accompanying documents. In the case of a discovered 
violation of legal regulations during the placement of products to the market, they 
identified the individual segments of the distribution chain and specific persons 
responsible for placement of the product on the market. The case was subsequently 
handed over to TID specialists. All inspection projects were evaluated in a final report 
and the respective results were provided to the public through press releases.   
 

Besides the planned projects, the inspection activity also concerned inputs and 
complaints of the consumer and entrepreneurial public in the sphere of stipulated as 
well as non-stipulated products. The overview of inspection projects oriented on the 
surveillance of products is a part of the activity of the Technical Inspection 
Department and it is included within the evaluation of the Středočeský and Prague 
Inspectorate (see pages 23 – 26).  

 

Product inspections outside of TID 

 

Placing timber and timber products on the market  

As of September 1, 2013, Act No. 226/2013 Coll., on placing timber and timber 
products on the market, amending the competences concerning the Regulation of the 
European Parliament and Council (EU) No. 995/2010 from October 20, 2010, which 
stipulates the obligations of economic entities that place timber and timber products 
on the market, came into force. In 2014, the Czech Trade Inspection Authority 
performed 93 inspections at retailers of timber products. A violation of the retailer’s 
obligation to provide a surveillance authority with a title deed for the timber or timber 
product that is subject to their business was discovered in one case. Inspections 
during the monitored period concerned retailers who sold pellets from timber biomass 
and chopped timber intended for burning e.g. in fireplaces or woodstoves. During 
these inspections, inspectors closely cooperated with the Forest Management 
Institute (person authorized for control of the system of due care in agricultural 
subjects).   

Inspection of toys 

Increased attention was paid to inspections of toys, and 1,325 inspections were 
performed during the entire year. A violation of a legal obligation was discovered in 
770 cases, i.e. 58.1%. For verification of safety, inspectors collected 48 various types 
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of toys, out of which 20 did not comply with requirements of the respective statutory 
order and 10 did not fulfil requirements for safety. Shortcomings discovered in the 
remainder of the samples of toys had a formal character, i.e. the shortcomings were 
rectifiable (see photo).  

A frequently violated safety requirement was the failure to comply with requirements 
on small parts. Toys that contain small parts and are not labelled with the respective 
age category present a safety risk, which was confirmed by tests in 8 cases. Two 
samples of controlled types of toys had an over-limit amount of diester of phthalic 
acid (DEHP), 5.15% and 13.5% of weight. Such an amount of phthalates can cause 
damage to the health of a child in the case that they put the toy in their mouth and 
the toy is in a direct contact with the skin and mouth mucous membrane of the child.  

Toys whose risk was evaluated as “serious” were reported into the RAPEX system 
through the contact point for the Czech Republic.  

 

 

Results of inspections of toys: 

CTIA inspectorate 

number of 
inspections 

inspections with 
findings 

Discovered 
violations in % 

2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 

Středočeský and Prague  152 166 61 80 40.1 48.2  

Jihočeský and Vysočina 81 97 18 43 22.2  44.3  

Plzeňský and Karlovarský 273 320 201 229 73.6  71.6  

Ústecký and Liberecký 236 290 128 188 54.2  64.8  

Královéhradecký and Pardubický 126 142 69 77 54.8  54.2 

Jihomoravský and Zlínský 150 95 45 28 30.0  29.5 

Moravskoslezský and 
Olomoucký 

158 215 107 125 67.7  58.1  

In total 1,176 1,325 629 770 53.5  58.1  

 
 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ester
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phthalic_acid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phthalic_acid
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Collection of samples and their analysis 

Collections of control samples were performed within inspection projects and 
investigated inputs from consumers or other subjects. They concerned stipulated 
products as well as products from the non-harmonized sphere, mainly from third 
countries, whose safety had to be verified. In terms of product groups, they 
concerned mainly toys, low voltage electrical equipment, machinery, construction 
products, pressure equipment and other small consumer products. 

Besides motor fuels, in total 175 types of products were collected, out of which 85 did 
not comply with legislative requirements. Out of this number, there were 31 stipulated 
products, i.e. products not complying with requirements of Act No. 22/1997 Coll., on 
Technical Requirements for Products, and 54 non-stipulated products that did not 
meet standards of general safety according to Act 102/2001 Coll., and requirements 
of Act No. 634/1992 Coll., on Consumer Protection. The fulfilment of legislative 
requirements for products and their accompanying documents was evaluated by 
accredited/ notified testing rooms and by internal procedures of the Czech Trade 
Inspection Authority.  

Collection of samples of stipulated products (according to Act No. 22/1997 Coll.): 

Samples „S“ – 
stipulated products  

number of 
samples / 
products 

satisfactor
y samples/ 
products 

unsatisfactor
y samples/ 
products  

samples 
in testing 

room 

in internal 
process or 
returned  

Electric and electronic 
products  

8 2 1 4 1 

Toys 48 14 20 7* 7 

Personal protective 
equipment 

2 1 0 0 1 

Medical device 1 1 0 0 0 

Other 17 6 10 0 1 

In total 76 24 31 11 10 

*) inspected samples/ products tested in accredited laboratories outside of the Czech Republic (within 

projects of PROSAFE, etc.)  

Collection of samples of non-stipulated products (according to Act No. 102/2001 

Coll.): 

Samples „N“ – non-
stipulated products 

number of 
samples / 
products 

satisfactor
y samples/ 
products 

unsatisfactor
y samples/ 
products  

samples 
in testing 

room 

in internal 
process  

Environment + coal  21 19 2 0 0 

Ladders 4 1 3 0 0 

Jewellery 19 2 10 0 7 

Cars 25 6 17 2 0 

Furniture 7 1 6 0 0 

Textile 1 0 1 0 0 
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Lighters 9 0 9 0 0 

Other 13 6 6 0 1 

In total 99 35 54 2 8 

In 2014, as in the previous years, the number of inspected samples of products was 
influenced by inputs received from the consumer and entrepreneurial public. The 
Czech Trade Inspection Authority responded to some of these 22,187 inputs by 
collecting samples and analysing them in order to determine the degree of risk for 
consumers.   

 

RAPEX (Rapid Alert System) 

The Czech Trade Inspection Authority started working with the RAPEX (“Rapid Alert 
System for non-food dangerous products”) when the Czech Republic joined the 
European Union. This occurred via the national contact place for non-food products - 
the Ministry of Industry and Trade.   

RAPEX as a European system of a fast exchange of information concerning 
dangerous non-food products was established by Directive 2001/95/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of December 3, 2001, on General Safety of 
Products (further on referred to as “GPSD”). Participation of all member states in the 
system is continuously evaluated by the General Product Safety Directive Committee 
of the European Commission, and the experience from its operation is a foundation 
for the subsequent changes and amendments of European legislation.  

The trend of an increase of the number of reported dangerous products continued in 
2014. There was a small increase in the number of dangerous products reported into 
the RAPEX system by all participating countries (member states of EU, Norway, 
Iceland, and Liechtenstein) and the increase concerned mainly the number of 
notifications reported pursuant to article 12 of GPSD.   
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The European Commission notified in total 2,440 dangerous products – 2,174 
pursuant to article 12 of the GPSD (serious risk). The Czech Trade Inspection 
Authority analysed all issued notifications within its surveillance power. Out of the 
total number of 2,174 notifications according to article 12 of GPSD, 1,525 
notifications were addressed to the CTIA by the contact point. Notifications which for 
various reasons did not meet all criteria for issuing according to article 12 (serious 
risk) were issued in the category of article 11 of GPSD (other than serious risk) or 
INFO (for information).   

The Czech Trade Inspection Authority reported into the RAPEX system 14 
notifications of dangerous products, out of which there were 8 notifications pursuant 
to article 12 of GPSD, i.e. serious risk, 3 notifications pursuant to article 11 of GPSD, 
i.e. other than serious risk, and 3 notifications for information. Furthermore, it 
submitted 8 notifications to the contact point with a reaction, i.e. information on 
discovered products reported into the RAPEX system by other member states, and 
additional information concerning products reported by other member states. In the 
monitored period, the Czech Trade Inspection Authority received 15 notifications 
about a self-imposed measure of a manufacturer (notifications performed in 
compliance with article 5.3 of GPSD).   
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 

Groups for administrative cooperation  

ADCO ATEX – environment with explosion risk 

The meeting of the working group introduced a methodical material which addresses 
surveillance authorities’ procedures of how to detect an unsatisfactory product, and in 
what direction the surveillance activity should be directed. A representative of the 
German notified Physikalisch-TechnischeBundesanstalt (PTB) presented the 
combination of the machinery and ATEX directives. To limit the risk of explosion, the 
phase of evaluating the product’s compliance is the most important, including the 
execution of an in-depth and thorough risk analysis of the option of initiation. 
Concerning the Directive of the European Parliament and Council 2014/34/EU of 
February 26, 2014, there was an extensive discussion concerning the harmonization 
of legal regulations of member states. (The directive concerns equipment and 
protection systems intended for use in an environment with a danger of explosion, 
and it entered a transitional two-year period which ends as of April 20, 2016).       

ADCO EMC – electromagnetic compatibility   

The progress of the cross-border surveillance campaign of EMC, focused on switch-
mode power supplies for photovoltaic systems and risky profiles intended for 
customs authorities was introduced within this working group. Within communication 
and sharing of information among surveillance authorities in the EU, a new version of 
Information and Communication System for Market Surveillance in the EU (ICSMS) 
and results of a questionnaire project concerning the manner of communication 
among member states regarding an unsatisfactory product were introduced, and a 
new joint project concerning LED spotlights was put forward.  

ADCO TOYS – safety of toys  

The working group participants were informed on the progress of work within the 
normalization and on the current stage of preparation of individual parts of the EN 71 
series technical standard, which is supposed to be harmonized with the directive on 
safety of toys. The working group also discussed individual member states’ inquiries 
regarding products from the so-called grey zone, e.g. flash disks in the shape of 
animals or some slingshots and catapults.  

ADCO PPE – personal protective equipment  

The ADCO PPE workshop discussed the upcoming Package for Market Surveillance 
– Application of Safeguard Clause and Package for Market Surveillance – 
Intervention. A representative of Belgium informed that they are planning a national 
surveillance project focused on gloves, and he introduced a Belgian campaign for 
noise protectors and its results. Further discussions also concerned products in the 
category of highly visible personal protective equipment, etc.   
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ADCO CPR – construction products 

The working group discussed general questions concerning the construction 
products regulation (CPR). Discussions concerned an issue common for all member 
states, specifically the revisions of standards, which were not harmonized, yet they 
still substituted the existing standards, whereby they cancelled them. Cooperation 
between ADCO CPR and announced subjects was introduced together with practical 
examples with questions of individual member states regarding particular articles of 
CPR.    

ADCO PED – pressure equipment 

A Commission representative reported about the current situation of the revision of 
the PED directive which was just about to be approved (in the end of May 2014). The 
Romanian representative presented the progress and results of surveillance activity 
focused on domestic pumping units with the maximum pressure of 8 bar. Flaws were 
found in labelling, in evaluation of compliance, as well as in the declaration of 
conformity. A presentation of the representative of Germany addressed the reasons 
for an accident during a periodical test of a gas tank for nitrogen with the content of 
32 litres that has already been put into the market. According to assessment of 
observed measurements, the tank wall ruptured at a pressure of 240 bar, even 
though the device was tested for 300 bar. The product was duly certified, it had a CE 
declaration of conformity, and the technical documentation was elaborated in a 
sufficient extent and quality. An extensive investigation is presently in progress 
concerning the material composition of the tank’s walls and the product was put into 
the ICSMS system database.             

ADCO GAD – gas appliances 

The Commission representative stated that the revision of the GAD directive 
concerning appliances burning gaseous fuels and its transformation to regulations of 
the European Parliament and of the Council is still open to proposals. The 
representative of the Slovenian delegation presented an extensive analysis of the 
status of standards published in the administrative bulletin of the EU and issued by 
the European Committee for Standardization (CEN). He pointed out the 
unsatisfactory state of the publication of harmonized standards concerning the GAD 
directive, since the last update was processed by the Commission and published 
within the execution of the directive of the European Parliament and of the Council 
2009/142/EC, on appliances burning gaseous fuels. Some harmonized standards 
(approximately twenty) have already been cancelled and substituted by new ones 
issued by CEN. The Commission representative informed participants that, within the 
publishing of gas types and their pressures, a study is currently being completed at 
suppliers of gases, which will be used in the appendix of standards concerning gas 
appliances. 

ADCO R&TTE – radio and telecommunications terminal equipment 

The most important points of talks were the concepts of member states’ surveillance 
plans for 2015, and the use of the ICSMS information system for the purposes of 
surveillance campaigns and statistics. Further discussions concerned the issues of 
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conformity of products sold from third countries over internet, the content of outputs 
from surveillance campaigns with the regard to data concerning non-conforming 
products and the question of access of the public to information from ADCO R&TTE 
negotiations. Belgium introduced its notification concerning the prohibition to place 
into the market mobile phones specifically intended for small children.  

ADCORCD – recreational craft 

The working group meeting resulted in an agreement concerning releasing 
information about selected conclusions from closed and open negotiations 
concerning recreational craft to third parties (manufacturers, importers, distributors, 
etc.) in advisory technical materials. Further talks concerned factual needs 
concerning the creation of a joint database of European manufacturers of 
recreational craft with assigned identification codes (MIC). The procedure of 
implementing the directive 2013/53/EC into the intrastate legal regulations was 
discussed. The European Commission plans to publish the methodology and 
databases of dangerous cases of recreational craft, including the extent of 
seriousness and risk probability and the option of assessment of results by other 
surveillance bodies.    

ADCO LVD – electric low-voltage devices 

Important items of talks were the information from the convention of the Internal 
Market for Products - Market Surveillance Group (IMP-MSG) and from the convention 
of presiding working groups ADCO, discussion concerning the complex system of 
electronic processing of complying documents (eCompliance), and the cooperation 
concerning the creation of a manual for work with non-complying products. Further 
discussions concerned technical and administrative requirements for electric devices, 
reports on results of projects concerning the surveillance of the market with electronic 
cigarettes, CFL (Compact fluorescent lamp) market, market with LED light sources, 
market with switches for photovoltaic panels, and there were also discussions on the 
proposed joint project with ADCO EMC and other safety measures in the case of 
connection boxes intended for use with solar panels.  

Working group COEN – medical devices  

Within this working group, which contributes to the unification of procedures of 
surveillance authorities within a unified market, exchange of information and best 
practice, a representative of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority proposed a 
general discussion concerning the verdict of Court of Justice of the European Union 
(from October 3, 2013, item C-109/12), concerning the right of the respective 
intrastate authority to qualify a product, which is in a different member state of the EU 
placed into the market as a medical aid with the CE marking, as a humane medicinal 
preparation, A representative of European Commission informed on the current joint 
assessment of notified persons in all member states of the EU, which showed 
serious shortcomings of notified persons. Further discussions concerned surgical 
devices, eye drops, food supplements, etc.  

WELMEC WG5 – surveillance in European metrology 
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Representatives of surveillance authorities of individual member states commented 
on the conclusions of previous meetings of the ADCO working group and presented 
their presentations focused mainly on the further development and strategy of 
surveillance in connection with the cooperation with other groups within the joint DG. 
The opening convention specified conditions of cooperation within the joint inspection 
project concerning electrometers and meters of heat under the directive concerning 
measuring instruments (MID), for which the European Commission provided a grant. 
An independent performance of the project under the directive concerning automatic 
weighing instruments (NAWI) in the phase of control of documents was 
recommended by the group to individual member states on the national level.      

 

International surveillance projects 
 

Jointed and telescopic ladders   

Within a joint event for the project, participants familiarized themselves with the 
current options for testing, i.e. what types of laboratory tests can be included in the 
programme, so that they best contain all safety indicators concerning jointed and 
telescopic ladders. Participants looked around the laboratory and they familiarized 
themselves in detail with the methods of tests and devices, on which the mechanical 
features of individual collected ladders are tested. They were also informed on the 
existing results concerning tests performed based on requirements defined in EN 131 
standards. Results of this project will also be used for the work of CEN normalization 
authorities in order to increase the safety standard of EN 131 standards. Within this 
event, participants also addressed the assessment of the potential danger of 
discovered shortcomings of individual models of tested ladders and the confirmed 
non-conformity with requirements of the existing standards.       

High chairs for children 

During the meeting, which took place in the premises of a testing laboratory, the 
project’s participants were informed on specific results concerning products from 
individual member states tested in the laboratory. High chairs for children fall within 
the effect of the directive on general safety of products 2001/95/EC (GPSD). In 
cooperation with the laboratory workers, they processed examples of potential 
injuries to small children and their seriousness together with the respective risk 
analyses, so that these analyses could be further developed and used in the 
surveillance practice. The goal was to achieve the same or at least similar 
assessment of the seriousness of the same type of faults in various member states of 
EU. Results of laboratory assessment of 70 pieces of specific products – high chairs 
for children, which were collected within the project, were presented. The project 
helped to increase the safety of these products in the market in that it warned 
surveillance authorities of the existing shortcomings in the safety of some sold 
models which were taken off the market based on results verified by the laboratory.      

Scooters  
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During the opening meeting, participants of the project concerning scooters were 
informed on which specific products the project will be focused. It concerns scooters 
for children included among toys which have to fulfil requirements stipulated in the 
directive on safety of toys, and also scooters for children, adolescents or adult 
consumers, which are sports equipment, and fall under the effect of the directive on 
general safety of products 2001/95/EC (GPSD). The meeting’s participants were 
familiarized with statistical data concerning dangerous scooters based on information 
published in the RAPEX database and with conclusions resulting from these data. 
They were also informed on the progress of the tender for a new testing laboratory, 
and they elaborated a proposal of a checklist for inspection workers who will perform 
inspections of both types of products. An agreement was established regarding the 
way the mutual informing about performed collections of scooters in individual states 
would take place. The simple checklist states information stemming from 
requirements of standards EN 71-1 and EN 14619 which will be subject to inspection.    

Children cribs 

The aim of this inspection project is to enhance the market surveillance and 
consumer protection concerning the selected commodity – classic as well as travel 
cribs for children. The project’s plan also includes inspection and education actions, 
and the primary goal is to check on the situation in the market and acquire specific 
information of whether the currently effective technical standard for children’s cribs 
contains all important criteria for the assessment of safety of these products 
according to the GPSD directive. The meeting’s participants were familiarized with 
available studies which addressed the safety of children’s cribs in previous years. 
Problems were found mainly in some models of travel cribs (possibility of unwanted 
collapse) and also in models that are sold together with other equipment (e.g. 
changing tables). Every participating state will collect 2 models of wooden cribs and 3 
models of travel cribs, which will be sent to a selected laboratory.   

Fire alarms 

The PROSAFE organization included fire alarms in a joint project because statistics 
show that some products available in the European market present risks induced by 
their malfunction. The project is focused on fire alarms powered by batteries which 
are intended mainly for home installation by consumers. The meeting discussed an 
optimization of tests which should be performed, with regard to the financial grant 
and characteristics of fire alarms. A checklist concerning independent inspections, 
which will be performed by surveillance authorities in eight member countries, was 
prepared and discussed. Individual countries will provide samples autonomously 
powered by batteries. After an analysis of consumers’ experience, fire alarms with a 
lower range of price will be selected for the inspection.        

Toys  

Inspections within this project will concern toys for children up to three years of age, 
with a special focus on their mechanical and physical characteristics, i.e. content of 
small parts in the toy, potential content of prohibited phthalic acid esters in tempered 
plastics, and heavy metals in colouring substances. Discussions addressed the 
practical questions of what types of toys will be tested within the JA TOYS project 
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and to what extent. Participants proposed and elaborated a short checklist which will 
used during inspections focused on toys for children up to three years of age. Details 
concerning the e-learning education system developed by the PROSAFE 
organization were communicated. This system will be helpful for further education of 
inspection workers in the sphere of safety requirements for toys.     

Electrometers and heat meters   

In 2014, a grant was signed that the European Commission allocated for testing of 
samples of heat meters and electrometers within the workgroup WG5 – WELMEC. 
The project is coordinated by the Spanish surveillance authority ECOMAD. The 
Czech Trade Inspection Authority joined this project together with other surveillance 
authorities of 10 member states and Switzerland. Collections and tests will take place 
in the spring of 2015.    

JA China 2 

The meeting concerning the JA China 2 project presented results of further 
negotiations with the Chinese party, where three thematic spheres of cooperation 
between China and the EU were identified – a risk-oriented approach, reciprocal 
comparability of tests, and exchange of information. The Chinese party is still 
reluctant to provide more detailed information concerning the assessment of 
conformity by Chinese economic entities, and it prepares itself for a transformation of 
its state laboratories to the private sector. In this project, the Czech Trade Inspection 
Authority participates mainly in the comparison of laboratory tests.  

 

Working groups of the European Commission   

 

IMP-MSG – market surveillance group 

The aim of the meeting of representatives of surveillance authorities on an all-
European level, which took place after the transformation of the SOGS-MSG group, 
was a discussion about the impact of the upcoming package concerning product 
safety further to the existing state of legislative requirements for industrial products. A 
principal topic was the so-called eCompliance – electronic documentation of product 
conformity between economic entities, notified persons and other participants, which 
would eliminate a superfluous administrative burden, the so-called paper agenda. 
Further detailed discussions concerned the Multi Annual Action Plan issued by the 
Commission (ICSMS, RAPEX, database of injuries and accidents, method of risk 
evaluation, etc.).    

Expert group for IMP with focus on the ICSMS database    

Since the last meeting, the ICSMS database went through significant changes, which 
took place after the initiation of the system’s modernized version in spring 2014. 
Together with the modernized version of CSMS, up-dates concerned also the 
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instructions for the database administration, and the EC administrator’s information 
regarding the entry of data into the system were introduced. Part of the meeting was 
dedicated to obtaining feedback from participating representatives regarding the 
implementation and use of the system in individual member states. The Commission 
offered one-day training for everybody who applied for it, and it informed that the 
User Guide will be translated into all EU languages.       

Working group for risk analysis concerning consumer products - RAG 

The meeting evaluated the seminar that took place in Prague in November 2013, as 
well as a risk analysis of a small pan for gas stoves using the Delphi method. The 
working group also prepared templates for risk assessment of products included into 
inspection projects concerning bath tubs for children (JA 2011), high chairs for 
children, drawstrings on children’s clothing, telescopic ladders and CO detectors (JA 
2012), and fire alarms and toys (JA 2013). For the Czech Trade Inspection Authority, 
these patterns are a prototypical risk assessment for products included into all JA 
projects. The working group meeting also discussed comments regarding 
Tips&Tricks in Risk Assessment, which is available on the PROSAFE webpage.   

 

RAPEX Contact Point meeting 

Participants of the meeting of national contact points were familiarized with the 
functioning of the system and with the statistical evaluation for the year 2013. A new 
form of the system‘s statistics, whose ten-year activity was evaluated, was introduced 
to them together with expectations for the future. The meeting also discussed the IT 
form of the RAPEX system, i.a. new searching and protection of personal data in 
notifications, and a further discussion concerned unclear reactions to some 
notifications (discussion between notifying state, responding state and DG SANCO). 
The meeting also addressed risk assessment and chemical risks associated with 
consumer products.  

Consumer Safety Network Sub-Group – on safety of products sold online  

The aim of the meeting of this working sub-group, which the Czech Trade Inspection 
Authority is a part of together with surveillance authorities of other member states, 
was to harmonize the surveillance activity within internal markets of EU member 
states, secure the safety of products sold over the internet and their compliance with 
the legislation of EU, and also to enhance market surveillance and consumer 
protection. An important task of EU member states is to set up rules for a joint 
procedure and a manual for the enforcement of rules concerning the inspection of 
products sold online. The Panteia agency in cooperation with DG ENTERPRISE 
introduced conclusions from a study focused on the safety of products sold online, 
which gathered and analysed experience from the best practice of European 
surveillance authorities. Important factors are considered to be the monitoring, 
detection, and increase of awareness of consumers and economic entities regarding 
their rights and obligations. Furthermore, the meeting presented some member 
states’ surveillance authorities’ experience with the inspection of safety of products 
sold online.   
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International week of safety of IPSW products  

The climactic conference dedicated to product safety was attended by 
representatives of surveillance, legislative, regulatory and standardization authorities, 
the European Parliament, European Commission DG ENTERPRISE, SANCO, 
TAXUD, OECD, ICPSC, ICPHSO, PROSAFE, notified persons, representatives of 
foreign manufacturers, international industrial unions, associations, foundations, 
consumer and civic organizations, and universities. The conference summarized and 
presented all activity concerning consumer safety – not only European, but also 
worldwide. All activities in this sphere were presented in an overview, and a global 
OECD campaign oriented on increasing the awareness regarding risks associated 
with button-cell batteries and other activities was started. In conclusion, the 
conference adopted a plan concerning further strategy in the sphere of product 
safety.   

Trainings and workshops 

A representative of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority participated in the 
concluding conference of South-East European countries (SEE) concerning the topic 
Market Surveillance, and they presented to other participants and representatives of 
local authorities examples and experience of the CTIA from various spheres of 
surveillance: from international cooperation, participation of the CTIA in joint 
European surveillance projects, exchange of information, surveillance technology, 
etc.  

Benefit of international business trips 

International business trips present the Czech Trade Inspection Authority with a 
unique chance to participate in a number of European working groups for market 
surveillance. In 2014, CTIA experts participated in numerous international activities. 
Throughout the year, they cooperated with European surveillance authorities and 
other authorities (PROSAFE, IMP-MSG, ADCO etc.), including participation in the 
RAPEX alert system and in the information system of surveillance authorities – 
ICSMS (Information and Communication System for Market Surveillance). Through 
its activity and participation in international surveillance projects, the Czech Trade 
Inspection Authority strives to obtain and effectively apply financial resources from 
the European Union intended for market surveillance, and to fulfil its obligations given 
by European legislation. Since 2009, the European Consumer Centre, a part of ECC-
Net operated in the European Economic Area, has operated within the CTIA.    

The aim of this cooperation has been mainly to remove legislative technical barriers 
to the placement of products on the EU single market, and to achieve more effective 
surveillance including closer cooperation among individual member states. CTIA 
workers participated in regular meetings and interactively cooperated online in the 
system CIRCABC*. The CTIA continuously participates in the activity of ADCO 
groups for administrative cooperation, and, in an ever increasing scope, it also 
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participates in the ICSMS system – through entering more data and accepting 
investigations into particular cases from other surveillance authorities from abroad.  

The CTIA actively participated in selected European surveillance projects. In 
particular, these concerned projects with a focus on ladders, high chairs for children, 
cribs for children, fire alarms, toys or scooters – i.e. products whose common use 
can result in accidents and damage to the health of consumers. These surveillance 
projects co-financed by the European Commission further improved the “best 
practice” - international cooperation of surveillance authorities, cooperation with 
customs authorities in the given sector, and communication with representatives of 
industrial associations as well as other interested parties was strengthened. Results 
of these projects were significant for further surveillance activity of the CTIA not only 
on the national level, but also within the international context, and they influenced 
European standardization. They also contributed to a verification of a way forward 
during the enforcement of EU law against Chinese authorities responsible for product 
assessment and, thus, to increasing the safety of products imported from China. 
Within the above mentioned international projects, CTIA workers also participate in 
work on sectional activities – e.g. in the working group for risk assessment of 
products (Risk Assessment) and the working group for creating e-learning modules 
for training workers in surveillance as well as industry.  

In 2014, the Czech Trade Inspection participated in the working group for the safety 
of products sold online within the Consumer Safety Network. Its origination was a 
response to the growing amount of products which consumers buy through the 
internet in Czech and foreign e-shops. The subgroup’s aim is to map and harmonize 
the surveillance activity of member states during the inspection of products that are 
sold online. The output should be instructions and exchange of the best practice 
among surveillance authorities of member states, and possibly also a proposal of an 
amendment of the European legislation for this sector.  

An important part of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority’s international activities is 
the participation in the IMP-MSG (Internal Market for Products – Market Surveillance 
Group) advisory authority of the European Commission and participation in the 
preparation of future strategies for European surveillance, i.e. preparation of new 
European legislation, mainly the revision of the GPSD directive, proposal of a new 
provision for market surveillance, and the use of this legislation in preparation of the 
conception and future strategy of the CTIA. 
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*) Abbreviations – explanation  
 

ICSMS Information and communication system of surveillance authorities in EU 

 
NAWI/MID 

Non-automatic weighing instruments 

DG ENTERPRISE  Directorate-General for Enterprise and Industry 

DG SANCO  Directorate-General for Health and Consumers 

DG TAXUD  Directorate-General for Taxation and Customs Union 

GPSD  General Product Safety Directive 

CEN European Committee for Standardization  

CIRCABC 
Portal for cooperation with partners of European institutions – Communication 
and information system of European institutions partners 

CPR Construction products 

IMP – MSG Internal Market for Products - Market Surveillance Group  

ADCO 
Administrative Cooperation Working Group within certain directive of the New 
Approach  
 
 GAD 
Directive for gas appliances  
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STATISTICS – 2013/2014 

Overview of inspections in other selected spheres  
 

Inspected sphere 

number of 
inspections in total 

inspections with 
findings 

discovered violations 
in % 

2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 

Public alimentation 3,550 2,866 1,383 1,177 39.0 41.1 

Christmas assortment 861 866 216 203 25.1 23.4 

All Souls’ Day goods 137 127 66 52 48.2 40.9 

Chain stores, 
supermarkets and 
hypermarkets 

3,854 3,369 1,179 1,057 30.6 31.37 

Aerosol sprayers 1,750 1,312 826 680 47.2 51.8 

Liquid fuels 2 7 1 0 50.0 0.0 

Taxi service 92 54 41 13 44.6 24.1 

Products mistakable for 
food 

181 278 53 109 29.3 39.2 

Sale of furniture – 
information obligations    

42 22 27 3 64.3 13.6 

Farmers markets 55 43 19 16 34.5 37.2 

Fairs and other social 
events 

407 483 165 161 40.5 33.3 

Accommodation services 106 67 31 25 29.2 37.3 

Specialized inspections 
at importers 

147 114 70 53 47.6 46.5 

Specialized inspections 
at manufacturers  

513 446 202 152 39.4 34.1 

 
 
Inspectorates – overview of inspections and discovered violations: 
 

CTIA inspectorate 

number of 
inspections in total 

inspections with 
findings 

discovered violations 
in % 

2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 

Středočeský and Prague 6,012 5,432 1,750 1,676 29.1 30.9 

Jihočeský and Vysočina 5,507 4,525 2,033 1,725 36.9 38.1 

Plzeňský and Karlovarský 5,187 3,946 2,079 1,883 40.1 47.7 

Ústecký and Liberecký 5,569 4,853 1,784 2,066 32.0 42.6 

Královéhradecký and 
Pardubický  

3,895 3,330 1,328 1,241 34.1 37.3 

Jihomoravský and 
Zlínský 

5,244 3,940 2,013 1,506 38.4 38.2 

Moravskoslezský and 
Olomoucký 

5,885 4,983 2,239 2,024 38.0 40.6 

In total 37,299 31,009 13,226 12,121 35.5 39.1 
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Overview of imposed sanctions 
 
 

CTIA inspectorate 

Imposed sanctions in total 

number amount in CZK 

2013 2014 2013 2014 

Středočeský and Prague 1,224 1,355 25,837,000 27,958,900 

Jihočeský and Vysočina 1,949 1,650 8,728,500 8,901,000 

Plzeňský and Karlovarský 1,467 1,578 20,192,500 22,438,000 

Ústecký and Liberecký 1,678 1,923 15,686,900 17,082,800 

Královéhradecký and Pardubický  1,289 1,082 8,167,000 10,756,000 

Jihomoravský and Zlínský 1,825 1,413 14,938,800 18,943,000 

Moravskoslezský and Olomoucký 2,177 1,875 11,849,500 10,724,500 

In total 11,609 10,876 105,400,200 116,804,200 

 

Sanctions imposed in administrative procedures and imposed fines  

CTIA 
inspectorate 

sanctions in administrative procedures imposed fines  

number amount in CZK number amount in CZK 

2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 

Středočeský and 
Prague 

1,186 1,347 25,805,500 27,952,400 38 8 31,500 6,500 

Jihočeský and 
Vysočina 

1,622 1,538 8,467,000 8,806,500 327 112 261,500 94,500 

Plzeňský and 
Karlovarský 

1,364 1,549 20,115,500 22,420,000 103 29 77,000 18,000 

Ústecký and 
Liberecký 

1,439 1,832 15,494,000 17,011,100 239 91 192,900 71,700 

Královéhradecký 
and Pardubický  

1,226 1,063 8,102,000 10,742,000 63 19 65,000 14,000 

Jihomoravský 
and Zlínský 

1,706 1,380 14,821,500 18,909,500 119 33 117,300 33,500 

Moravskoslezský 
and Olomoucký 

1,834 1,777 11,492,000 10,619,500 343 98 357,500 105,000 

In total 10,377 10,486 104,297,500 116,461,000 1,232 390 1,102,700 343,200 
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Overview of inspections and discovered violations according to particular laws  

Act No. 
title of the act 

number of 
inspections in total 

inspections with 
findings 

2013 2014 2013 2014 

64/1986 Coll. 
the Czech Trade Inspection Authority 
Act 

11,186 9,184 1,630 926 

634/1992 Coll. the Consumer Protection Act 29,552 26,677 10,049 9,886 

22/1997 Coll. 
on Technical Requirements for 
Products (outside of Rapex)  

6,198 4,845 1,499 1,213 

102/2001 Coll. 
on General Safety of Products (outside 
of Rapex)  

3,142 2,233 197 139 

311/2006 Coll. on Fuels 1,501 1,518 61 67 

145/2010 Coll. 
on Certain Conditions for the 
Conclusion of Consumer Credit 

319 269 153 142 

353/2003 Coll. on Excise Duties 3,890 4,407 37 20 

379/2005 Coll. 
on Measures for Protection from Harm 
Caused by Tobacco Products, Alcohol, 
and Other Addictive Substances 

286 202 15 9 

477/2001 Coll. the Act on Packaging 919 756 41 65 

185/2001 Coll. on Wastes 930 593 13 11 

253/2008 Coll. 
on Selected Measures against 
Legitimisation of Proceeds of Crime 

18 85 8 29 

159/1999 Coll. 
on Certain Conditions of Business 
Activities in the Field of Tourism 

319 247 7 13 

RAPEX 
search inspections concerning 
products listed in the alert system 

7,937 5,345 19 8 

 

Cooperation with other authorities according to the number of performed 
inspections  

State authority 
number of inspections 

2013 
number of inspections 

2014 

Trade licensing offices 2,482 1,402 

Police of the Czech Republic 446 337 

Alien Police Service 125 95 

General Directorate of Customs 244 72 

Public Health Protection Authorities/ hygienists 78 45 

Czech Telecommunication Office 64 43 

Metropolitan police 47 22 

State Labour Inspection Office 11 22 

Fire Rescue Service 70 20 

Czech Environmental Inspectorate 25 10 

Czech Agriculture and Food Inspection Authority 63 5 

Czech Metrology Institute 6 5 

Municipal offices 13 4 

Czech Proof House for Firearms and Ammunition 0 2 

Assay Office 2 0 
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Cooperation within the MIT department  

Czech Metrology Institute – joint inspections  

CTIA inspectorate 
number of 

inspections 
inspections with 

findings  
discovered violations 

in % 

Středočeský and Prague 0 0 0,0 

Jihočeský and Vysočina 0 0 0,0 

Plzeňský and Karlovarský 0 0 0,0 

Ústecký and Liberecký 0 0 0,0 

Královéhradecký and Pardubický  4 2 50.0 

Jihomoravský and Zlínský 1 0 0,0 

Moravskoslezský and Olomoucký 0 0 0,0 

In total 5 2 40.0 

 
Cooperation with trade licensing offices 
 

CTIA inspectorate 
number of 

inspections with 
TLO 

number of inspections with discovered 
violations of legal regulations within the 

competence of the CTIA  

Středočeský and Prague 368 80 

Jihočeský and Vysočina 136 55 

Plzeňský and Karlovarský 137 54 

Ústecký and Liberecký 230 96 

Královéhradecký and 
Pardubický  

143 62 

Jihomoravský and Zlínský 280 85 

Moravskoslezský and 
Olomoucký 

108 59 

In total 1,402 491 

 
Overview of inspection activity of CTIA and TLO in 2009 – 2014: 
 

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Number of joint inspections 3,192 3,075 2,913 2,751 2,482 1,402 

 
Cooperation with Czech Telecommunication Office  
 

CTIA inspectorate 
number of 

inspections 

inspections with 

findings 

discovered violations 

in % 

Středočeský and Prague 0 0 0.0 

Jihočeský and Vysočina 1 1 100.0 

Plzeňský and Karlovarský 0 0 0.0 

Ústecký and Liberecký 38 27 71.1 

Královéhradecký and Pardubický  0 0 0.0 

Jihomoravský and Zlínský 4 3 75.0 

Moravskoslezský and Olomoucký 0 0 0.0 

In total 43 31 72.1 
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Interdepartmental cooperation 

Cooperation between CTIA and General Directorate of Customs (Customs 

Administration) in 2013 and 2014 

CTIA inspectorate inspections in 2013 inspections in 2014 

Středočeský and Prague 25 13 

Jihočeský and Vysočina 11 0 

Plzeňský and Karlovarský 62 0 

Ústecký and Liberecký 20 28 

Královéhradecký and Pardubický  36 12 

Jihomoravský and Zlínský 32 8 

Moravskoslezský and 
Olomoucký 

58 11 

In total 244 72 

 
 

Consumer notifications 
 

CTIA inspectorates 

number of 
notifications in total 

(including those 
forwarded from other 

inspectorates)  

notifications 
solved within 

individual CTIA 
inspectorates  

notifications 
forwarded to other 

inspectorates  

2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 

General Inspectorate Prague 3,397 2,942 1,514 1,336 1,883 1,606 

Středočeský and Prague 8,372 8,338 8,154 8,153 218 185 

Jihočeský and Vysočina 1,482 1,615 1,374 1,483 108 132 

Plzeňský and Karlovarský 1,378 1,403 1,279 1,317 99 86 

Ústecký and Liberecký 2,308 2,282 2,077 2,006 231 276 

Královéhradecký and 
Pardubický  

1,799 1,764 1,668 1,573 131 191 

Jihomoravský and Zlínský 3,375 3,411 3,116 3,108 259 303 

Moravskoslezský and 
Olomoucký 

3,539 3,382 3,323 3,211 216 171 

In total 25,650 25,137 22,505 22,187 3,145 2,950 
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Consumer notifications according to their most significant subject: 

Subject of notification 
number 

2013 2014 

The issue of complaints 5,966 5,848 

E-commerce 5,033 4,857 

Other - unspecified 2,926 2,137 

Food 1,762 1,263 

Unfair commercial practices, aggressive and deceitful practices 2,975 2,579 

Fairness of sale – billing, weight, amount  1,691 2,301 

Defective products that caused damage 811 631 

Invoicing 1,366 1,563 

Services (outside of public alimentation, taxi services and travel agencies)  2,413 2,721 

Public alimentation 778 750 

Quality of fuels 555 404 

Information obligations 904 940 

Presentation sales events 584 948 

Safety of products 400 363 

Supply of gas and electricity 172 139 

Travel agencies 226 238 

Internet auctions 153 117 

Violation of industrial property and intellectual property 250 337 

Unauthorized trading 95 97 

Failure to inform about price 167 170 

Consumer credit 343 440 

Discrimination, double pricing 73 106 

Recovery of debts 167 28 

Act No. 379/2005 Coll.(offer of toys simulating alcohol or tobacco products) 47 51 

Labelling of tobacco products 75 60 

Taxi services 32 46 

Packaging (Act No. 477/2001 Coll.) 61 51 

Timesharing 2 0 

All submissions in general (even those not specified here)  22,505 22,187 

Out of which: Notice, request, inquiry  12,807 12,545 

Suggestions and complaints 9,298 9,640 

Out of which: Substantiated and partially substantiated (well-grounded)  2,613 2,305 

Suggestions with a different finding – outside of the scope of the notification 
subject  

906 830 

Proportion of substantiated suggestions and complaints (not 
including notices, requests, inquiries)  

in % 

Proportion of substantiated and partially substantiated suggestions within 
all notifications 

28.1 23.9 

Failure to inform about price (breach of article 12 Act No. 634/1992 Coll.) 18.5 36.5 

Presentation sales events 30.7 40.5 

Unfair commercial practices 20.8 17.8 

Public alimentation 26.3 24.8 

E-commerce 16.5 12.3 
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Inspections based on consumer notifications: 

CTIA inspectorate 

number of inspections 
in total 

inspections with 
findings  

discovered 
violations in  % 

2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 

Středočeský and Prague 1,846 1,889 795 896 43.1 47.4 

Jihočeský and Vysočina 504 472 290 269 57.5 57.0 

Plzeňský and Karlovarský 557 390 322 198 57.8 50.8 

Ústecký and Liberecký 880 770 490 464 55.7 60.3 

Královéhradecký and 
Pardubický  

703 606 359 401 51.1 66.2 

Jihomoravský and Zlínský 1,056 826 656 471 62.1 57.0 

Moravskoslezský and 
Olomoucký 

965 863 563 446 58.3 51.7 

In total 6,511 5,816 3,475 3,145 53.4 54.1 

Information according to Act No. 106/1999 Coll.  

Overview of received information requests according to Act No. 106/1999 Coll., on 
Free Access to Information:  

CTIA 
inspectorate 

 

number of 
filed 

information 
requests 

number of 
issued 

decisions on 
rejecting the 

request 

number of 
filed appeals 

against 
decisions 

transcription 
of court 

resolution * 

results of 
proceedings 
concerning 
sanctions ** 

number of 
complaints filed 

according to 
section 16a 

2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 2013/2014 2013/2014 2013 2014 

General 
Inspectorate 
Prague 

50 53 15 6 4 1 - - 2 1 

Středočeský and 
Prague 

13 13 2 2 0 0 - - 0 1 

Jihočeský and 
Vysočina 

7 4 0 0 0 0 - - 0 0 

Plzeňský and 
Karlovarský 

2 1 0 0 0 0 - - 0 0 

Ústecký and 
Liberecký 

4 2 0 1 0 0 - - 0 0 

Královéhradecký 
and Pardubický  

2 1 0 0 0 0 - - 0 0 

Jihomoravský 
and Zlínský 

17 14 1 1 0 0 - - 0 0 

Moravskoslezský 
and Olomoucký 

8 7 2 0 0 0 - - 0 0 

IN TOTAL 103 95 20 10 4 1 - - 2 2 

*) transcription of relevant parts of each court resolution  
**) results of proceedings concerning sanctions for non-compliance with the applicable law 
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Complaints 
 
Overview of complaints according to the statute of section 175 of the Administrative 
Procedure Code filed against the procedure of an administrative body; resolved by 
the General Inspectorate: 
 

CTIA inspectorate 

substantiated 
complaint 

partially 
substantiated 

complaint 

unsubstantiated 
complaint 

total 

2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 

General inspectorate 0 0 1 0 3 3 4 3 

Středočeský and Prague 1 1 0 3 8 9 9 13 

Jihočeský and Vysočina 0 0 1 2 1 4 2 6 

Plzeňský and 
Karlovarský 

0 0 2 0 4 5 6 5 

Ústecký and Liberecký 2 0 1 0 1 6 4 6 

Královéhradecký and 
Pardubický  

0 0 1 0 1 2 2 2 

Jihomoravský and 
Zlínský 

0 0 0 0 2 6 2 5 

Moravskoslezský and 
Olomoucký 

0 0 1 2 5 0 6 2 

In total 3 1 7 7 25 34 35 42 

 
 

Overview of complaints according to the statute of section 175 of the Administrative 
Procedure Code filed against the procedure of an administrative body and resolved 
by directors of individual inspectorates in 2013 and 2014: 

CTIA inspectorate 

substantiated 
complaint 

partially 
substantiated 

complaint 

unsubstantiated 
complaint 

total 

2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 

Středočeský and Prague 3  2 2 6 34 30 39 38 

Jihočeský and Vysočina 0  1 1 0 24 25 25 26 

Plzeňský and 
Karlovarský 

0  1 1 1 6 13 7 15 

Ústecký and Liberecký 1  0 0 3 10 8 11 11 

Královéhradecký and 
Pardubický  

0  0 2 1 6 4 8 5 

Jihomoravský and 
Zlínský 

0  1 0 0 7 15 7 16 

Moravskoslezský and 
Olomoucký 

1  1 3 2 13 15 17 18 

In total 5 6 9 13 100 110 114 129 
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Submissions received through the CTIA anticorruption line (comparison of 2012 and 
2013): 

Year 2013 2014 

e-mail (fairplay@coi.cz) 28 7 

box of satisfaction 0 0 
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FINANCIAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 

Information on income 

Income for 2014 was set at 42,115 thousand CZK. During the year, this amount was 
increased by 1,000 thousand CZK (via the budgetary corrective action No. 3 as of 
October 20, 2014), to the final amount of 43,115 thousand CZK. This amount was 
exceeded by 28 905 thousand CZK, i.e. income was fulfilled by 167.04%, and the 
total income amounted to 72,020 thousand CZK. Compared to 2013, there was an 
increase of 1,621 thousand CZK in income. 

The most significant part of the income budget was from received sanction payments 
for fines imposed in administrative procedures, in the form of orders given on the 
spot as well as orders and decisions given within administrative proceedings 
(conducted at inspectorates). Received fines amounted to 58,471 thousand CZK. 
Compared to 2013, there was an increase of 1,033 thousand CZK.  

Another significant part of the income budget was income received as compensation 
for proceeding expenses (pursuant to the statute of section 79 par. 8 of the 
Administrative Procedure Code) amounting to 5,453 thousand CZK, which presents a 
decrease by 3,483 thousand CZK comparing to 2013 (in 2013 this amount was 
8,936.79 thousand CZK). 

Obtained compensations for invoiced expenses of analyses concerning samples of 
products, which did not comply with the required quality or safety requirements, or 
products which advertised incorrect or untrue information, amounted to 819.20 
thousand CZK in 2014 (RP 2324 1). Compensations for liquidation and storage of 
counterfeits (RP 2324 3) were received in the amount of 124.17 thousand CZK. The 
amount of reinvoicing for the purchase of samples was 0 CZK (RP 2324 5). 

Income from rental of properties amounted to 291 thousand CZK, and tax income 
amounted to 25 thousand CZK. Income from the sale of fixed assets amounted to 
110 thousand CZK and other non-tax income amounted to 10,857 thousand CZK. 

In total, 2,264 thousand CZK were transferred from the reserve fund. These financial 
resources were used to settle the expenses resulting from involvement of the CTIA in 
EU grants, and for the operation of the European Consumer Centre.  

Detailed information on income is stated in the table section of this chapter (Appendix 
No. 1). 

Information on expenses 

The approved expense budget for 2014 was set to the amount of 279,530.54 
thousand CZK, the modified budget amounted to 296,697.67 thousand CZK, while 
300,265.51 thousand CZK, i.e. 101.2 % of the modified budget, was used. The final 
budget amounted to 308,783.58 thousand CZK, which means a use of the reserve 
fund, in the amount of 2,263.93 thousand CZK, by including it into the income 
through the account of received subsidies, unused expenses in the amount of 
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9,821.97 thousand CZK. Out of this, spending on material expenses amounted to 
84,890.91 thousand CZK, and investment expenditure amounted to 6,488.14 
thousand CZK. 

In 2014, the actual expenses were 293,777 thousand CZK, which means an increase 
in expenses by 21,892 thousand CZK compared to the previous year (in 2013 the 
actual expense was 271,885.11 thousand CZK). 

The CTIA’s reserve fund received 3,087.84 CZK, and 2,263.93 CZK was used to 
cover expenses connected with the activity of ECC and for grants paid from 
resources of the European Union. The closing balance as of December 31, 2014, 
amounted to 823.91 thousand CZK. The most significant material expenses in 2013 
were payments for analyses of collected fuel samples, amounting to 24,809.04 
thousand CZK, and 909.38 thousand CZK was paid for analyses of other samples. 
The final budget for other purchases was 20,518.56 thousand CZK, and 15,607.27 
thousand CZK was used. Funds from unused purchases from 2013 amounting to 
6,874 thousand CZK were withdrawn primarily.  

Expenses were also required for reconstructions of buildings of regional 
inspectorates and the general inspectorate in Prague. These concerned mainly the 
repair of the heating system (1st phase) in the building at Štěpánská 15 amounting to 
3,468.56 thousand CZK, and also the repair of a stone socle for 1,810.26 thousand 
CZK. A repair of the camera system required 85 thousand CZK and the repair of air-
conditioning in the conference room and server room required 237 thousand CZK. 
The following repairs were performed on the buildings of regional inspectorates: in 
Pilsen – reconstruction of the basement for 160 thousand CZK, repair of doors and 
windows for 160 thousand CZK; in Ústí nad Labem – repair of a staircase for 196 
thousand CZK, replacement of PVC for 150 thousand CZK.  

Another part of expenses was the purchase of material, i.e. office supplies, toners, 
sample books, cleaning agents, etc., in the total amount of 2,864 thousand CZK and 
expenses for voice and data telecommunication services (landlines, mobile voice and 
data services, VPN), which were paid in the total amount of 2,230.56 thousand CZK. 
Among other expenses, the purchase of small long-term tangible assets – mainly 
desktop PCs, notebooks for inspectors in the field, mobile printers, monitors, etc. -  
amounted to 8,470.35 thousand CZK. Expenses spent on postage amounted to 
424.82 thousand CZK, and expenses spent on training and education services 
(languages and professional) amounted to 684.09 thousand CZK. 

The budget for the purchase of water, fuels and energy was modified to 4,456.89 
thousand CZK and it was used to the full extent. Compared to 2013, there was an 
increase in the budget use for the item group 515, by 104.87 thousand CZK. 301 
thousand CZK was spent on water, 1,268.35 thousand CZK was spent on heat, 
347.88 thousand CZK was spent on gas, and 678.59 thousand CZK was spent on 
electric energy. 

In total, 1,860.72 thousand CZK was spent on fuels and lubricating substances in 
2014. In total, 4,555.82 thousand CZK was spent on domestic and foreign travel 
expenses (mainly in connection with the CTIA’s participation in the activity of EU 
authorities).  
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Expenses associated with consulting and legal services, including representation in 
difficult labour-law disputes, amounted to 29.64 thousand CZK. An amount of 
2,827.79 thousand CZK was paid for SW support, regular payments, and programme 
modifications. System updates, hosting services and the regular payment within the 
concluded Enterprise Agreement contract for Microsoft licenses required expenses 
amounting to 3,315.71 thousand CZK. 

Investment resources were used for the purchase of computer technology and 
exchange of the vehicle fleet. Within the investment project 122V0112009, the 
renovation and acquisition of network components of the access layer of the local 
computer network of the CTIA General Directorate was completed. Furthermore, 
within the investment project 122V0112010, multifunctional printers amounting to 
1,157.17 thousand CZK were purchased, and a renovation of the worn out domain 
server and a back-up of the general inspectorate’s server and 8 branch servers with 
the parallel expansion of disk space of the CTIA data centre amounting to 1,724.25 
thousand CZK was paid for. Within the investment project 122V0142018, 3 Peugeot 
vans in the value of 2,086.95 thousand CZK were purchased. More information can 
be found in the table “Expenses in 2014” (Appendix No. 2). 

Additional income 

The CTIA carries out inspection activities and imposes as well as collects sanctions 
in administrative procedures. Receivables accrued based on sanctions imposed by 
the CTIA are enforced by customs authorities. In 2014, a special state budget 
revenue account was credited with the total amount of 58,490,423 CZK which 
consisted of fines imposed in administrative procedures. 

Besides fines imposed in administrative procedures, including fines imposed right at 
the inspection location, inspected physical entities were also imposed with fixed 
penalties – mainly for violation of respective provisions of Act No. 64/1986 Coll., the 
Czech Trade Inspection Act. In 2014, accounts of respective customs authorities 
were credited with the total sum of CZK 347,200 CZK. 

Further details are stated in the table „Income – special revenue account” (Appendix 
No. 3). 

Information on assets 

As of December 31, 2014, the total assets of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority 
included in the accounting record and expressed in purchase costs were 457,854.55 
thousand CZK. The largest part is represented by buildings, with a total value of 
327,095.82 thousand CZK, followed by individual movables and sets of movables 
(transportation vehicles, multifunctional printers, servers, telephone switchboard 
units, etc.) in the total amount of 46,528.85 thousand CZK.  

Further details are stated in the table “CTIA assets as of December 31, 2014” 
(Appendix No. 4). 
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Income as of December 31, 2014 in CZK      

 Appendix No. 1 

Suc Item Auc Description 
modified 
budget 

annual 
fulfilment 

% 
fulfilment 

222 1361   tax revenue 0.00 25,010.00  

  1361 in total   0.00 25,010.00 0.00 

222 2111 1 income for provided information 0.00 780.00  

  2111 in total   0.00 780.00  

222 2132 0 income from real estate rentals 550,000.00 291,917.67  

  2132 in total   550,000.00 291,917.67 53.08 

222 2141 0 income from interest 20,000.00 905.00  

222 2141 in total income from interest 20,000.00 905.00  

  21 in total 
income from own activities and transfers of surplus of 
organizations with a direct relation 

570,000.00 293,602.67 102.21 

222 2212 0 
accepted sanction payments – fines in administrative 
procedure 

34,545,000.00 58,465,413.41  

222 2212 2 
accepted sanction payments – fines in administrative 
procedure  

0.00 5,431.00  

,55 2212 in total sanction payments received from other subjects 34,545,000.00 58,470,844.41 169.26 

222 2310 0 income from the sale of non-investment assets 0.00 399.00  

  2310 in total income from the sale of short-term and long-term assets 0.00 399.00 0.00 

222 2322 0 received indemnities 0.00 107,872.40  

  2322 in total received indemnities 0.00 107,872.40  

222 2324 0 
received non-capital contributions and compensation 
payments – previous years 

8,000,000.00 385,759.35  

222 2324 1 
received non-capital contributions and compensation 
payments – refunds for analyses  

0.00 819,205.78  

222 2324 2 
received non-capital contributions and compensation 
payments – management expense compensations - section 
79 par. 8. Act No. 500/2004 Coll.  

0.00 9,234,300.00  

222 2324 3 
received non-capital contributions and compensation 
payments – damaged goods, stocked goods  

0.00 124,177.00  

222 2324 4 
received non-capital contributions and compensation 
payments – damages  

0.00 38,922.00  

222 2324 5 
received non-capital contributions and compensation 
payments – invoicing of sample purchase 

0.00 0.00  

  2324 in total 
received non-capital contributions and compensation 
payments 

8,000,000.00 10,602,364.13 132.53 

222 2328 0 non-identified income 0.00 0.00  

222 2328 1 non-identified income - account 3754 0.00 0.00  

  2328 in total non-identified income 0.00 0.00 0.00 

222 2329 0 other unclassified non-taxable income – securities  0.00 37,978.00  

222 2329 1 
other unclassified non-taxable income – interest on late 
payments, court fees  

0.00 102,325.16  

222 2329 4 
other unclassified non-taxable income – not stated anywhere 
else 

0.00 6,185.00  

  2329 in total other unclassified non-taxable income  0.00 146,488.16 0.00 

  23 in total 
income from the sale of non-capital assets and other non-
taxable income  

0.00 10,857,123.69 0.00 

222 3113 1 income from the sale of other long-term tangible assets  0.00 110,000.00  

  3113 in total income from the sale of other long-term tangible assets 0.00 110,000.00 0.00 

  31 in total capital income 0.00 110,000.00 0.00 

222 4132 0 transfers from other own funds - (cz-6ol5) 0.00 0.00  

  4132 in total transfers from other own funds 0.00 0.00 0.00 

222 4135 0 transfers from the state organizational sector funds 0.00 2,263,930.31  
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Suc Item Auc Description 
modified 
budget 

annual 
fulfilment 

% 
fulfilment 

  4135 in total transfers from the OSS reserve funds 0.00 2,263,930.31 0.00 

  41   non-investment received transfers 0,00 2,263 930.31 0.00 

In total 43,115000.00 72,020 511.08 167.04 
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Expenses in 2014           

    Appendix No. 2 

as of December 2014 

 
 

modified 
budget in 

CZK 

final budget 
in CZK 

overall 
utilization of 

budget in CZK 

utilization 
of modified 
budget in 

% 

utilization 
of final 

budget in 
% 

Common expenses         

501 - 2 Employee salaries and other 
payments for performed work  

152,877,160.00 153,516,772.00 153,326,622.00 100.29 99.88 

from which  5011 Employee salaries      151,450,980.00 151,982,172.00 151,981,758.00 100.35 100.00 

           5021 Other personal expenses             1,313,180.00 1,421,600.00 1,232,529.00 93.86 86.70 

           5024 Compensation payments 113,000.00 113,000.00 112,335.00 0.00 0.00 

           502 subtotal 1,426,180.00 1,534,600.00 1,344,864.00 94.30 87.64 

5051 Refund of wages 5,452,691.00 5,576,178.00 5,424,598.00 99.48 97.28 

503 Mandatory insurance payments paid 
by the employer  

53,783,310.00 54,039,531.00 54,039,531.00 100.48 100.00 

from which 5031 Social security insurance 
payments  

39,546,552.00 39,734,952.00 39,734,952.00 100.48 100.00 

          5032 Health insurance payments 14,236,758.00 14,304,579.00 14,304,579.00 100.48 100.00 

50 total 212,113,161.00 213,132,481.00 212,790,751.00 100.32 99.84 

513 – Material purchase 11,660,168.86 11,735,071.20 11,735,071.20 100.64 100.00 

from which 5132 Protective equipment 49,935.12 49,935.12 49,935.12 100.00 100.00 

          5136 Books, teaching aids and press 350,562.36 350,562.36 350,562.36 100.00 100.00 

          5137 Small long-term tangible assets 8,450,029.13 8,470,353.13 8,470,353.13 100.24 100.00 

          5139 Purchase of material not listed 
elsewhere  

2,809,642.25 2,864,220.59 2,864,220.59 101.94 100.00 

       

514 - – Interest and other financial 
expenses-5142 realized exchange rate 
losses 

1,980,833.86 2,390,586.86 2,390,586.86 120.69 100.00 

from which 5141 – own interest 1,977,175.00 2,386,928.00 2,386,928.00 120.72 100.00 

         5142 realized exchange rate losses 3,658.86 3,658.86 3,658.86 100.00 100.00 

       

515 - Purchase of water, fuel and energy 4,456,890.97 4,456,890.97 4,456,890.97 100.00 100.00 

from which 5151 Water 301,347.01 301,347.01 301,347.01 100.00 100.00 

          5152 Steam 1,268,358.78 1,268,358.78 1,268,358.78 100.00 100.00 

          5153 Gas 347,880.61 347,880.61 347,880.61 100.00 100.00 

          5154 Electric energy 678,588.11 678,588.11 678,588.11 100.00 100.00 

          5156 Fuels and lubricants 1,860,716.46 1,860,716.46 1,860,716.46 100.00 100.00 

          5157 Hot water   0.00  0.00 

516 – Purchase of services 41,723,197.63 44,148,574.43 43,148,574.43 103.42 97.73 

from which 5161 Postal services 424,822.00 424,822.00 424,822.00 100.00 100.00 

          5162 Telecommunication services and 
radio communication services  

2,228,137.46 2,230,561.71 2,230,561.71 100.11 100.00 

          5163 Services of financial institutions 
and insurance premium 

894,751.40 894,751.40 894,751.40 100.00 100.00 

          5164 Rental fees 367,946.56 371,213.56 371,213.56 100.89 100.00 

          5166 Consulting, advisory and legal 
services  

29,645.00 29,645.00 29,645.00 100.00 100.00 

          5167 Educational and training services  684,087.37 684,087.37 684,087.37 100.00 100.00 

          5168 Data processing services 0.00 0.00 0.00   

          5169 Purchase of services not listed 
elsewhere (alimentation, printing)  

37,093,807.84 39,513,493.39 38,513,493.39 103.83 97.47 
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as of December 2014 

 
 

modified 
budget in 

CZK 

final budget 
in CZK 

overall 
utilization of 

budget in CZK 

utilization 
of modified 
budget in 

% 

utilization 
of final 

budget in 
% 

517 – Other purchases 12,478,681.98 20,518,562.11 15,607,277.59 125.07 76.06 

from which 5171 Repairs and maintenance 7,403,005.99 14,277,580.95 9,366,296.43 126.52 65.60 

          5172 Software equipment 1,242,323.77 1,242,323.77 1,242,323.77 100.00 100.00 

          5173 Travel expenses (domestic and 
abroad) 

3,417,957.85 4,555,824.94 4,555,824.94 133.29 100.00 

          5175 Food and refreshments 400,550.49 415,250.60 415,250.60 103.67 100.00 

          5176 Conference participation fees 14,843.88 27,581.85 27,581.85 185.81 100.00 

          5179 Other unclassified purchases 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

       

518 – Paid deposits 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

from which 5181 Deposits provided to inner 
organizational units 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 

          5182 Deposits provided to own 
treasury 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 

          5189 Deposits provided for VISA card 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

519 - Expenses associated with non-
investment purchases  1,226,873.70 1,338,777.10 1,338,777.10 109.12 

100.00 

from which 5191 Paid sanction fees  200,000.00 200,000.00 200,000.00 100.00 0.00 

          5192 Provided non-investment 
contributions and compensation 353,644.60 465,548.00 465,548.00 131.64 

100.00 

          5194 Material gifts 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

          5195 Payment for not employing 
persons with especially serious health 
handicaps  8,003.00 8,003.00 8,003.00  

0.00 

          5199 Expenses associated with 
unclassified noninvestment purchases  665,226.10 665,226.10 665,226.10 100.00 

100.00 

534 - Non-investment transfers deposited 
into own funds 1,568,730.00 1,573,501.00 1,520,304.00 96.91 

96.62 

from which 5342 Non-investment transfers 
FKSP 1,568,730.00 1,573,501.00 1,520,304.00 96.91 

96.62 

          5344 Non-investment transfers 
deposited to own reserve funds      

 

          5345 Non-investment transfers 
deposited to own budget accounts      

 

          5346 Transfers deposited into reserve 
fund      

 

       

536 – Tax payments, fees, sanction 
payments 77,237.00 77,237.00 77,237.00 100.00 

100.00 

from which 5361 Purchase of applicable 
revenue stamps    0.00  

 

           5362 Tax and other fee payments 75,237.00 75,237.00 75,237.00 100.00 100.00 

           5363 Sanctions and penalty payments 
to other budgets 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 0.00 

0.00 

542 - Compensations paid to the 
population  711,901.00 711,901.00 711,901.00 100.00 

100.00 

from which 5424 Compensations of wages 
for the period of sickness 711,901.00 711,901.00 711,901.00 100.00 

100.00 

5909 - Other expenses IISSP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Common expenses in total 5* 287,997,676.00 300,083,582.67 293,777,371.15 102.01 97.90 

from which material expenses                                 74,315,785.00 85,377,600.67 79,466,316.15 106.93 93.08 

 Capital expenses      

611- Purchase of intangible investment 
property 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 

612 - Purchase of tangible investment 
property 8,700,000.00 8,700,000.00 6,488,142.38 74.58 

74.58 

from which 6121 Buildings, halls, 
construction sites  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 
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as of December 2014 

 
 

modified 
budget in 

CZK 

final budget 
in CZK 

overall 
utilization of 

budget in CZK 

utilization 
of modified 
budget in 

% 

utilization 
of final 

budget in 
% 

          6122 Machines, devices and 
equipment  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 

          6123 Transportation vehicles 4,200,000.00 4,200,000.00 2,086,958.98 49.69 0.00 

          6125 Computer technology 4,500,000.00 4,500,000.00 4,401,183.40 97.80 0.00 

          6909 Other unclassified capital 
expenses 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 

          6130 Land   0.00  0.00 

          6361 Transfer to reserve fund   0.00  0.00 

Investment expenses sub-programme 
122011 4,500,000.00 4,500,000.00 4,401,183.40 97.80 

0.00 

subprogramme 122014                                  4,200,000.00 4,200,000.00 2,086,958.98 49.69 49.69 

Investment expenses in total         8,700,000.00 8,700,000.00 6,488,142.38 74.58 74.58 

Expenses in total 296,697,676.00 308,783,582.67 300,265,513.53 101.20 97.24 
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Income 2014 – special revenue account (in CZK)    Appendix No. 3 

A B C D E F G H 

Act 2014 paid transferred to in total  

number enforceability in receivables in total 
receivables 

in 2013 
CU/subject 19 

account 
3754 

311/2006 8,751,000 13,776,000 5,249,000 10,000 50,930 2,000 5,196,070 

102/2001 762,000 1,199,000 528,000 36,000 76,500 4,000 447,500 

22/1997 5,837,500 6,165,000 4,318,500 749,500 64,000 16,000 4,238,500 

634/1992 53,270,000 72,097,000 36,386,639 22,994,000 1,945,200 89,500 34,351,939 

145/2010 3,986,000 6,079,000 4,012,800 38,000 78,000 4,000 3,930,800 

255/2012 8,832,000 9,580,000 286,000  80,000 4,000 202,000 

353/2003 508,000 528,000 219,650 100,000 21,946  197,704 

64/1986 1,400,500 1,455,500 637,500 43,000 15,000 8,000 614,500 

477/2001 229,500 244,500 244,500 3,000 10,000 2,000 232,500 

247/2006 8,000 8,000 8,000    8,000 

307/2013 10,000 10,000 10,000    10,000 

253/2008 10,000 15,000 5,000    5,000 

226/2013 10,000 10,000 10,000    10,000 

379/2005 20,000 20,000 10,000    10,000 

orders and 
decisions 
administrativ
e procedure 

83,634,500 111,187,000 51,925,589 23,973,500 2,341,576 129,500 49,454,513 

orders at the 
location 

9,010,900 9,010,900 9,010,900 0 0 0 9,010,900 

administrativ
e charges 

25,010 25,010 25,010    25,010, 

C E L K E M 92,670,410 120,222,910 60,961,499 23,973,500 2,341,576 129,500 58,490,423 

 

Legend: 

B – the sum of imposed fines according to individual applicable laws executable in 2014 

C – the total of registered fines in receivables  

D – fines paid in 2014 (executable in 2014 or earlier) 

E – the total sum from the D column - fines paid from receivables registered in 2013 

F – fines returned to companies 

G – sums transferred over to item of common revenue account (proceeding expenses sent by mistake to the fines 

collection account) 

H – total of all sums that remained in the balance of the CTIA for 2014 (after the subtraction of the transfers in 

accordance with F and G) 
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CTIA assets as of December 31, 2014       

         Appendix No. 4 

Type of asset 
in thousand 

CZK 

Software over 60 thousand CZK 20,428.05 

Software up to 60 thousand CZK 7,578.71 

Land 7,903.61 

Art 130.51 

Buildings - 6 buildings and 3 garages  327,095.82 

Individual movable assets and sets of items 46,528.85 

Small long-term tangible assets up to 40 thousand 
CZK 

34,769.40 

Other long-term assets kept on accounts of balance 
sheet 

13,419.60 

Incomplete long-term tangible assets 0.00 

In total 457,854.55 
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CONTACTS  

General Inspectorate – Czech Trade Inspection Authority 
Štěpánská 15 
120 00 Praha 2 
Česká republika 

  +420 296 366 360 
Fax:   +420 296 366 236 
 E-podatelna - www.coi.cz 

 
CTIA inspectorate – Středočeský and Prague 
Štěpánská 15 
120 00 Praha 2 
  +420 296 366 207 
 
CTIA inspectorate – Jihočeský and Vysočina 
Mánesova 3a 
370 21 České Budějovice 
  +420 387 722 338 

 
CTIA inspectorate - Plzeňský and Karlovarský  
Houškova 33 
308 57 Plzeň 
  +420 377 323 596 

 
CTIA inspectorate - Ústecký and Liberecký 
Prokopa Diviše 6 
4000 01 Ústí nad Labem 
  +420 475 209 493 
 
CTIA inspectorate - Královéhradecký and Pardubický 
Balbínova 821  
500 03 Hradec Králové 
  +420 495 057 171 
 
CTIA inspectorate – Jihomoravský and Zlínský 
Kpt. Jaroše 5 
602 00 Brno 
 +420 545 125 911  

 
CTIA inspectorate - Moravskoslezský and Olomoucký 
Provozní 1 
722 00 Ostrava 
  +420 554 818 227 

All inspectorates are also available via 

 e-filling registry on the webpage www.coi.cz 

http://www.coi.cz/
http://www.coi.cz/
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